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In recent years, Dynamic Induction Control (DIC) started to gain popularity in the wind energy
community. The goal of this family of wind farm control strategies is to promote wake mixing. This
way, the velocity deficit within the wake recovers earlier and the inflow to the downstream turbine has a
higher energy content.
An early important contribution to the field was given by Goit and Meyers in [1]. The work described
a procedure for finding the optimal dynamic induction of turbines in a wind farm. However, this was
done at a significant computational cost and resulted in an actuation with very large spikes. Munters and
Meyers [2] observed that the optimal signal found in [1] closely resembled a sinusoid, which reduced the
problem to determining the amplitude and frequency of the signal, while also reducing the detrimental
effect on loads. The resulting control strategy is called the Pulse.
While the positive effects of DIC have been demonstrated in simulations and wind tunnel tests ([3]) we
do not yet fully understand the dynamics of the wake.
This work aims to provide insight into it and in particular into the phenomena that promote the mixing.
This is done by focusing on the evolution of the most relevant coherent structures and observing its
dependency on the excitation frequency.
With Dynamic Mode Decomposition (DMD), we chose a data-driven approach to analyze high fidelity
LES data. The Simulator fOr Wind Farm Applications (SOWFA, [4]), is used to generate this data.
The turbine considered in the study is the DTU 10 MW research turbine. Figures 1 and 2 result from a
one turbine simulation. In this case,the blade pitches where collectively actuated with a sinusoidal signal
with a 4° amplitude and St = 0.2Hz. The inflow was uniform with a wind speed of 9 m/s.
The DMD is then applied on the flow field. Figure 1 represents the Power Spectral Density of the most
energetic modes as a function of the Strouhal Number. We can observe that the natural frequency of the
first one is very close to the excitation frequency.
In Figure 2 we isolate these same modes in the flow field representation. The same analysis is repeated for
different excitation frequencies and amplitudes looking at the evolution in time and space of the dominant
modes and commenting on the recognizable patterns. By focusing on the modes that contribute the most
to the flow dynamics we gather insight on what causes the increased wake recovery rate in DIC techniques.
This knowledge can then be used for the optimization of the signal parameters in complex layouts and
conditions.
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Figure 1: This spectrum is representative of the energy content of the first three modes, which are also
shown in Figure 2. Their contribution accounts for abouy half of the energy content in the wake.

Figure 2: Vertical slices of the instantaneous stream-wise velocity at y = 0 and t = 1600 s. From top to
bottom we can see the first, second and third DMD modes all superimposed to the zero mode which is
representative of the mean.
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Introduction

A floating offshore wind turbine (FOWT) interacts with the incoming wind field and ocean waves resulting in additional complex motions of the turbine compared to a bottom-fixed machine. These added
movements affect the turbine itself as well as the generated wake and its development with increasing
distance to the turbine (Fu, 2019) [1]. In a wind farm, the wake of a turbine might be the inflow for
turbines located downstream inside the farm and result again in additional dynamics which might lead to
higher extreme loads, fatigue loads and power losses. Due to the lack of full scale data, either wind tunnel
experiments or numerical investigations might help to better understand the wake generated by floating
turbines. In this study, the wake features of a model wind turbine submitted to mono-harmonic motions
was investigated experimentally in the large wind tunnel of the University of Oldenburg (UOLD).

2

Experimental set-up

The tests were carried out in the closed-loop wind tunnel (3 × 3 m2 inlet section) of the University of
Oldenburg with the MoWiTO 0.6 turbine under idealized conditions, i.e laminar wind and imposed sinusoidal motion. The model turbine was mounted on top of a Stewart platform which allows to mimic the
motions of a floating wind turbine in the six degrees of freedom (DoF). The picture of the figure 1 depicts
the experimental set-up used for the measurement campaign. One-degree of freedom sinusoidal motion
were imposed by the platform on the turbine, multiple amplitudes and frequencies of oscillation were
tested. The six degrees of freedom of a FOWT were thus covered in this study. A total of 21 hot wire
anemometers, arranged in cross-shape, were placed in the wake of the turbine at different downstream
positions ranging from 2D to 10D (D being the rotor diameter, D = 0.58 m). This set-up enabled to
measure the vertical and horizontal axial wind profiles in the wake with a sampling rate of 10 kHz.
Bayati et al. (2017) [2] measured wind speeds in the wake of a model turbine subjected to imposed
sinusoidal motion in surge and outlined the relevance of the so-called wake reduced frequency, fred =
f.D/U0 = 1/Vw∗ , for the estimation of the level of aerodynamic unsteadiness. From the previous equation,
the wake reduced velocity, Vw∗ , can be interpreted for surge DoF as the number of rotor diameters that
would travel an air particle flowing at a speed of U0 , during one motion cycle of the platform at the
frequency, f. The larger the wake reduced velocity the lower the unsteadiness. Based on the capability of
the platform, the experimental study covered a range of wake reduced frequencies from 0.02 to 0.4 with
different amplitudes for each degree of freedom.
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Figure 1: Picture of the MoWiTO 0.6 model turbine mounted on a Stewart platform and installed in
the large wind tunnel of the UOLD
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Preliminary results

The impact of the platform’s motion (amplitude and frequency) as well as the degree of freedom on the
wake was assessed regarding the following quantities:
• Profile of mean wind speed deficit
• Wake recovery
• Profile of turbulence intensity and turbulent energy content
• Spectral content
• 2nd order turbulence features
The analysis of the wind speed signal measured will be presented at the conference.
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Abstract
Coupling actuator methods in LES with an aeroelastic solver can produce a higher fidelity modelling tool for representing wind turbines, as the body forces and actuator positions are influenced
by the interaction between the modelled blades and flow. Hodgson et al. [1] verified the coupling
between the EllipSys3D flow solver and the aeroelastic code Flex5, but peaks observed in blade loading at the root and tip for the actuator methods were attributed to the Gaussian smearing of the
body forces in the domain. This work presents the implementation of the vortex smearing correction
described in Meyer Forsting et al. [2] into the EllipSys3D - Flex5 coupling, which recovers the missing
induction at the blade and therefore can remove the discrepancies seen. The correction methodology
is also extended to account for flexible blade deformations. The beneficial impact on blade loading
and steady state performance is demonstrated, with removal of the unphysical loading peaks, and
improving of the power and thrust behaviour particularly when operating below rated velocity.

1

Introduction

Robust and accurate high-fidelity wind turbine and flow modelling is key to the effective planning and
operation of wind farms. A coupling between the aeroelastic tool Flex5 and the EllipSys3D flow solver
was verified by Hodgson et al. [1], using the Shen tip correction [3] for both actuator disc and actuator line
computations. However, peaks in loading were observed at the blade root and tip, and were attributed
to the Gaussian smearing used to apply the body forces to the domain. The vortex smearing correction
[2, 4] is capable of rectifying this, as it recovers the missing induction at the blade by combining a near
wake model for the trailed vorticity, and a Lamb-Oseen viscous core model. This method has also been
extended to account for rotor coning by [5], by projecting the extracted velocities and blade positions
by the cone angle. Therefore, the contributions of the present work are as follows: implementing the
vortex smearing correction into the Flex5 - EllipSys3D coupling; and extending the method to account
for prebend and flexible deformations of the blades.

2

Methodology

Simulations were conducted with the DTU10MW Reference Wind Turbine using coupled EllipSys3D
- Flex5, and standalone Flex5 allowed comparison with BEM-based results. Validation of the vortex
smearing correction implementation in the coupled setup was achieved through comparing blade loading
with a standard AL in EllipSys3D. In the scenario with fixed rotational speed, pitch and cone angle, no
flexibility or turbine control, and no flow forcing, identical results were observed.
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Figure 1: A) Tangential loading coefficient; B) CP; C) CT
The tangential loading graph shows that the vortex smearing correction substantially reduces the
magnitude of the loading peaks at blade root and tip. Compared to the Shen correction results in [1] at
the same inflow conditions, there is a 13% load reduction at both r/R = 0.3 and r/R = 0.9 for the flexible
AL. This leads to a reduction in CP at below rated velocities, bringing the performance closer to that
of standalone Flex5. The CT graph shows that with the new correction there is also a more consistent
pitch regime between the four methods, as they all begin to reduce CT simultaneously. However, the
trends between flexible and stiff turbine results are the same, with the flexible actuator disc having a
lower loading towards the blade tip, as discussed in [1].

4

Conclusion

Coupling aeroelastic computations with actuator methods in LES allows the impact of flexibility to be
studied, as the modelled blades can deflect and interact with the flow. The vortex smearing correction
was created to address a fundamental issue in the actuator line formulation, and hence provides more
physical loading predictions [2, 4]. This work combines these two advances in modelling and extends
the smearing correction to include flexibility, and shows the impact in decreasing the non-physical load
peaks and reducing CP at below rated conditions. Next, a full validation of the new coupled setup will
be achieved against fully resolved simulations and experimental data in more complex flow cases.
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1 Introduction
With the wind energy market leaning heavily towards the offshore market in recent years, floating wind
turbines have become the focus of significant research. One of the many challenges of such
configurations is that, due to oceanic waves, the rotor is subjected to large amplitude motions, making
the aerodynamics of these turbines even more complex than that of traditional configurations. The
UNAFLOW [1] project provided a simplified test case for a non-stationary rotor, by simulating a surging
wind turbine in a wind tunnel, without any tilting of the tower.
We employ a source and doublet panel method [2] with free-wakes [3] and a vortex core model [4] in
an attempt to capture phase shift effects on the aerodynamics of a surging wind turbine rotor. The code
is initially validated with airfoil sections. We start with a thin airfoil and compare the results to
Theodorsen theory [5].
Results are shown in figure 1 for a NACA0001 airfoil oscillating around the quarter chord at reduced
frequency k = 0.1, where k ≡ ωc/2U, where ω is the angular frequency ω = 2πf, f is the frequency of the
oscillations, c is the airfoil chord, and U is the freestream velocity. The oscillations follow α = Δαsin(ωt),
where α is the angle of attack, Δα is the amplitude of the oscillations (1°), and t is time. A large
parametric study was conducted to investigate the source of the discrepancy, with most parameters not
affecting the results at all (grid resolution, time step length, airfoil thickness, amplitude of oscillations,
and airfoil span). We found that k was the only parameter that changed the accuracy of the simulations
and that only very small values led to small errors.

Figure 1 Theodorsen validation results.
(a) Time history for k=0.1. (b) Hysteresis loop for k=0.1. (c) Phase error versus k.
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The UNAFLOW case has surging data up to f=2Hz, which (for U=4m/s, amplitude=15mm, at 241RPM)
at the tip corresponds to k=0.002. Even though this is quite low, significant differences to experiments
have been observed with BEM and lifting line methods coupled to dynamic stall models [1]. Figure 2
shows the time history of the thrust coefficient Ct for the aforementioned case and the amplitude and
phase for several cases with the same flow conditions, but different values of surge frequency. The
simulations match the experimental data well, showing phase of the thrust relative to the surging motion
of about 90°.

Figure 2 UNAFLOW validation results.
(a) Time history of Ct for f=2Hz. (b) Ct fluctuation amplitude. (c) Phase shift versus f.
Results from this study indicate that free wake panel methods achieve phase shift and amplitude levels
which are similar to experimental data. The issues seen in the Theodorsen case are unlikely to appear in
floating wind turbines due to tower motion, as those occur at very low frequencies [6], although high
frequency velocity fluctuations could appear due to incoming turbulence.
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Introduction

Several studies have showed that actively controlled flaps located at the Wind Turbines (WT) blade
trailing edge, so called Active Trailing Edge Flap Systems (ATEFS), are a promising technology on
reducing fatigue and ultimate loads and increasing Annual Energy Production (AEP), see e.g. [1].
The validation of ATEFS aeroelastic engineering models and their load reduction applications at a fullscale is limited and not easy to perform. In [2], state-of-the-art BEM models of WT equipped with ATEFS
have been compared with models of higher fidelity, including free-wake lifting line and fully resolved CFD
models for an extensive code-to-code comparison. Subsystem validations have been performed with wind
tunnel tests and on an outdoor rotating rig [3]. As for field tests on a full scale WT, only three are known:
[4], [5]and [3]. These field tests confirmed the potential of ATEF in controlling the aerodynamic loads
but also showed the need for further development and validation of the numerical ATEFS models. In this
paper, the first results on the comparison of two ATEFS aeroelastic model are presents. The comparison
aims to characterize the differences between the two models before they will be used in the ATEFS model
validation based on field data obtained from a multi-megawatt WT prototype equipped with ATEFS.

2

Methodology

BHawC and HAWC2 aeroelastic codes have been selected for the ATEFS model comparison. Both are
BEM-based aeroelastic tools: HAWC2 has been developed by DTU Wind Energy [6], including the
Beddoes-Leishman type ATEFlap dynamic stall model [7]; BHawC is the SGRE internal aeroelastic tool
[8]. For each tool, a model of the same reference WT equipped with ATEFS has been developed. The
reference WT is the multi-megawatt SGRE WT prototype (SWT-DD-120) that has been equipped with
an ATEFS on one of its blade in the VIAs project, a collaboration between SGRE and DTU Wind Energy
Department [9]. The SGRE aeroelastic model of the WT prototype has been used as baseline for the
development of the models in both BHAWC and HAWC2 codes.
The comparison of the two models has been focused on the blade root bending moments, Tower bottom
bending moments and angle of attack along the blade. The comparison has the following structure:
1. Structural comparison, focused on mass, CoG and moment of inertia.
2. Modal analyses on WT modes.
3. Case 1A: Steady state comparison without ATEFS model with imposed WT operational parameters.
To characterize the impact of the different structural and aerodynamic models of the two codes.
4. Case 1B: Steady state comparison with ATEFS and flap in neutral position. To evaluate the impact
of the ATEFS models.
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5. Case 1C: Steady state comparison with ATEFS and flap statically activated. To evaluate the impact
of the ATEFS models.
6. Case 2A: Comparison with SGRE WT controller and without ATEFS model. Both steady state
and turbulent wind (10% IEC turbulence intensity). To characterize the impact of the different
implementation of the same SGRE controller on the two codes.

3

Results

The structural comparison of the two aeroelastic models of the WT PT has showed a difference below
1kg in the components mass, below 1 cm in the component CoG (except tower with 11 cm) and below
1% in the main WT moments of inertia. The modal analyses has showed a difference below 1.5% in
the frequency of the first 20 WT modes. The comparison of the steady state simulations of the two
aeroelastic WT models are summarized in table 1. The ATEF model with flap inactive (Case 1B)

Case
1A
1B
1C

Blade Root
Flapwise Bending Moment
Abs Max
Mean
0% to 3%
0.5% to 2%
-1% to 3%
0.5% to 3%
-1% to 4%
0.5% to 4%

Blade Root
Edgewise Bending Moment
Abs Max
-2% to 1%
-2% to 1%
-2% to 1%

Tower Bottom
Bending Moment
Abs Max
Mean
-2% to -8% -2% to -3%
-2% to -6% -1% to -3%
-2% to 2% -2% to -1%

Table 1: Overview of the main load differences between HAWC2 and BHawC steady state simulations
increases the difference of 1% in the blade root flapwise bending moment and reduces the difference of
2% in the tower bending moment. The full activation of the flap (Case 1C) further increase the blade
root flapwise bending moment of another 1% but reduces the tower bending moment differences to 2%.
The blade root edgewise bending moment is instead not affected by the ATEF model.

4

Conclusions

The comparisons have showed a good agreement between the results of the aeroelastic model of the
WT PT developed in BHawC and the one developed in HAWC2. The ATEFS models increase the
load differences but still within an acceptable uncertainty value. The comparison where both the WT
controller and turbulent wind are introduced will define the baseline difference between the two models
that will be used in the next phase of the PhD project for the model validation with field data obtained
from the VIAs project.
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Abstract

The design of wind turbines, as almost purely functional structures, is mainly driven by efficiency.
Part of the design approach is the accurate simulation of the overall wind behavior, including load
cycles for fatigue analysis and aerodynamic optimization to increase the durability and efficiency of
wind turbines. The current approach combining wind tunnel testing and computational structural
analysis is an expensive and time-consuming process. CFD analysis has the potential for a combined
assessment of fluid dynamics and structural mechanics applicable to each specific situation. A factor
for the current lack of accuracy in CFD analysis is the quality of the mesh including the reproduction
of turbulence in the model. The results can often be improved by a higher mesh density which
requires more computational power. This study analyzes various meshing layouts and presents the
range of results in quantified charts.
Comparable mesh convergence studies are undertaken for the flow around a cylinder benchmark
(2D laminar flow at a low Reynolds-number, 1996) in Ansys Fluent and OpenFoam. The results are
evaluated for the drag and lift coefficient as well as the pressure difference. Adjusted ratios between
zones of different gradients are investigated within this research refining meshing guidelines resulting
in an optimized mesh.
This research quantifies the accuracy regarding the mesh topology and required density. Seeking
the same accuracy for the drag coefficient and pressure difference the mesh density varies by up to a
factor of 10, the lift coefficient shows even higher variation with a factor of more than one hundred
between different mesh topologies. A better understanding regarding the mesh topology and required
density can lead to a more efficient performance-based design process for wind turbines using CFD
analysis.

Keywords: aerodynamics, CFD, mesh topology, mesh density, mesh optimization

1

Introduction

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations are highly dependent on the mesh topology and density. In spite of their importance, meshes are often only a side issue in published CFD studies. This
research focuses on the accuracy of CFD simulations for different mesh topologies and densities. As
computational power imposes a constraint on complex CFD simulations the aim of this study is to ensure
a high accuracy solution with a minimum number of cells.
The Navier-Stokes-Equation describing laminar and turbulent fluid flow is a complex non-linear problem. CFD uses discretization methods to retrieve approximate solutions for those differential equations.
Spatial discretization requires a sufficient mesh and schemes to calculate algebraic solutions at different
points throughout the mesh while temporal discretization uses time steps in transient solutions. In order
to determine the influence of the mesh induced error regarding the accuracy of the simulation a benchmark example is needed. This study focuses on circular cross sections as used for wind turbine towers.
For an incompressible laminar flow at a Reynolds number of 20 (compare figure 1) the analytical steady
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result of the drag cD and lift cL coefficient as well as the pressure difference ∆p between luv- and leeward
side are known with a minimum accuracy of 10−10 [1][2]. At this low Reynolds number only a narrow
turbulence wake forms as the separations points lie close to the rear of the cylinder [3]. For laminar flow
the near wall flow is also considered laminar and the wall shear stress is therefore less dependent on the
distance between the first cell centroid and the wall than for turbulent flow [4]. The influence of the mesh
in this laminar case can therefore be analyzed with the least amount of additional factors influencing the
solution as faster turbulent flows require turbulence models, wall functions and are time dependent.

2

Meshing accuracy

𝑢� = 0.2 m/s

In CFD simulations inaccuracies may occur due to model errors e.g. from the insufficiently simulated
turbulence, discretization errors, (iterative) solution errors and integration errors [5]. This paper focusses
on the discretization error from insufficient meshing.
Grid refinement studies are undertaken for each topology as normally a higher accuracy of the results
and therefore a reduction of errors can be observed with mesh refinement. Being obligatory for CFD
simulations the grid refinement studies or mesh dependency tests can prove that a solution is independent
from the mesh and the accuracy doesn’t change with further refinement [4][6].
The requirements for the accuracy of CFD simulations depend on their specific application. For example,
when specifying wind loads on wind turbine towers with wind tunnel or CFD tests a safety factor of 1.5
has to be applied for the ultimate limit state of the structure according to the EuroCode [7].
For the wind velocities around buildings guideline [8] already states specified accuracies for the simulated
velocity and turbulence intensity of ±5% or an absolute difference of < 0.01 compared to model results.
This has to be fulfilled with a hit rate of 95% of the tested points in the domain. For the comparison
with wind tunnel results the requirements even go down to ±25% or an absolute difference of < 0.06.
As meshing is not the only error source for CFD simulations it is important to know what influences the
meshing alone can have on the accuracy of the results. This study quantifies the accuracy of the mesh
by isolating all other influences.
In this research some general existing meshing guidelines are considered. The guideline for flows in the
urban environment [9] suggest a small grid in regions of high gradient and an expansion ratio below 1.3
in adjacent cells in this region, while mentioning the smaller ratio of 1.2 in [10]. [5] advises to limit
the factor between cell sizes to 2 and use quadrilaterals or hexahedra meshes as discretization errors on
the parallel sides can partially cancel each other out. For the same accuracy a finer mesh of triangles
and tetrahedra is required. To orientate mesh edges or surfaces along the streamlines can improve the
accuracy of the solution. This study focuses on quadrilateral meshes with the ratio of 1.2 between cells.
Figure 1 shows the benchmark itself and published reference coarse meshes for this simulation.

𝑛𝑜 𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑝

0.16
0.15

D=0.1
3/2D=0.15

~20D=1.95

𝑛𝑜 𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑝

𝑅𝑒 = 20, 𝜌 = 1

𝑘𝑔
𝑚�
, ν = 0.001
𝑚�
𝑠

(A) Benchmarktest Re=20 [1][2]

(B) mesh from [2]

(C) mesh from [11]

(D) mesh from [12]

(E) mesh from [12]

(F) mesh from [6]

Figure 1: benchmark test Re 20 different mesh approaches displayed before refinement
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3

Methodology

In order to reduce the number of cells in a mesh to a minimum while still retrieving values of high
accuracy two structured meshes are designed with Ansys ICEM and OpenFOAM blockMesh adhering to
the meshing guidelines. The geometrical constraints to obtain mainly square cells with a ratio of 1.2 are
considered as displayed in figures 2 and 3 (compare 2). The chosen number of cells around the cylinder
nc determines the number of cells within the defined inflation or offset part no as given in equation (1).
It depends on the diameter of the cylinder dcyl and the depth of the offset x0 . Due to the almost central
position of the cylinder the cells in the vertical nv and horizontal nh direction have to be equal. The
element size at the border to the offset determines the number of used elements by ensuring a smooth
transition in height and equal cell sizes.
𝑛�
𝑛𝑣

𝑛�
𝑥�

𝑛ℎ
𝑥ℎ

𝑑���

Figure 2: constraints for offset
no =

π
4 (dcyl

𝑛0

𝑥𝑣

𝑛𝑐

Figure 3: geometric constraints

nc · xo
+ dcyl + 2 · xo ) ·

1
2

=

nc · xo
π
4 (dcyl + xo )

(1)

The only other freely changeable parameter is the ratio in the downstream area RDS . The amount of
elements is derived from a chosen ratio according to equation (2) based on the formulae regarding the
element sizes from [13]. The value is a function of the largest element size within the offset area xno and
the distance from the cylinder to the outlet xDS .
log(R )
 xnoDS

nDS =
log

xDS −1
RDS · xxno −1
DS

 +1

(2)

The resulting meshes are displayed in figure 4. The influence of both parameters, namely the thickness
of the offset and the ratio of the downstream part, are varied throughout multiple simulations. For every
mesh topology or parameter variation a mesh refinement study is run in order to compare its accuracy
with the analytical values for the drag (cD = 5.57954) and lift coefficient (cL = 0.01062) as well as the
pressure difference (∆p = 0.117520) as characteristic values for the effects on the cylinder cross section.
The coefficients are determined based on equations (3) with the average inlet velocity of 0.2 m/s (umean )

(A) Ansys ICEM

(B) OpenFOAM

Figure 4: Structured meshes
as required for the benchmark test [1]. They are derived from the total drag and lift force (FD and FL )
as an integral over the cylinders surface.
cD =

2 · FL
2 · FD
and cL = 2
· dcyl
umean · dcyl

u2mean

(3)
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In principle, structured meshes with their structured algebraic systems can be solved faster than unstructured meshes. However, for most industrial simulations with their complex structures unstructured
meshes have to be applied [6]. In order to quantify the decrease in accuracy multiple unstructured
generated meshes are compared with the carefully derived structured meshes. Self-adaptive meshes or
generated meshes with hanging nodes have not been included in this research. A selection of the tested
meshes is displayed in figure 5. It can be seen that not all meshes appear to fulfil the criteria for high
quality meshes. In order to analyze the accuracy the parts with ratios between adjacent cells exceeding
1.2 or skewed parts are still evaluated. As for the previous meshes, the ratio between the refined areas
and the free stream is also used as a parameter for optimization.

(A) refinement at circle

(B) inflation and refinement at circle

(C) refinement for large gradient

(D) inflation and refinement at gradient

(E) larger refined flow field

(F) block horizontally

(G) block vertically

(H) inflation and block vertically

Figure 5: Unstructured and less optimized meshes
For the grid refinement study the meshes are refined by a ratio of 1.2 of the cell length leading to
around 45% more elements with each refinement step. Even though each mesh has to be generated again
the refinement curve is more detailed than with the common technique of splitting each existing cell in
4 elements.
As the discretization schemes also have a major influence on the accuracy of the simulations the same
schemes were chosen for the simulations for comparable results. For the gradient scheme the applied least
square cell based approach ensures that no skewness error is induced for the unstructured meshes as would
be the case for the Green-Gauss cell based approach. For the pressure the second order discretization
also called central differencing method is used which ensures accurate converged results and doesn’t cause
oscillations in this case. The momentum equation is discretized with second order upwind scheme to also
ensure a linear and accurate approach between two adjacent cells. Different solvers shouldn’t influence
the results and the coupled and SIMPLE solvers are applied with double precision to minimize round-off
errors. The residuals are set to 10−6 and it was tested and confirmed that smaller residuals don’t change
the results of the simulations undertaken in this study. [14]

4

Results

In order to compare the meshes with regards to their accuracy the difference between the resulting coefficients and pressure differences of the various meshes and the analytical solution of the benchmark are
displayed. Due to the significant difference in value the relative and absolute accuracy are given. When
evaluating the relative accuracy, the lift coefficient with its small value is least accurate. The results of
the high drag coefficient vary most regarding the absolute accuracy.
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The results are displayed for the number of elements. As OpenFoam and Ansys Fluent have been used,
which are Finite Volume methods that calculate the variables at the cell centroids, the degree of freedom
of each simulation is linearly dependent on the number of cells. The only variables for the simulations are
the velocity components (x and y for 2D) and the pressure scalar as temperature and turbulence are not
included. Therefore, the degrees of freedom can be directly derived from the number of elements with a
factor of 3.
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∆p [P a]
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0.035 (A)
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90/-0.01
103

104
105
no. of elements [−]
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Figure 6: relative and absolute accuracy of different offsets (Ansys (A), OpenFOAM (O))
Figure 6 shows the results for the structured meshes of Ansys and OpenFOAM for different offsets. For all values from Ansys and OpenFOAM the results of the grid refinement lie mainly along one
monotonously changing curve. At least from around 105 onwards the results appear to be mesh independent. For the drag coefficient the accuracy of the two mesh types is very similar and independent from the
offset. For the lift coefficient the accuracy varies between ±20%. There is a boundary offset where results
of the grid refinement converge towards the correct value of the lift coefficient from above instead of from
below. For small or large offsets more cells are needed for the same accuracy while an optimum of high
accuracy lies in between. This behavior can be confirmed when the walls are at a greater distance. The
offset’s influence on the mesh density downstream leads to a slightly different mesh density in the area of
the narrow turbulent wake, which could be an explanation for the different convergence. However, this
observation may still be of interest for error estimates from coarser meshes and ensures higher accuracy
with less calculating effort. For the pressure difference the Ansys ICEM mesh is slightly more accurate
and the same cell number leads to values 2.5 % closer to the exact value.
The results of the unstructured meshes are displayed in figure 7 alongside the best Ansys result (0.09
Offset) from the previous comparison as a reference. The area between the most and least accurate
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results are marked to emphasize the range. For the drag coefficient and the pressure difference the same
accuracy can be achieved with up to 10 times more cells in the low quality meshes. The lift coefficient is
significantly different. To achieve the same accuracy as before, e.g. ±5%, the unstructured meshes need
more than 100 times more elements and for the coarse meshes the results can even be off by more than
±50% .
The positive effect of the inflation layer around the cylinder wall leads to increased accuracies of around
0.2 % for the drag, around 10 % for the lift coefficient and around 1.5 % for the pressure difference. The
convergence pattern throughout the grid convergence study is reflected in the convergence of each simulation. The results of the lift coefficient can oscillate until the residual target is reached while the other two
coefficients approach the exact solution from below and only vary by 1% after 20% of the simulation time.
The lift coefficient only stops changing by more than ±1% when around 50 % of the iteration steps are run.
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Figure 7: relative and absolute accuracy of different mesh topologies, ratios 1 : 5
Figure 8 shows the results of the different ratios that were analyzed in order to reduce the number
of cells in regions of little interest and to judge if negative effects can be observed regarding accuracy.
For the coefficients no clear monotonous pattern can be observed. It can be noted that for the coarse
meshes the high ratios seem to have a slightly reduced accuracy for the drag coefficient and a slightly
higher accuracy for the lift coefficient. For the pressure difference it can clearly be observed that the
accuracy increases with higher and decreases with lower ratios. These observations are confirmed for the
same evaluation of the structured meshes.
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Figure 8: comparison of different ratios for meshes (A) to (D)

5

Outlook

For the flow around the wind turbine tower the Reynolds number is significantly higher and the flow is
turbulent and separates from the tower. Depending on the wind speed alternating vortex shedding and
therefore a Kármán vortex street can occur.
According to [15] the number of elements in a mesh has to be increased with an increasing Reynolds
number. The CFD simulations have to be run in transient mode as the turbulence is time dependent.
In order to correctly model the boundary layer along the cylinder the distance between cell centroid and
wall (y + value) has to be considered. Within the inflation layers around the cylinder a high mesh density
is required to correctly display the non-linear velocity profile. This leads to more cells along the diagonal
in the offset area of the structured meshes and the ratio along it can be adjusted accordingly.
In order to display the vortex street a higher mesh density can be required in the downstream area.

6

Conclusion

This research quantifies the accuracy of CFD simulations for the incompressible flow around the cylinder
benchmark at a low Reynolds number for structured and unstructured meshes. Aiming for the same
accuracy the required number of cells between all analyzed meshes varies by a factor of 10 for the drag
coefficient and pressure difference and by a factor of one hundred for the lift coefficient. Looking solely
at structured meshes, significantly less dispersion occurs.
Adjusting the ratio between cells at high and low gradients does not result in a reduction of overall
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required cells. Even though the meshes appear significantly different around the same number of elements are required for the same accuracy. Only for the pressure differences a small reduction of required
elements with a higher ratio was observed.
The offset or depth of the inflation layer around the cylinder has a high influence on the convergence
of the lift coefficient towards the analytical solution. While small offsets lead to underestimations with
coarse meshes, larger offsets overestimate and converge to the correct solution from above throughout the
refinement. With regards to error estimation this band width between two coarse solutions represents an
interesting approach, if the effect can be transferred to more complex simulations.
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Facing the growing size of wind turbines and farms as well as the advances in their control strategies,
wind condition awareness is of growing importance. In a wind park setting, the location of the wake,
which a downwind turbine is exposed to, is of high interest. It can be used for closed-loop wakesteering control, ultimately leading to fatigue load reduction and higher power extraction, thus lower
LCOE [1].
A method for dynamic tracking of the meandering wake center is proposed in this work. The term
dynamic underlines that not only the time-averaged wake location but the meandering trajectory is
aimed for. Existing wake tracking methods are either based on LiDAR measurements or rotor loads.
The load based approaches use the rotor as a sensor, with the blades sampling through the nonuniform inflow patterns. They either aim at qualitative impingement detection [2,3] or time-averaged
location tracking [4,5], where the meandering behaviour of the wake is not taken into account. The
LiDAR based approaches include the wake deficit shape to the estimation [1,6] and partly also account
for the dynamic meandering [6].
In this work, the measurement of the flapwise blade root bending moment and its decomposition into
non-rotating yaw and tilt moments is used. The latter are directly linked to the lateral and vertical
wake location via a parametric model, tuned with training data from aeroelastic simulations in
HAWC2 to account for the aerodynamic and structural loading of the wake-exposed turbine. At this,
the ambient wind conditions are assumed to be known (arguably estimated by a front row turbine).
The implementation of an extended Kalman filter (EKF) adds robustness to the tracking and allows to
include physical knowledge of the wake meandering to the estimation. At this, the governing
equations of the dynamic wake meandering model (DWM) are used to describe the meandering
motion as a random walk process driven by colored noise. The EKF formulation also provides the
confidence in the tracked position, which can be effectively used for impingement detection or for a
wake-steering controller to gauge whether a yaw maneuver is adequate. A test scenario at 10%
turbulence intensity and 10 ms-1 ambient wind speed is shown in Figure 1.
So far, the method has been derived and tested in the consistent framework of aeroelastic simulations
and the DWM model. Hence, it still has to prove its functionality outside this framework.
Consequently, the possibility for field and wind tunnel verifications are next to be exploited. The wind
tunnel of ForWind in Oldenburg features an active grid, which allows to tailor atmospheric turbulence
[7]. Together with model turbines of suitable scaling and dimensioning, the generation of realistic test
scenarios is currently investigated. Initial ideas will be shown and fruitful discussion and feedback
within the PhD seminar is anticipated.
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Figure 1: Timeseries of true and estimated wake position; scenario is a two-turbine-constellation
of the DTU 10 MW RWT (178 m diameter) in a turbulent wind field created with the DWM model
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Abstract
Previous computational and experimental research has shown that Vertical Axis Wind Turbines (VAWTs)
have a faster wake recovery and may therefore have a higher wind farm output per unit of land area,
as compared to Horizontal Axis Wind Turbines (HAWTs). It was also found that VAWTs only have
a 5% reduction in output when spaced only 4 turbine diameters apart as shown by Dabiri. [2]). In
order to utilise this benefit in a wind farm configuration wake models are needed, which require a better
understanding of the wake of a VAWT.
Therefore, in this study the turbulent and mean velocity fields of a high solidty (σ = 0.28) scale model
VAWT will be quantified through wind tunnel tests in the S602 wind tunnel of ISAE-ENSMA by using
Particle-Image-Velocimetry (PIV). The turbine is an OWLWIND concept, consisting of two counterrotating 0.5 diameter turbines, as shown in figure 1. The goal is to ultimately get a better understanding
of the turbulent velocity field that drives the wake recovery of a VAWT, and compare this to HAWTs.
In addition to the turbulent velocity fields, the average fields will be measured to quantify general
wake characteristics such as wake recovery, wake resorption and self-similarity. This will be done at
different rotational speeds and different chord Reynolds numbers ranging from 2.0 · 104 < Re < 5.7 · 104
and turbine diameter Reynolds numbers ranging from 1.0 · 105 < Re < 2.0 · 105 . Tip-speed-ratios of
2 < λ < 6 will be investigated to study the effect of dynamic stall.
Preliminary experiments have been concluded with force sensors to characterise the performance of
the wind turbine in the wind tunnel, see for example figure 2. The scale model performed well over the
desired range of rotational speeds and wind speeds. Dynamic stall could be observed below tip-speed-ratio
of λ = 4. The next step will be the wake measurements through PIV.
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Figure 1: OWLWIND Vertical Axis Wind Turbine Scale Model in the S602 ISAE-ENSMA Wind Tunnel.

Figure 2: Thrust coefficient measurements of the OWLWIND VAWT.
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1 Abstract
We want to introduce an aerodynamic rotor concept for a 15 MW offshore turbine which allows an
increased power feed at low wind speeds. As a reference the IEA 15 MW offshore reference wind turbine
is used [2]. The main objective of the concept is to limit the loads (blade flapwise root bending moment
(RBM) and thrust) to the maximum value of the reference turbine, while greatly increasing the swept
rotor aera.
The outer part of the blade (e.g. outer 30% of the rotor) is designed for a higher design Tip-Speed-Ratio
(TSR) and a lower axial induction than the inner part. In light wind conditions the rotor will be operated
at the high TSR and the slender outer part contributes to the increased power capture. In stronger winds
the TSR will be reduced, the torque generation will be shifted to the inner section of the rotor and the
outer region can be greatly relieved. In this way the rotor disc gets more permeable, the lever arm of the
resulting bending force is reduced and additional peakshaving ensures the limitation of the loads.
Within an iterative design process multiple design parameters are varied, namely the design axial
induction distribution and design TSR in the inner and outer part of the rotor, the radial position of the
change in these parameters, design lift coefficient and angle of attack distribution and a twist offset
between the two blade sections. Further, the specific rating of the turbine and thus the radius is varied
as a parameter. With static BEM simulations (as described in [1]) the characteristics of such turbine
designs are investigated and an overall economic value of the turbine is calculated to consider the
decreasing market prices with increasing wind speeds, as predicted by [3]. As a possible (but not
mandatory) extension to the concept, the blade is equipped with trailing edge (TE) flaps in the tip region.
A model for the change in aerodynamic polars is derived by XFoil-Simulations.
Our results show that the economic value can be increased by 22% compared to the reference turbine
with an increase of rotor diameter by a factor of 1,277. Preliminary structural analyses showed promising
results, considering tower bottom fore-aft bending moment and tip deflections.
With the use of the TE flaps with negative deflections in the strong wind regime, the tip region can be
further relieved, less peakshaving is necessary and the power output near rated windspeed can be
increased.
In future work aeroelastic simulations will be performed to better understand the advantages and
shortcomings of the concept under realistic turbulent inflow conditions. To further limit the extreme
loads advanced control strategies will be developed.
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1

Introduction

In state-of-the-art multi-disciplinary optimization frameworks for wind turbine design, the power regulation strategy is often designed using two main operational regions: at low wind speeds, the maximum
power coefficient is tracked and at high wind speeds the power production and rotational speed are
both maintained constant [1] [2] [3]. However, studies on derating have shown that different choices of
regulation strategy are possible and can be beneficial in terms of load alleviation [4] [5].
This works present a numerical method to include the power regulation strategy in aerodynamic design
of wind turbine blade with full design freedom. The objective is to show how the regulation strategy can
be used for load alleviation in the design process.

2

Methodology and Results

The design variables of the optimization problem are the chord and twist distribution (noted x), the
rotational speed for every wind speed in the operational range Ω as well as the pitch angle θ. The
objective function of the optimization problem is shown in Eq. 1 and consist of two competing goals:
increasing the power capture represented by the Annual Energy Production (AEP) and reducing the
average thrust. The terms a and b are scaling factors. Constraints are enforced on the maximum power
output, the maximum tip speed and the maximum thrust.
m

f (x, Ω, θ) =

1
b X
Ti (x, Ωi , θi )
AEP (x, Ω, θ) −
a
m i=1

(1)

The aerodynamic properties of the wind turbine are calculated using the Blade Element Method
(BEM) with a Prandlt tip loss correction [6]. The axial induction factor is assumed to be a third order
polynomial function of the thrust coefficient, as described in [7]. The optimization problem is solved
using IPOPT [8] version 3.12.
The intitial design used for the optimization problem is based on the IEA 10 MW reference wind
turbine [9]. The maximum allowed power is 10MW, the maximum tip speed is 90 m/s and the maximum
thrust is 1.3 kN.
Fig. 1 reports the power regulation strategy of the optimum design. It doesn’t follow a classic tworegion strategy but instead automatically finds the best operation point to reduce the thrust and respect
the constraints. At high wind speeds, the rotational speed decreases in order to track the minimum thrust
coefficient. When the thrust constraint is active, a region of peak-shaving automatically appears: the
blade is pitched before having reached the rated power in order to reduce the thrust. Finally, the blade
is pitched at low wind speeds in order to reduce the thrust. The thrust is reduced by 9.6% in average
compared to the initial design while the AEP decreases by less than 1 %.
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Figure 1: Power regulation strategy of the optimum and the initial design and resulting power and thrust
curve in the operational range
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Abstract

Based on a series of two experimental campaigns testing advanced controllers on a scaled wind
turbine operating in a wind tunnel, this contribution describes the overall experimental method,
challenges faced, lessons learned, and opportunities for future work. The two campaigns, run in Fall
2018 and Fall 2019, tested unconstrained and constrained optimal blade pitch controllers, respectively,
using preview disturbance measurements of the oncoming wind. Specifically, the first study considered
an extension to the linear-quadratic regulator to include feedforward action, while the second deployed
model predictive control to incorporate actuator constraints into the optimal control problem. The
results of the campaigns have already been published in technical conference and journal papers
on control systems; however, detail on how the controllers were implemented was not included in
those works. We aim to fill that gap with this contribution, which is targeted at the wind energy
community. We describe several aspects of the experimental setup, in particular providing details of
the software and hardware used for the controller; share insight on several aspects of the procedure
that were difficult and how we overcame those challenges; and summarize the key differences between
simulation-based studies and physical testing. By doing so, we hope to share what we learned
during our experimental campaigns and provide a point of reference for others looking to carry out
experiments on scaled wind turbines operating in wind tunnel facilities.

Keywords: Scaled wind turbine model, hardware in the loop, active grid, feedforward control

1

Introduction

Over the past 20 years or so, as the deployment of wind energy across the globe has exploded [1] and
the hunt for a lower and lower cost of renewable energy continues, a large body of literature exploring
new methods for wind turbine control has developed. The majority of academic research focuses on two
main actuators for turbine control: the electrical load provided by the turbine generator (referred to as
“generator torque control”) and the pitch angle of the turbine blades (“blade pitch control”). Generally
speaking, generator torque control is used to maximize the power generated by the turbine when wind
speeds are low, while at higher wind speeds, blade pitch control is used to regulate the turbine to its
rated speed while the generator torque is fixed at its rated torque, thus producing the rated power of the
turbine [2].
A full review of the literature on wind turbine control designs is out of the scope of this paper;
we will briefly mention a few broad classes and direct the reader to Laks et al.’s survey on advanced
control [3], Scholbrock et al.’s survey on lidar-enabled control [4], and Lio et al.’s survey on model
predictive control [5] for further reading. The literature may be broadly divided into research into
advanced control algorithms that use existing sensors and actuators, including optimal multi-input multioutput controllers, among others; development of new actuation techniques, of which individual pitch
control has received particular interest for its ability to reduce structural loads on the turbine while
maintaining a high power output [6]; and control approaches that make use of extra sensors, most
notably lidar-enabled feedforward control [7, 4], which uses measurements of the wind upstream of the
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turbine to ‘pre-actuate’ and reduce the impact of disturbances; as well as combinations of the above.
Over the years, many promising results have been reported from simulation-based studies indicating that
advanced controls can increase power production and decrease turbine structural loading.
Despite numerous studies with positive results, it appears that industry has been sluggish to adopt
new controllers. To the best of our understanding, most turbine manufacturers still implement a series
of single-input, single-output control loops to achieve the desired behavior with the blade pitch and
generator torque controllers designed largely independently; for an example of an industry-standard
controller, see Jonkman et al.’s NREL 5MW reference turbine controller, which was designed to reflect
industry practices [8, Section 7]. A likely explanation for this is the lack of physical implementations
of advanced wind turbine controllers—the vast majority of results have been reported using computer
simulations. Although several excellent high- and medium-fidelity turbine modelling packages exist for
the express purposes of simulating the nonlinear wind turbine response (FAST [9], for example), they of
course cannot capture all of the relevant physics and as such, may not be as convincing as a physical
test to turbine manufacturers. On the other hand, testing novel controllers on utility-scale turbines
can be a tall order for academics and researchers, due to the high cost and potential risk of utilityscale experimental campaigns. Some studies have been reported both on research turbines [6, 10] and
from manufacturers [11]; however, due to the aforementioned barriers and also the time it can take to
implement advanced controls for research purposes, many of the controllers reported in simulation-based
work have yet to be tested on physical turbines.
While deployment on utility-scale wind turbines remains the gold standard for demonstrating controllers, testing on scaled wind turbine models presents an opportunity to validate control algorithms on
physical turbines without the high costs and risks associated with experimenting on utility-scale turbines.
Testing controllers on scaled wind turbine models bypass many of the barriers to utility-scale testing.
The models are (relatively) low-cost (although the cost of the testing facility may be high) and present a
lower safety risk, while generally being quicker to deploy and test controllers on. Moreover, they can be
tested in controlled environments, meaning that various different control designs can be evaluated using
the same set of inflow conditions, which is generally impossible to achieve using a utility-scale turbine
operating in the atmospheric boundary layer. Scaled-model testing is not without its disadvantages: it is
not generally possible to scale down all of the relevant structural and aerodynamic properties of a utilityscale wind turbine, meaning that the scaled model is still not a completely accurate reflection of all of
the relevant physics. Obtaining representative Reynolds numbers is particularly difficult to achieve [12].
Time-scaling also presents both challenges and opportunities: while the time speed-up means that testing that would require hours on a utility-scale turbine can be completed in minutes on a scaled model,
it also means that control algorithms should ideally be sped up, which is not always possible (in our
tests [13, 14], we used a controller sample rate comparable to that of a utility-scale turbine, which made
the controller relatively slow for the scaled model). As a result, scaled-model tests cannot completely
replace utility-scale testing, but can be used as an important proving ground for physically-implemented
controllers.
Such scaled wind turbine tests have been successfully carried out at various wind tunnel facilities
around the world. Amongst others, the Delft University of Technology and the Politecnico di Milano operate tunnels with experimental setups for both individual turbine control [15] and wind farm control [16];
and the University of Texas have recently commissioned a wind tunnel that can be used for scaled wind
turbine testing, among other applications. Further, recent interest in floating offshore wind turbines has
driven the development of combined wind tunnel/wave tank testbeds such as that at the University of
Maine. However, while there are a few papers that briefly describe the software used [17, 18], the literature on scaled-model testing focuses on the scientific results and does not tend to provide details on the
controller implementation process.
The experiments upon which this paper is based were carried out at ForWind – Center for Wind
Energy Research in the Institute of Physics at the University of Oldenburg in Oldenburg, Germany using
the 1.8 m rotor diameter Model Wind Turbine Oldenburg (MoWiTO). The wind tunnel and experimental
setup will be described in Section 2.3—for further details of the controller testbed, please refer to Petrović
et al. [19]. We conducted two experimental campaigns, the first in the fall of 2018 [13] and the second
in the fall of 2019 [14]. The first considered a preview-enabled version of the linear-quadratic regulator,
and the second extended the corresponding optimal control problem to include blade pitch actuator
constraints, resulting in a linear model predictive controller. The technical details and results from these
studies can be found in our previous publications [13, 14]; the purpose of the present paper is to describe
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Simulation-based studies
1. Generate a simplified (often linear) mathematical model of the wind turbine to use
for controller design purposes using either a
physics-based derivation or numerical identification approaches.
2. Construct a controller based on the simplified mathematical model according to control system design principles (see, for example,
Franklin et al. [20] for a thorough text on the
fundamentals of control system design and Laks
et al. [3] and Pao and Johnson [2] for reviews
of advanced controllers in wind turbine applications).
3. Test the controller in closed loop using
a higher-fidelity (often nonlinear) simulation
model of the turbine as the ‘true’ system to validate performance. Tune the controller based on
the simulated response and repeat the simulations as needed.

5. Test the controller in closed loop using
the higher-fidelity simulation truth model and
various randomly-generated inflow with various
random seeds to validate the controller fully.
Often, a reference controller representing industry standards is also simulated as a point of
comparison.

Physical testing on the MoWiTO
1. Identify a linear mathematical model of the
scaled-model wind turbine using a system identification applied to input-output data from a
higher-order FAST model of the turbine.
2. Construct a linear quadratic regulator-type
controller (with a feedforward extension) based
on the simplified mathematical model.

3. Test the controller in a closed-loop simulation using the FAST model to represent the
true behavior of the turbine. Retune the controller as needed.

4. Implement the controller on the final control
software and hardware, and verify behavior of
controller implementation.
5. Test the controller in closed loop with
the scaled-model turbine using various repeated
wind inflows. Test various controller configurations back-to-back to ensure consistency in the
testing scenario.

Table 1: Summary comparison of the general approach used in simulation-based studies and the physical
testing we conducted.

the steps taken to implement the controllers on the scaled-model turbine and our takeaways from the
experiments. To that end, we describe the test setup, software development, and validation steps in
Section 2 and present our conclusions and recommendations to others planning scaled-model testing of
advanced turbine controllers in Section 3.

2

Experimental approach

As mentioned previously, the stated purpose of the experimental campaigns that we conducted was to
demonstrate the effectiveness of advanced feedforward control techniques [13, 14] and, in particular, model
predictive control [14] on a physical wind turbine in order to validate simulation-based results reported
in a large body of literature. The experimental approach that we used differs from the approach used in
many simulation-based studies; these differences are recorded in Table 1.
The approach we took for physical testing depended on the fact that we had a FAST model of the
MoWiTO available for simulation. If no higher-order truth model is available for simulation, step 3 may
need to be replaced with initial testing on the true physical system. Further, in that case, a data-driven
system identification procedure could be used to generate a mathematical model for step 1. Often,
for both simulation-based and physical studies, steps 2 and 3 may be repeated several times, with the
controller being retuned in step 2 in order to improve its performance. In some cases, step 1 might also be
repeated in the design loop if the mathematical model itself is deemed to be a source of poor performance.
We will now describe the key steps of the experimental approach used for physical testing in more
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detail. In reporting on our procedure, we hope to provide a reference to other researchers looking to
implement wind turbine controllers on scaled-model testbeds.

2.1

Software development

We used Matlab [21] for controller development. The main reason for this is that there is a FAST
interface for Simulink, making testing controllers in closed-loop simulations particularly easy using Matlab/Simulink. On top of that, qpOASES [22], which we used to solve the model predictive control problem
online [14], has a convenient Matlab interface. If the controller can be represented by a relatively simple differential (or difference) equation (such as a linear state-feedback gain [13]), it may be easiest to
implement this directly in Simulink using elementary blocks. On the other hand, if the controller is
algorithmic (as is the case with model predictive control [14]), text-based code may be needed. In our
Simulink implementation, we used a Level-2 Matlab S-Function to pass the controller inputs to a class
object containing the controller code before returning the controller output (control input to the plant).
This approach has the added benefit that several controllers can be simulated with no change to the
Simulink model, simply by creating instances of different controller classes with similar method names.
The process of simulating the controller on a higher-fidelity truth model (in our case, a FAST model)
may be thought of as ‘software in the loop’ testing.
Once the controller had been designed and tuned (steps 2 and 3 of the testing procedure in Table 1), we
then translated our Matlab/Simulink code into LabVIEW [23] for real-time use on the physical MoWiTO.
We constructed our controller as a LabVIEW virtual instrument (VI) that took as inputs the feedback
and feedforward signals at time index k and produced as an output the control action at time index k.
This VI contained both the elementary control law but also a number of simple subVIs that handled
controller output (plant control input) saturation, internal state integration, and fault handling in the
case of the model predictive controller.
Relatively simple controllers [e.g. 13] can be implemented directly using LabVIEW blocks. However,
algorithmic controllers such as model predictive controllers may need to be implemented using text-based
code. To achieve this, we translated our model predictive controller code into C++; this essentially
resulted in a MoWiTO-specific C++ wrapper for qpOASES, which is also written in C++. We compiled
this code into a shared library that could be loaded and initialized prior to run-time, and interfaced with
the LabVIEW controller using the LabVIEW-provided “Call Library Function” node. We used the node
in the “Run in any thread” configuration—see Section 2.2.

2.2

Controller validation

Step 4 in Table 1 is perhaps the most important difference between simulation-based and physically
implemented controller tests. In order to avoid damage to the physical system, it is important to validate
the controller implementation. We did this in two steps: the first to validate the control software and
the second to validate the control hardware.
To ensure that our translation of the Simulink/Matlab simulation controller to the LabVIEW/C++
real-time control software was accurate, we looked at the input/output behavior of the real-time control
software in open-loop using controller input data from the Simulink model simulations. To do so, we
developed a wrapper for our controller VI that read in controller input data generated during Simulink
simulations, passed the data to the controller VI, and recorded the outputs. We could then compare
the LabVIEW-based controller outputs to the Simulink-simulated controller outputs to verify that the
controller software was behaving correctly and producing the expected input/output behavior.
The validation just mentioned looked only at the input/output behavior of the software in open loop,
and importantly, did not include any real-time control hardware. A crucial step for validation is to
check that the control software still runs as expected when implemented on the control hardware: in
our case, a National Instruments CompactRIO (cRIO, see Section 2.3). Implementing the LabVIEW
code onto the control hardware was straightforward, since both LabVIEW and the cRIO are National
Instruments products; however, compiling the C++ code for the cRIO target (which runs on a version of
Linux) was not entirely straightforward. After much trial and error, we were able to correctly compile the
code using “C & C++ Development Tools for NI Linux Real-Time 2014, Eclipse Edition”, a version of
the Eclipse integrated development environment tailored by National Instruments. We then checked the
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implementation using a hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) test environment developed by Syed Muzaher Hussain
Shah at the University of Oldenburg. This setup allowed us to run the simulation FAST model in closed
loop with the controller on the cRIO using a specially-developed shared library to handle communications
between the FAST executable and cRIO-based controller.
Th HIL testing step proved extremely useful. We found that the solve time for qpOASES (the
optimization package used to solve our model predictive control problem) was somewhat slower on the
cRIO than it had been on a desktop computer, and we were able to adjust the prediction horizon length
accordingly to make up for this difference [14]. Moreover, we identified during HIL testing that we should
be using the “Run in any thread” (rather than the default “Run in UI thread”) configuration for the Call
Library Function node in our controller, which proved vital to achieving acceptable controller speed and
behavior.

2.3

Physical testing

The MoWiTO (the scaled-model turbine used in our experiments) is designed as an aerodynamically
scaled model of the NREL 5MW reference turbine [8] (although the blades and tower are stiffer than
they would ideally be to represent the NREL 5MW), and was put together by Frederik Berger at the
University of Oldenburg. As we mentioned in Section 1, it is not usually possible to match the Reynolds
number on a scaled wind turbine model—in the case of the MoWiTO, the blade chord Reynolds number is
approximately 100 times lower than the Reynolds numbers seen on the NREL 5MW turbine. To account
for this, the blades were redesigned to achieve a lift distribution similar to the NREL 5MW under the
lower Reynolds numbers. For full details about the MoWiTO, see Berger et al. [12].
The MoWiTO operates in the test section of a large, closed-circuit wind tunnel at the ForWind –
Center for Wind Energy Research at the University of Oldenburg [19]. The tunnel test section, opened
officially in 2017, is 3 × 3 m2 in cross-section and 30 m long in the open configuration used for our
testing. The ForWind tunnel has an active grid, described by Kröger et al. [24] and based on previous
developments [25, 26], over the inlet to the test section that allows for generating complex atmospheric
conditions during testing. For example, the active grid can be used to produce gust wind conditions
(used for testing in our first experimental campaign [13]) and turbulent inflow (used during our second
campaign [14]), as well as step changes in wind speed, sheared boundary layers, and other inflows. Importantly, the active grid can reproduce the same ‘random’ flows, which is easy to achieve in simulation
but impossible to achieve in the field. This allows for direct side-by-side comparisons of different controllers [13, 14] in complex wind conditions. To reduce the effect of shear from the floor, the inlet to the
test section is raised 1.5 m above the ground; the MoWiTO is therefore mounted on a support structure
to raise it to the height of the main flow. See Figure 1 for a schematic and photo of the main components
of the testbed.
The real-time control for the MoWiTO was handled by a National Instruments CompactRIO-9066
(cRIO) running the LabVIEW controller (see Section 2.1). This cRIO has a 667 MHz dual-core CPU and
runs the National Instruments Linux Real-time operating system. Our controller VI was embedded in a
larger, high-level operating code developed at the University of Oldenburg, which, among other things,
handles the start-up and shut-down procedures for the MoWiTO; data logging; and controller selection.
This piece of code is extremely useful for rapidly testing different control laws on the MoWiTO essentially
by simply replacing the controller VI within the higher-level operating VI.
During testing, the cRIO was placed on the support table behind the MoWiTO (white box in Figure 1),
with electrical cabling run from the turbine nacelle to the cRIO via the interior of the tower. To test
feedforward control approaches, we used a hot-wire measurement of the wind speed upstream of the
turbine. The analogue hot-wire signal was amplified and transmitted to the cRIO via coaxial cable. The
hot-wire anemometer needed to be calibrated at the beginning of each session and recalibrated periodically
during longer testing sessions to ensure consistency in the measurements. Finally, the communications
between the real-time cRIO and monitoring desktop in the control room were managed via ethernet.
We ran tests with a variety of both deterministic and turbulent wind sequences. For shorter sequences
(gusts and short turbulent inflows), the inflow was repeated ten times for each controller. A timing signal
was used to ensure that the turbine signals were correctly aligned between the controllers during data
post-processing. For more details about the inflows used in our testing, see Sinner et al. [14]; for details
about how the active grid is used to generate inflows, please refer to Kröger et al. [24] and Knebel et
al. [26].
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Figure 1: Left: Schematic of the MoWiTO wind turbine in the wind tunnel testbed. The gray arrow
represents the wind flowing out of the inlet nozzle, through the active grid and across the MoWiTO. The
white box on the support table represents the controller hardware that the controller was run on. Right:
Labelled photograph of the experimental setup.

3

Conclusions and takeaways

Having documented our experimental approach, we will close by providing a handful of recommendations
regarding different aspects of the approach. Some may seem obvious; others perhaps less so.
Control model accuracy. Determining how many of degrees of freedom to use in the mathematical
model, and how carefully one needs to describe the modes included, is one of the major challenges
faced by a control engineer and yet does not receive much attention in the literature. A higher order,
more accurately identified model may lead to slight improvements in performance over a lower order,
roughly identified model; however, one of the main benefits of feedback control is its robustness to plant
uncertainty. Moreover, a simpler model is easier to work with and understand, and any improvement in
performance from a more complex model may be negated due to a lack of understanding of the model
behavior.
When testing advanced controllers on a physical testbed, we propose that the mathematical model be
kept as simple as possible, at least initially. For our tests [13, 14], we modeled only the rotational mode
of the turbine. This allowed us to 1) identify the model parameters very easily, 2) formulate the optimal
control problem in a straightforward way, and 3) avoid the use of a state estimator. On the downside,
we did notice that in some cases the main tower fore-aft mode was excited during testing, and for future
work, a tower model could be worth including in the formulation.
We should also mention that ideally, software in the loop simulations and controller verification would
take place with a plant model of higher fidelity than the mathematical control model. For our testing,
we used a FAST model, which contains a nonlinear aeroelastic blade model on top of the main turbine
rotational components.
Controller simplicity. Similarly, we suggest using a simple controller formulation. This is not to say
that a simple control architecture should be used—the purpose of the testing we carried out is, after
all, to test advanced controllers—but that choices should be made in the design of the chosen advanced
controller that are easy to follow and understand and are reproducible. As with model selection, more
complex tunings and choices may well lead to slight performance improvements; however the purpose of
our testing, and we believe most of academic scaled-model testing, is to demonstrate that the controller
works in a physical setting, rather than to maximize absolute performance.
Ideally, the complexity of the controller could be increased gradually. Our experiments took place
over the course of two experimental campaigns, with the first investigating unconstrained linear-quadratic
control [13] and the second investigating constrained linear-quadratic control [14]. Although this change
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meant that the controller implementation for the second experiments were considerably more complex
than the first, mathematically the control problems were very similar; this meant that we could focus
on the changes during the second experiment, rather than developing a model predictive controller from
scratch. Even within the model predictive control framework, one could consider adding in constraints one
at a time, perhaps beginning with simpler box input constraints and moving to affine input constraints
and state constraints. We did not take that approach, but in hindsight, that may have helped us to
understand where the main challenges lay in terms of computational speed.
Controller implementation. In this testing, we used a high-level language (Matlab/Simulink) for
controller design and initial simulation testing before translating the design into a real-time code (LabVIEW/C++). While one could design the controllers directly in the real-time language, we find that
the higher-level languages allow for quicker reworking of the code and therefore a quicker turnaround in
design iterations. The downside to this is the extra step required to translate the code into the real-time
language and then verify its behavior.
However the controller is implemented, we would like to underscore the value in hardware in the
loop testing once the controller has been compiled on the real-time hardware. Having a suitable software
testbed for HIL testing requires some effort; we were fortunate to have had the testbed set up beforehand,
meaning that for us, HIL testing was very straightforward. If there are a series of physical tests planned,
the upfront effort of developing a HIL testbed will likely be worthwhile.
Preparing early. As cliché as it is to say, being prepared early is perhaps the most important aspect of
a test campaign. Often the window when the physical testbed is available is short, and it can be critical
to keep that time open for addressing unforeseen issues in testing.
During our second campaign, the C++ code compilation for the real-time cRIO target was more
complicated, and took considerably longer, than we had anticipated. For someone else, that step might
have been straightforward, but more likely than not there will be challenges with the software that
are best to overcome before the testing window opens. Once the testing window had begun, we had
mechanical problems that needed to be addressed before the turbine was operational and responding
correctly, limiting the amount of the testing window available for data collection. We were able to get
everything done, but it would have been better if all of the software had been finalized and compiled
before the testing window started, rather than having to work on both the software and hardware during
that window. In the worst case, the testing simply finishes early!
Testing on scaled-model turbine testbeds is an important step in the process between theoretical control
law design and industry acceptance, and we expect wind tunnel testing of turbine and farm controllers
to continue to hold an important place in the literature. We hope that this documentation of our testing
procedures and insights provides a useful reference for others that want to test controllers in physical,
scaled-model testbeds, and we encourage readers to reach out to us with any questions that you have
regarding our approach. We would be happy to provide further details where possible.
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1

Introduction

Wind power is often generated by wind turbines collected in a cluster as a wind farm. Turbines positioned
downstream are subjected to the wakes of the upstream turbines reducing power capture. Recently
dynamic (individual) pitching control schemes such as the Pulse [1] and Helix [2] have shown great
potential in negating the adverse effects of the wake on downstream turbines. The optimal pitching
frequency and overall shape of the signal for wake-mixing purposes is still undetermined. It is expected
that the location of the downstream turbine will play a significant role in the type and frequency of the
pitching. The optimization of these inputs is a difficult problem due to the complexity and computational
cost of unsteady aerodynamic models. Therefore, we propose to derive and use a linearized free wake
vortex model for optimization purposes.

2

Free Wake Vortex Model

For the purpose of this research, the wind turbine rotor is modeled as a thin 2D actuator disk. The thrust
loading is assumed to act normal to the rotor plane and is distributed uniformly over the disk. This load
distribution implies a vortex shedding at the locations where the pressure gradient is non-zero, i.e. only
at the edges of the disk, see figure 1. A simple relation can be derived that relates the rotor loading to
the shed vorticity. In a free wake vortex method, the vortices travel downstream under the influence of
the free stream velocity and the induced velocity of all shed vortices in the field. The updated position
for each of vortex element is defined by equation 1: The updated position for each of the particles can

Figure 1: Schematic overview of the free vortex wake mode.
be calculated by solving equation 1:

 

xn+1
x + (U (xj , yj , Γj ) + V∞ )∆t
= n
,
yn+1
yn + V (xj , yj , Γj )∆t

(1)
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with ∆t the time step and where U (xj , yj , Γj ) and V (xj , yj , Γj ) are induced velocities modeled by the
Biot-Savart law [3]:


n−1
n−1
X Γj (xj − xi ) 
X Γj (yj − yi ) 
−ri,j
−ri,j
, V (xj , yj , Γj ) =
. (2)
U (xj , yj , Γj ) =
1 − e c2
1 − e c2
2π(ri,j )
2π(ri,j )
j6=i

j6=i

Here n is the number of shed vortices, i the current vortex point and c the core radius introduced to
avoid numerical instabilities when ri,j << 1.

3

Linearization and Outlook

The update equation (1) can be cast into a state space equation with a nonlinear term:
X̄(k + 1) = AX̄(k) + f (X̄(k)) + X̄0 (k),
(3)

T
where the state vector is given byX̄ = x1 . . . xn y1 . . . yn Γ1 . . . Γn , f (X̄(k)) is the nonlinear velocity function and X̄0 represents the location and strength of the new shed vortices at time
step k. This vector X̄0 can be considered as a linear input matrix (‘B matrix’) to the system. Matrix
A can be seen as an update matrix that propagates the coordinates as well as the vortex strength, Γj ,
downstream. Through the choice of these states the velocity function f (X̄(k)) is non-linear in all the
states of the state space system. This fact can be exploited for the purpose of finding a linear model.
Take for example the update step from x1 to x3 , with u1 the local induced velocity, it is given by



n−1
X Γj (yj − y1 ) 
−ri,j
 1 − e c2
∆t + V∞ ∆t.
(4)
x3 = x1 + u1 ∆t + V∞ ∆t = x1 + 
2π(r1,j )
j6=1

Around the linearization point the induced velocity can be approximated by a Taylor series as

n−1
X Γj (yj − y1 ) 
−ri,j
∂u1
∂u1
∂u1
∂u1
∂u1
∂u1
2
c
1−e
≈
x1,e +...+
xn,e +
y1,e +...+
yn,e +
Γ1,e +...+
Γn,e .
2π(r1,j )
∂x1
∂xn
∂y1
∂yn
∂Γ1
∂Γn
j6=1

(5)
By doing the same Taylor approximation for each induced velocity the full linearized model is then of
the form


∂f (X̄(k))
X̄(k + 1) = A +
X̄(k) + X̄0 (k).
(6)
∂ X̄(k)
This model will be used within the adjoint optimization method [4] for optimizing the wake-mixing input.
With the adjoint method an optimal control input for a generally non-linear system can be found based
on its adjoint system dynamics. The first step of the optimization is to gain future state information
given a certain control input. Once the state information is available the system adjoint equations are
solved. To find a solution to these equations a linearized model as in (6) is required. Based on this
information a gradient based optimization is formulated that minimizes the cost function as a function
of control input. A technique like this opens up the possibility to explore different turbine control inputs
for the goal of wake mixing.
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1

Abstract

Wind farm control to improve power production has been long aimed for by various methods. The
first attempts date back to 1988 [1]. Many different approaches have been taken, which can mainly
be divided into the categories of wake-steering and wake-mixing. However, static approaches could not
show consistent increases and the increase proved to be highly dependent on the simulation method
[2]. However, the examination of dynamic approaches has begun recently [3]. One promising approach
utilizing individual pitch control is the helix approach [4]. By exerting a rotating moment onto the wake,
this approach increases the wake mixing and leads to higher inflow velocities at downstream turbines.
The approach showed increased total power production by 7.5 % in high fidelity simulations of a wind
farm consisting of 2 turbines. A naive extension to a 3 turbine wind farm was done in [5]. It corroborated
the results from the first study for the first two turbines, however, the effect could not be repeated
after the second turbine. This phenomenon will be examined in this study. The work will include a
thorough theoretical analysis of the Helix approach as well as an examination of multiple LBM-LES
simulations to find a viable extension of the approach to larger wind farms. The theoretical analysis
reveals, that there exists a phase shift between the helices caused by the individual turbines. It is shown,
that this phase shift reduces the total force exerted onto the wake. By cancelling this phase shift, the
force on the wake is maximized. Simulations are conducted to validate the assumptions made in the
theoretical analysis. Simulations with single turbines show that there exists an area with an almost
constant transport velocity of the helix, which is one of the major assumptions of the theoretical analysis.
After this helix transport velocity has been determined, simulations with multiple turbines are conducted,
with and without cancelling the phase shift. The results of the multi-turbine cases show that cancelling
the phase shift leads to yet another increase in power production. These results points towards a successful
extension of the helix approach to a full wind farm and justifying the theoretical analysis.
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Figure 1: Helix transport velocity compared to mean helix transport velocity.
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Extended abstract
An efficient strategy for maximizing the power production of a power plant is to control in a coordinated
way only turbines that are aerodynamically coupled through wake effects[1]. The implementation of such
control strategy thus requires, in first place, the knowledge of which clusters of turbines are coupled
through wake interaction. However, these clusters vary as the wind changes direction. In order to apply
any wake control optimization strategy in practical applications, it is then fundamental to track in real
time turbine clusters with an algorithm able to promptly identify changes in wind direction and to discern
when the application of coordinated control strategy would produce an actual power production gain. In
a previous study[2], we identified turbine clusters with a method based on the correlation of the power
production signal among all the turbines in the wind farm. When the method does not find any cluster
in the farm, it means that the wake interaction is weak and that a coordinated optimization (yaw in this
case) is not effective. While in the previous study we considered 4 different but constant wind directions,
in this work we reproduce a realistic condition where the wind direction varies in time over a span of 60◦
(see black line of Fig.1b). In order to reproduce this scenario and simulate the necessary SCADA data,
the flow field in a 4x4 array of turbines is simulated with Large Eddy Simulations. The layout of the wind
farm is reported in Fig.1a. The average wind speed at the hub height is 0.8Urated . Turbulence obtained
from a precursor simulation is superimposed to the mean flow so that the average turbulence intensity
at the hub height is of 11%. Turbine rotors are reproduced with rotating actuator disk while the nacelles
and towers are reproduced with immersed boundary technique. In order to identify the turbine clusters
in real-time, we apply the same method described in the previous paper but with power correlation based
on running average over time. An important factor to be considered when dealing with time varying
wind direction is that an actual power gain from wake control strategy is obtained only when the wind
direction remains consistent over a prolonged amount of time. A change in the wind conditions over a
turbine or of a control set point affects the downstream turbines after a time delay which corresponds
to the time the wake need to reach the downstream turbines. For large wind farms this can be of the
order of several minutes. As an example, the blue line of Fig.1b shows the wind direction measured by
the turbine T01, representative of the upstream turbines, while the red line reports the wind direction
measured by the turbine T16, that is the most downstream turbine. The wind direction signals measured
at the two turbines location present rapid fluctuations that are due to the turbulence and, for the case of
T16, to the wake interaction as well. From the comparison between the blue and red lines we can observe
a time delay of about 10 minutes from the time at which the wind direction changes at T01 to the time
at which it changes at T16. During these transients the wind direction is not uniform across the wind
farm and the imposition of yaw misalignment for wake steering control purposes may actually result in
power losses.
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Figure 1: a) Layout of the wind farm and turbine wakes for 30◦ wind direction. b) Time variation of
the wind direction: the black line corresponds to space-averaged wind direction at the inlet, the blue line
corresponds to the wind direction measured at T01 and the red line corresponds to the wind direction
measured at T16.

We address this issue by performing a parametric study of the length of the sliding time-window
over which the power production correlation has to be computed at each time step in order to identify
clusters of turbines coupled by the wake interaction. In particular sliding windows of 10, 20, 30 and 40
minutes of power production data are considered for the computation of the correlation coefficients and
the identification of the turbine clusters. Results shows that 30 minutes is the best performing time frame
over which the power correlation should be computed. With a too small time window, wakes cannot fully
propagate across the wind farm. On the contrary, a too large amount of time does not allow a prompt
identification of the clusters after the wind direction changes. Indeed, using a longer time interval of data
implies that the transition of the wind direction affects the correlation of the power production over a
longer period of time. Thus, clusters are identified with a larger time delay. When, for example, a sliding
window of 40 minutes is used, the clusters are identified after about the same time (40 minutes) since
the wind direction starts changing at the most upstream end of the wind farm. Using 30 minutes of data
reduces this time delay in the cluster identification without reducing the accuracy. If the length of the
sliding window is further decreased, the accuracy of the identification deteriorates until the limit case of
10 minutes time-window when no clusters are identified.
This study aims to test the turbine cluster identification method described in [2] under more challenging conditions and to develop the best practice guidelines for the applications of the proposed method to
real operative wind farms.
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1

Introduction

Dynamic wind farm modeling tools have been the topic of a growing topic of interest in recent
years. In particular, promising results have been investigated in the field of wind farm control,
including wake steering [1], static induction control [2] and dynamic induction control [3]. Using
these methods, power output in a wind farm can be increased by several percent as shown in
various simulations, wind tunnel experiments and field tests [4]. Despite the promising results,
there are very few studies which identify the dynamic loading experienced by the turbines when
such control strategies are implemented. Past studies suggest that yaw steering can lead to
varying fatigue loading in both the upstream [5] and downstream turbines [6].
Aeroelastic wind farm simulation platforms, such as FAST.Farm [7], can provide valuable information on the dynamic response of a wind farm. In this study, we introduce a new aeroelastic
wind farm tool, HAWC2Farm. HAWC2Farm models each turbine using the aeroelastic code,
HAWC2 [8, 9], while also dynamically modelling the wind field and wakes using the Mann turbulence model [10] and the dynamic wake meandering model [11] respectively (Fig. 1). Hence, we
couple a mid-fidelity multi-body finite element solver and flow solver, providing a computationally
efficient flow control oriented platform. We present a numerically verification of HAWC2Farm
with wake steering and fatigue load analysis in a large wind farm using large eddy simulations
(LES).

2

Conclusions

We present a numerical verification of a new dynamic aeroelastic wind farm simulation tool,
HAWC2Farm. The verification compares HAWC2Farm to LES simulations, and includes wake
steering and a fatigue load analysis. The presented study builds a foundation for future research
using the numerical tool.
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Figure 1: Overhead snapshot of HAWC2Farm simulations of the Lillgrund wind farm (wind
direction: 198o .)
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1

Background

Common practice in industry relies on the so-called greedy control at turbine level whose main
objective is to maximize the individual performance of each turbine within a wind farm. This approach
does not account for wake interactions among neighbouring turbines and with atmospheric boundary
layer flows, resulting in a non-optimal plant performance [1]. Moreover, high wind energy penetration
is leading to stricter grid codes that demand greater participation of wind farms in the provision of
ancillary services. Cooperative wind farm control aims to cope with these issues by adopting suitable
control strategies (e.g. power derating, wake steering) at farm level for alleviating wake-induced
power losses and mechanical loads, while also improving grid integration [2]. Successful practical
implementation goes through further investigation of the potential benefits and drawbacks of the
adopted control strategies. Main challenges arise from the inherent complexity in predicting wakes
accurately and fast enough to support model-based control optimisation, as well as the lack of
validation of the control concepts.
2

PhD Project Description

The aim of this project is the development and validation of improved engineering wake models to
support wind farm control applications. Wind tunnel experiments under tailored and repeatable
turbulent inflow conditions are the chosen methodology to investigate and compare the potential
benefits of two different induction control strategies: i) static pitch-based control, ii) dynamic
collective sinusoidal-pitch control, both in terms of power maximisation and loads mitigation.
Additionally, the employed strategies will be used to evaluate the capabilities for supporting shortterm power boost. Although research in the field has focused primarily on wake steering control,
recent studies suggest that strategies based on power derating remain promising. For instance, [3, 4]
report positive power gains of about 1% for static-induction controllers tested in commercial wind
farms. [5,6] find even higher gains ranging between 2-3% by applying periodic dynamic induction
strategies in high-fidelity simulations and wind tunnel experiments.
The project will be carried out in three complementary stages: 1.) control-oriented model
development, 2.) model-based controller design, 3.) evaluation and validation. For the first stage, the
aim is to investigate the wake characteristics and generate data for calibrating and improving existing
control-oriented wake models. The corresponding wind tunnel campaigns will be divided in two
different phases, one for each controller strategy using: 1.1.) different derating levels and 1.2.)
different imposed pitch sinusoids. For each case, the experiments will be conducted with up to three
aligned model turbines spaced at five rotor diameters (5D) downstream. The model wind turbine
Oldenburg (MoWiTO 0.6) with 0.58 m diameter, controllable collective pitch and generator torque
will be used in all the experiments [7], see Figure 1a. It is of particular interest to study different
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scenarios with different turbulence intensities, shear levels and wind gusts, which can be generated
using an in-house state-of-the-art active grid, see figure 1b. A WindScanner or an array of hot-wires
will be used to obtain cross-sectional measurements of the wake at different downstream positions,
while obtaining simultaneous measurements of thrust and power of each turbine. The collected data
will be subsequently used to calibrate and compare existing control-oriented wake models. This will
aid the selection of the model with better performance for controller synthesis. At a second stage, an
open-loop model-based controller will be designed for each control objective. After the controller
design, a first run of experiments will take place in the wind tunnel to evaluate the performance of the
control algorithms. Thereafter, the controllers will be adjusted to better match the experimental data.
Afterwards, some new experiments will be conducted to re-evaluate the performance of the tuned
control schemes. At a final stage, an extensive validation for each controller will take place with the
goal of evaluating the adaptability to different disturbances when deviating from the calibration setup,
such as turbine repositioning, wind gusts, shutdown of certain turbines, etc.

Figure 1. (a) MoWiTO 0.6; (b) Active-grid [8]
3

Results

Initial results from the first wind tunnel campaign will be presented during the PhD seminar. This will
mainly consist of preliminary analysis to determine the optimal static pitch-based derating setpoints
and optimal dynamic collective-sinusoidal pitch signal. As baseline case, the model turbines will be
greedily operated at their individual optimal settings. Next, the first turbine will be derated by
gradually increasing the pitch angle until reaching a desired power-reduction level. Thereafter, the first
turbine will be actuated using sinusoidally varying pitch signals, with different amplitudes and
excitation frequencies. In both cases, we want to find under which conditions the wind farm power is
increased, decreased or stays the same as the baseline case. Similarly, we aim to determine what is the
impact in loads due to the implemented strategies. The next step will be the measurement of wake
profiles for the determined optimal control cases and comparison against engineering wake models.
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Abstract

This paper will describe a Log-of-power Proportional-Integral Extremum Seeking Control (LPPIESC) algorithm for maximizing the power capture of a wind turbine operating in below-rated
wind conditions. The conventional Extremum Seeking Control (ESC) algorithm suffers from slow
and inconsistent convergence behaviour under changing wind speeds. One possible solution to this
problem is to replace the feedback of the power signal with its logarithm. This results in an algorithm
that is robust to variations in wind conditions. Also, recent studies have shown that replacing the
conventional ESC with one of its variants; i.e., proportional plus integral ESC (PIESC) could result
in faster convergence to the optimal conditions. In the current paper, a PIESC algorithm is used to
maximize the log-of-power signal in below rated wind speeds. OpenFAST simulation results show
the efficacy of the proposed algorithm to find the control settings that maximize power in real time.

Keywords: Wind turbine power maximization, Proportional-Integral Extremum Seeking Control
(PIESC), Log-of-Power (LP) feedback.

1

Introduction

The operation of a wind turbine controller in below-rated conditions involves actively controlling the
angular rotor speed to maximize the power extracted from the wind. The rotor power in below-rated
wind speeds is proportional to the power available in the wind and the parameter of proportionality is
the the power coefficient (Cp ). In variable-speed variable-pitch turbines, the power coefficient (Cp ) is a
unimodal function of the tip-speed ratio (λ) and the blade-pitch angle (β)[1], which implies there are
optimal tip-speed ratio and blade-pitch angle for achieving the optimal Cp and hence maximum output
power. Manufacturer’s specified optimal parameters can differ from the actual optimal tip-speed ratios
and blade-pitch angles due to degradation of rotor components and site-specific complex aerodynamic
effects.
Extremum Seeking Control (ESC) has emerged as an effective real-time optimization strategy to
maximize power capture in region-2 despite lack of knowledge of optimal turbine parameters. Creaby et
al. [2] studied ESC based region-2 control with power feedback for tuning the torque gain (i.e., a rotor
speed control parameter), blade-pitch angle and yaw angle. Field test results of ESC region-2 controllers
on the NREL CART3 turbine were presented by Xiao et al. in [3]. In spite of the demonstrated success
of ESC studies, a drawback of these strategies is the inconsistent convergence behavior to the optimal
control parameters under changes in wind speed within region-2. Rotea [4] analyzed the root cause
of inconsistent convergence; he proposed a “log-power feedback strategy” for ESC-based wind turbine
control. The improved and consistent convergence of the log-power ESC was demonstrated in [4] with
a simple reduced order model. Later, Ciri et al. [5] demonstrated, through high-accuracy large eddy
simulations, that the log-power feedback ESC calibrated at a given wind speed exhibits consistent and
robust performance across all wind speeds within region-2 under realistic turbulent wind conditions.
The ESC is a gradient-based steepest ascent search algorithm to find (local) optima in real time.
Guay et al. [6] has recently proposed an ESC algorithm that estimates the gradient using a variant
of the recursive least-squares algorithm for parameter estimation. The technique in [6] introduces a
proportional-integral approach to improve the transient performance of the extremum-seeking controller.
The algorithm in [6] shall be referred to as PIESC.
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This current paper contains results from [7], which introduced the log-of-power PIESC (LP-PIESC)
scheme for region-2 power maximization and compared its performance with a conventional ESC algorithm also using a log-power performance index. The algorithms adjust the torque gain parameter kg in
the “classical τg = kg ωg2 ” control law for region-2 power maximization, where τg is the reference generator
torque and ωg a filtered version of the measured generator speed. The simulation results in this paper
demonstrate that the combination of the log-of-power transformation with the PIESC scheme yields a
robust and fast algorithm for optimal tuning of the torque gain with less invasive dither signal than
currently possible with the conventional log-of-power ESC (LP-ESC).

2
2.1

Background
Log-Power Maximization using Gradient-Based Algorithms

ESC and PIESC are gradient-based algorithms that tune parameters to maximize a system’s performance index in real time. These algorithms operate without the need of a detailed physical models.
The gradient of the performance index with respect to the parameters is estimated by perturbing the
tunable parameters with a zero-mean periodic dither signal. The gradient estimate can be extracted by
demodulating it from a measurement of the perturbed performance index (ESC) or by using variants of
recursive least squares (PIESC) [6]. Then, the values of the tunable parameters are updated according
to the estimated gradient. Starting from a sub-optimal guess of the parameter values, the optimum is
reached asymptotically.
An ESC-based analysis was done in [4] for below-rated wind turbine control which justifies the advantages of using logarithm power (LP) feedback over power feedback under varying wind conditions. The
power contained in incoming wind of velocity V is given by
Pwind =

1 2 3
πR ρV
2

(1)

where, ρ is air density in kg/m3 , R is rotor radius in m, and V is the incoming wind speed perpendicular
to the rotor plane in m/s. The rotor power produced can then be given by
P = Pwind Cp (u)

(2)

where, Cp denotes the power coefficient of wind turbine, and u is a manipulated input such as the
generator torque (or equivalently torque gain), blade pitch angle or yaw measurement. With the rotor
power used as the performance index for ESC, its gradient with respect to u is
∂P
∂Cp (u)
= Pwind
∂u
∂u

(3)

which depends on the wind speed. For a gradient search algorithm like ESC, a wind speed dependent
gradient yields a wind speed dependent convergence rate. This explains why the appropriate gain has to
be tuned under different wind speeds. In contrast, if the logarithmic power is used as the performance
index, i.e. J = ln P , the gradient becomes
∂J
∂
1 ∂Cp (u)
=
ln (Pwind Cp (u)) =
∂u
∂u
Cp (u) ∂u

(4)

which is independent of the wind speed. Therefore, the ESC process thus designed will be less affected
by wind speed fluctuation and, in theory, it maximizes the power coefficient Cp directly.
Note from (1) and (3) that the convergence properties of gradient-based algorithms using a direct
power measurement is a strong function of V 3 . Thus, without re-tuning, such algorithms will exhibit
slow convergence at low wind speeds and may become unstable at high wind speeds [4, 5]. On the other
hand, if a gradient-based algorithm is used to maximize the log-power performance index, then it follows
from (4) that convergence and stability are independent of the wind speed V . This results in an easier
to tune optimization algorithm with consistent performance across all wind speeds in region-2. This idea
from [4] is patent pending [8]. The consistency and robustness of ESC with the log-power performance
index is demonstrated in [5] using detailed large eddy simulations.
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2.2

LP-ESC and LP-PIESC

In this paper we use conventional extremum seeking control (ESC) in continuous time with logarithm of
the rotor power as the performance index to be maximized following the design methodology in [3]. We
shall refer to this algorithm as the LP-ESC. A typical LP-ESC is shown in Figure 1,

Figure 1: LP-ESC: Conventional ESC with log power feedback
where Fin (s) and Fout (s) are unity-gain linear time-invariant (LTI) approximation of the input and
output dynamics, respectively, and f (u) represents a static map of the performance index (rotor power).
Periodic dither signal d1 (t) = a sin(ωt) and demodulation signal d2 (t) = sin(ωt + θ) are applied to
estimate the gradient ∂f /∂u, where a is the dither amplitude, ω is the dither frequency and θ is the
phase compensation. The high-pass filter FHP (s) is applied to the logarithm of the performance index
ln(y) to eliminate the steady-state term of the objective function. Multiplication by d2 (t), a low-pass
filter FLP (s) to extract the gradient information, followed by an integrator with gain k complete the ESC
loop.
The main goal of the present paper is to compare the LP-ESC with the so-called proportional plus
integral extremum seeking control, developed by Guay et al. [6], applied to the log-power performance
index. We shall refer to this gradient-based algorithm as the LP-PIESC. The PI-ESC holds the promise
of faster convergence than the conventional ESC due to two main modifications: the use of a recursive
least squares like method to estimate the gradient and the addition of a proportional term to accelerate
convergence to the optimum. In the proposed proportional integral extremum seeking control, the gradient estimation is done using parameter estimation instead of conventional dither-demodulation technique.
The development of the PI-ESC is based on a time-varying estimate of the gradient of the cost and a PI
control law to drive the system to its optimal operating point.
The proportional-integral extremum seeking controller proposed in [6] is given by (5) and can be
represented as in Figure 2:
(
u = −kp θ̂1 + û + d1 (t)
(5)
û˙ = − τ1I θ̂1
where, kp is the proportional gain, τI is the time constant and θˆ1 is proportional to the gradient
∂f /∂u.

Figure 2: PI controller used for PI-ESC
The parameter to be estimated as presented in [6] is θ = [θ0 , θ1 ]T , where the superscript T denotes
transpose. In our application, θ is a real-valued vector of dimension two. Only the scalar component
θ1 contains the gradient information we need. The parameter θ0 is a bias component needed for the
parameter estimation to work properly. The parameter estimation update law is given by
˙
θ̂ = Proj(Σ−1 (c(e − η̂) − σ θ̂), θ̂)

(6)

where, Proj(·) is a Lipschitz projection operator designed to ensure that the estimates are bounded within
the constraint set and guarantee stability. This projection algorithm was implemented as discussed in
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Appendix E of [9] and the constraint set adaptation was adopted as per Adetola et al. [10]. The forcing
term in the differential equation (6) is the prediction error e given by
e = y − ŷ

(7)

where y is the logarithm of the performance index to be optimized and ŷ represents its prediction. The
equation for the predicted output ŷ is given by the following dynamics
˙
ŷ˙ = φT θ̂ + Ke + cT θ̂

(8)

where φ = [1, (u − û)]T and K is a positive constant to be assigned.
The time varying parameter c in (8) is the solution of the differential equation
ċT = −KcT + φT

(9)

An auxiliary variable η is introduced and its filtered estimate with dynamics is given by
η̂˙ = −K η̂

(10)

Σ is introduced to be the solution of the matrix differential equation
Σ̇ = ccT − kT Σ + σI

(11)

with Σ(0) = αI and α > 0, σ > 0, kT > 0 i.e., they are positive constants. The inverse of Σ is given by
the solution of the matrix differential equation
Σ̇−1 = −Σ−1 ccT Σ−1 + kT Σ−1 − σΣ−2

(12)

with Σ−1 (0) = α1 I. The estimation algorithm propagates Σ−1 , which is used in the parameter dynamics
(6). Simulation results showed a robust and fast converging extremum seeking control.

3

Implementation of LP-ESC and LP-PIESC for Torque Control in Region-2

The LP-ESC and the LP-PIESC algorithms for region-2 wind turbine control are designed and simulated
with the NREL 5MW turbine model in OpenFAST. The main parameters of the turbine model are listed
in Table 1.
Table 1: Main parameters of NREL 5MW turbine
Description
Rating
Rotor radius (R)
Gear Ratio (N )
Cut-in, Rated, Cut-out wind speed
Cut-in, Rated rotor speed
Rotor Inertia (Ir )

Value
5MW
63 m
97
3 m/s, 11.4 m/s, 25 m/s
6.9 rpm, 12.1 rpm
35444067 kg·m2

The generator torque (τg ) is generally used as the control variable to maximize power in region-2 and
is computed as a tabulated function of the filtered generator speed in NREL’s baseline control strategy.
The main control law to maximize power below-rated wind speeds is given by
τg = kg ωg2

(13)

where, ωg denotes the generator speed and kg is the generator torque gain which is used as the control
parameter for the extremum seeking algorithms. The theoretical optimal value of kg is obtained from [1]
kopt =

1 ρAR3 Cp,max
2 N 3 λ3opt

(14)
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where A is the cross-sectional area swept by the rotor and ρ is the air density given by 1.22 kg/m3 . For
this turbine, the theoretical optimal tip-speed ratio is λopt = 7.55 and the corresponding maximum power
coefficient is Cp,max = 0.48 [11]. Then, the optimal generator torque gain takes the value kopt = 2.34
Nm/(rad/s)2 .
The non-dimensional normalized torque gain introduced in [4] is used here as the control parameter
u. The optimal value of normalized torque gain is
uopt =

kopt
× N 3 ≈ 0.061
Ir

(15)

A high-level block diagram of the region-2 torque gain LP-ESC/LP-PIESC implementation is depicted
in Figure 3. Input to the LP-ESC/LP-PIESC is the logarithm of the rotor power P normalized with
respect to the rated power Pr =5 MW. A rate limit of 15 kNm/s is applied on the torque reference as
per the definition of 5-MW turbine to avoid sudden change in the torque command [11].

Figure 3: LP-ESC/LP-PIESC implementation.

4

LP-ESC/LP-PIESC Parameter Design

LP-ESC parameters are designed following the guidelines in [12]. The dither frequency is selected within
the bandwidth of the plant dynamics. The rotor inertia and actuator dynamics yield the input dynamics,
output dynamics is due to sensor dynamics and/or signal conditioning. To simplify the algorithm design,
input and output dynamics are combined at the plant input and estimated using open-loop step test
responses under constant wind input. The response of the rotor speed under staircase step changes in
torque-gain indicates a first-order dynamics, as shown in Figure 4. The estimated time constant from the
torque-gain to the rotor speed ranges from 7 to 8 secs. The largest time constant was adopted for ESC
design, i.e., 8 sec. The corresponding bandwidth of the combined input-output dynamic for the torquegain ESC is 0.125 rad/s. Since, dither frequency should be selected within the estimated bandwidth, it
was selected as 0.02 rad/sec. The Bode plots for the estimated plant dynamic and the filters in ESC
design are shown in Figure 5. The low-pass FLP and high-pass FHP filters (see Figure 1) are first order
filters. The dither amplitude was selected using trial and error. The dither amplitude is about 33% of
the optimal normalized torque gain in (15). The integrator gain k was designed to achieve a settling time
Ts = 15 minutes, approximately for the 8m/s wind speed with 10% TI case and then same integrator
gain was used for all other cases. The settling time Ts is defined as the elapsed time from the start of the
dithering (control on) to the instant it takes to reach optimum torque gain value for the first time. The
LP-ESC parameters used are listed in Table 2. The LP-PIESC scheme was designed to have the same
dither frequency as the LP-ESC. After trial and error, the dither amplitude could be reduced significantly
to 25% of the dither amplitude value of LP-ESC. This result is important because the external dither is
a perturbation to the overall turbine. One plausible explanation for the smaller dither amplitude is that
the method for gradient estimation in LP-PIESC, equations (6) to (12), is more sophisticated than the
one used in the conventional LP-ESC. The parameters for LP-PIESC scheme are listed in Table 3.

5

Simulation Results

The LP-ESC and the LP-PIESC controllers with the algorithm parameters shown in Tables 2 and 3 are
evaluated with OpenFAST simulations for different hub-height mean wind speeds of 4 m/s, 8 m/s and
12 m/s, no wind shear and under turbulence intensities (TI) of 10% and 15%, respectively. Figure 6
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Figure 4: Rotor speed dynamics on step
change in kg

Figure 5: Bode Plot of input dynamics,
LPF, HPF and the dither frequency

Table 2: LP-ESC Parameters of NREL 5MW Region 2 controller (see Figure 1)
Parameter
Dither Frequency (ω)
Dither Amplitude (a)
Cut-off Frequency of LPF
Cut-off Frequency of HPF
Phase Compensation (θ)
Integrator Gain (k)

Torque-gain ESC
0.02 rad/s
0.02 (non-dimensional)
0.015 rad/s
0.018 rad/s
0.36 rad
0.001 s−1

Table 3: LP-PIESC Parameters of NREL 5MW Region 2 controller. See equations (6) to (12).
Parameter
Dither Frequency (ω)
Dither Amplitude (a)
kT
K
σ
kp
τI

Torque-gain PIESC
0.02 rad/s
0.005 (non-dimensional)
20 s−1
20 s−1
10−6 s2
0.000005 s
2.8 (non-dimensional)

shows the hub-height wind time series for the three mean wind speeds (i.e., 4 m/s, 8 m/s and 12 m/s)
used in the simulation study with 10% TI. These wind profiles are then used to evaluate the performance
of LP-ESC and LP-PIESC in Figures 7 and 8, respectively. The top plot shows the normalized torque
gain (u), middle plot shows the tip speed ratio (λ) and the estimated power coefficient (Cp ) is shown
in the bottom plot. Tip speed ratio (λ) and the estimated power coefficient (Cp ) plots are obtained by
applying a 100-second moving average filter on the OpenFAST outputs for these variables. The vertical
dashed lines in Figure 7 show the time LP-ESC is turned on and the time for convergence to the optimum
normalized torque gain uopt . Both LP-ESC and LP-PIESC are turned on at 150s. It can be observed
that the LP-ESC takes around 850s (i.e., ≈ 15min as designed) to converge to the optimum torque gain
for 8 m/s and 12 m/s mean wind speeds. In stark contrast, the LP-PIESC converges to the optimum
almost instantaneously for all cases.
Simulations with increased turbulence intensity (15% TI) are also used to evaluate the performance of
LP-PIESC. The simulation results are shown in Figure 9. It can be observed that increasing the turbulent
intensity does not affect the transient or steady-state performance of the LP-PIESC.
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Figure 6: Wind speed time series at hub height: mean wind speeds 4 m/s, 8 m/s, 12 m/s and 10%
turbulence intensity
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Figure 7: Performance of LP-ESC with the parameters shown in Table 2 and hub-height wind
from Figure 6. Normalized torque gain u (top),
tip speed ratio λ (middle), estimated power coefficient Cp (bottom). The dashed straight lines indicate optimal parameters uopt , λopt and CP,max .
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Figure 8: Performance of LP-PIESC with the parameters shown in Table 3 and hub-height wind
from Figure 6. Normalized torque gain u (top), tip
speed ratio λ (middle), estimated power coefficient
Cp (bottom). The dashed straight lines indicate optimal parameters uopt , λopt and CP,max .

We have also calculated the energy output using LP-ESC and LP-PIESC in the time interval [150s,
3000s] (47-minute duration), which is the time window with the control algorithms turned on. The
results are shown in Figure 10. Using LP-PIESC in place of LP-ESC results in a 16% average energy
improvement.
The results in this section provide evidence that LP-PIESC is faster to converge to the optimum
value than LP-ESC and also robust to the variations in mean wind speed and turbulence intensities. The
LP-PIESC requires a dither amplitude significantly lower than that for LP-ESC. These improvements
translated to increased energy production.

6

Conclusion

This paper presented a log-power feedback PIESC (LP-PIESC) strategy for wind turbine power maximization in region-2. The proposed algorithm is compared with a conventional ESC with log-power
feedback (LP-ESC) scheme. The 5MW NREL reference turbine model in OpenFAST is used to evaluate
the performance of both the strategies. Simulations were performed under different below-rated wind
conditions. The major improvements of the LP-PIESC, over the conventional LP-ESC, are: (i) faster
convergence to optimal parameters, and (ii) smaller dither amplitude to estimate the gradient of power
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with respect to the control parameters. These initial results provide evidence supporting the hypothesis
that the amalgamation of log-power feedback and PIESC technique would result in faster and consistent convergence across different below-rated wind speed conditions. However, design of the LP-PIESC
algorithm requires tuning more parameters than the LP-ESC. Therefore, additional work is needed to
establish practical guidelines for parameter design customized to control of wind turbines and wind farms.
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Extended Abstract
Large-eddy simulations (LES) of wind farms can provide valuable insights into the aerodynamics of wind
farms. Yet, the high computational demand of the method typically limits its use to selected academic case
studies. The lattice-Boltzmann method has emerged to a promising alternative to classical computational
fluid dynamics approaches.[1] In particular GPU (graphics processing units) implementations of the
method have been shown to push the scope of LES due to significantly higher performance to cost ratios.[2]
Recent studies have shown, that state-of-the-art lattice Boltzmann schemes can be readily applied to wind
turbine simulations, e.g. using the actuator line model.[3] Yet, in contrast to simulations of wind turbines
alone, experiences in simulating wall-modelled atmospheric boundary layers remains limited. This can
largely be attributed to the fact that LBM-specific wall modelling approaches are still at an early stage of
development. In this talk, we present recent progresses in the development of LBM-based wall models for
the simulation of atmospheric boundary layers. We firstly outline the fundamentals of the so called inverse
momentum exchange method (iMEM), a novel wall modelling approach that can be easily coupled to
existing LBM boundary conditions.[4] Furthermore, we present results of neutral atmospheric boundary
layer simulations and illustrate the benefits and challenges of the proposed method. This includes a
comparison to results from a well-established staggered pseudo-spectral finite difference (PSFD) solver
[5, 6], theoretical scaling laws as well as experimental results.
Exemplary results of the mean stream-wise velocity, velocity gradient and shear stress are shown in
Fig. 1. The presented approach is found to capture the log-law in large parts of the surface layer. The
largest deficiency remains an underprediction of the velocity at the first grid point that is associated
with an over-shoot in the velocity gradient. Reasons and remedies for this overshoot problem have been
widely discussed in the literature and will be further elaborated on in the talk. When it comes to secondand higher-order statistics (not shown here for the sake of brevity) the LBM framework also shows a
satisfactory performance in comparison to the consulted references due to its low numerical dissipation.
In summary, the proposed wall-model and utilized numerical framework are shown to be a suitable
method for boundary layer simulations. In conjunction with earlier studies [7, 3] this again highlights
the potential of LBM-based models for eﬀicient LES of wind farm flows.
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Figure 1: Vertical profiles of mean quantities with different grid resolutions in comparison to PSFD results
by Gadde et al. [6]. (a) Mean stream-wise velocity. (b) Non-dimensional vertical velocity gradient. (c)
Resolved shear stress ⟨u′ w′ ⟩ (filled markers), modelled shear stress ⟨τxz ⟩ (empty markers) and total shear
stress ⟨τT ⟩ (full lines).
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1

Introduction

Numerical simulations of wind turbines to represent rotor aerodynamics with an appropriate wind turbine parameterization such as generalized actuator disk (GAD) or actuator line (GAL) models are often
preferred over fully-resolved computational modeling due to being computationally less expensive. In
addition, such a wind turbine model, for example, the actuator disk model, is capable enough to capture
turbine-induced wakes when combined with large-eddy simulations (LESs). It parameterizes the wind
turbine rotor as a permeable disk, taking into account flow rotation. Furthermore, the calculated aerodynamic forces at different radial sections along the blade are averaged over the rotor swept area. Because
real-scale wind turbines operate within the lowest portion of the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL),
non-uniformity and non-stationarity of the oncoming wind flow which are driven by dynamics of the
atmosphere should be taken into account for accurate reproduction of temporal and spatial turbulence
scales at the vicinity of the turbine. Since canonical Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) codes lack
providing comprehensive information on unremittingly occurring chaotic turbulent structures during the
diurnal cycle of the ABL, Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) models (e.g., the Weather Research and
Forecasting model (WRF) [1]), which solve prognostic flow equations considering interactions of many
atmosphere physics, are therefore widely used in the wind community. It should be emphasized that
validation of the results obtained from the WRF with the GAD model requires comparisons against field
measurements. In order to estimate wind turbine aerodynamic loading and performance, a generalized
actuator disk model is implemented into the WRF framework and the wake and power results are compared to the measurements collected from one of the full-scale Vestas V27 wind turbine at the Sandia
Laboratories Scaled Wind Farm Technology (SWiFT) facility which was specifically designed for research
in wind energy. One of the main importance of this work is that the WRF-LES with the GAD model has
a high potential for multiscale modeling of wind turbine wake structures under real atmospheric forcing or
laboratory conditions by taking into account advanced wind turbine features such as rotor yaw dynamics,
turbine tilt, blade precone, rotor apex overhang, hub and tower effects, speed and pitch controller among
others [2].
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In this research, we evaluate the performance of a generalized actuator disk (GAD) wind turbine
parameterization under neutral conditions characterized by the stability parameter, z/L (sensor measurement height divided by Obukhov length), which were observed at the SWiFT facility during the
measurement campaign. Numerical results are validated against the wake measurements obtained with a
rear-facing, nacelle-mounted spinner lidar. Additionally, generator power is compared with the available
measurements [3].
To simulate neutrally-stratified atmospheric boundary layer (ABL), the surface kinematic heat flux is
set to zero. Two telescopic WRF-LES domains are used in this study and the coarser domain is run for
fifteen hours to obtain fully mixed turbulence field. The second domain is introduced at the beginning
of hour 15 and the GAD model is run for additional one hour and ten minutes to model wind turbine
effects during the measurement campaign at the SWiFT facility. Data used for the analysis are collected
after ten minutes to allow for spin-up of the flows within the nested domain. 1.5-order TKE subfilter
scale turbulence model is used to model small-scale structures.

Figure 1: Time-averaged variables at the met mast location: Horizontal wind speed (left), wind direction
(middle), and turbulent kinetic energy (right). Dashed horizontal line depicts wind turbine hub-height.

In Fig. (1), laterally and temporally averaged vertical profiles of horizontal wind speed, wind direction
and turbulent kinetic energy at 2.5 D upwind of the turbine are given. Each black curve shows 10 maverage profiles for observations while colorful curves depict the results obtained from different numerical
simulations. Our WRF-LES results for inflow calibration, shown in red, are in good agreement with in
situ measurements and other simulations.

Figure 2: Time-averaged normalized velocity deficit profiles at different downstream locations in y-z
plane.
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In Fig. (2), normalized velocity deficit profiles at several downwind locations, x/D = 2, 3, 4, 5, are
shown. It is clearly seen that all numerical models underestimate measurement data obtained from the
nacelle-mounted spinner lidar. LES model results are collapsed into a single curve in magenta with
corresponding shaded region in Fig. (2).

Figure 3: Ensemble averages of generator power and aerodynamic thrust coefficient. Black solid lines
depict standard deviations around the mean. Measured values are shown with vertical dashed lines
(mean) and gray shading (standard deviation).

Generator power and aerodynamic thrust coefficient computed by the GAD model are also compared with the available numerical and experimental data (Fig. (3)). Although the power output of
the WRF-LES-GAD model resides in the gray-shaded region that marks the standard deviation of the
power measurements, the WRF-LES-GAD model overpredicts the generator power output about 16 kW.
Moreover, as given in the reference paper by Doubrawa et al. [3], mean generator power obtained from
openFAST [4] simulations (not shown here) is around 80 kW while it is computed as 95.33 kW in WRFLES simulations under neutral conditions. On the other hand, the GAD model shows reasonably good
agreement in terms of the aerodynamic thrust coefficient when compared with other LES actuator line
model results from different researchers. Due to the lack of field measurements of the thrust coefficient,
only the numerical results were compared with each other.
To conclude, the generalized actuator disk model implemented into WRF-LES framework shows
promising, reliable and physically consistent results compared with the measurement data that are obtained from the full-scale Vestas V27 turbine at the SWiFT test site under neutral conditions. Detailed
investigations are required to evaluate the accuracy and reliability of simulated wake characteristics under
different atmospheric stability conditions.
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1

Extended abstract

This study presents measurement results of the noise emitted from a loudspeaker attached to the hub of
a wind turbine used for validation of different sound propagation models. This innovative measurement
campaign uses seven microphones positioned in a line along the mean wind direction of θ = 225◦ , spanning
from microphone 1 at the IEC measurement position [1] (d = 158 m) to microphone 8 and 8b in the far
field of the turbine. Figure 1 presents an illustration of the experimental setup. The setup also includes
a meteorological mast, 2 profiling lidars and 2 sonic anemometers for inflow and wake measurements.

Figure 1: Sketch of the experimental setup with the loudspeaker attached to the hub of the wind turbine
at height H = 109 m and the seven microphones positioned on the ground in a line spanning from the
near field to the far field of the wind turbine. The sizes and the complexity of the terrain in the sketch
are not to scale with reality.

The analysis of sound propagation from a sound source to the far field of the source presents a challenge
for noise measurements in some conditions as the sound pressure level (SPL) reduces when propagating
away from the source. This study uses a deconvolution method to obtain the loudspeaker noise signal
when the signal to noise ratio is low in order to obtain a reliable background noise correction. The use
of the deconvolution method also introduces the possibility of obtaining the variance of the loudspeaker
noise signal.
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The measurement results are applied in a model validation of a Parabolic Equation sound propagation
model [2] and the ISO 9613-2 standard model [3],[4]. Besides the sound power level, the atmospheric
attenuation and the geometrical spreading of the sound, the sound propagation depends on the propagation loss, ∆L. The propagation loss caused by e.g. atmospheric and ground effects is modelled by
the DTU in-house sound propagation model WindSTAR-Pro and the standard propagation model ISO
9613-2. The sound power level is normally estimated as a point source from the measurements at the IEC
position. However, in order to only compare the two propagation models, the difference of SPL between
the different microphones can be evaluated without taking the source into account.
The evaluation of the models is performed in a statistical way, using the 2 minutes averaged measured
meteorological conditions as inputs. Figure 2 presents the comparison of the experimentally obtained,
and the WindSTAR-Pro and ISO 9613-2 modelled propagation spectra for 2 hours of loudspeaker noise.
The results are presented in 1/3 octave bands. Figure 2 shows that the WindSTAR-Pro model captures
the measured propagation and its variance caused by the varying meteorological conditions well, while
the ISO 9316-2 model does not show significant variations in neither meteorological inputs nor frequency.

(a) Propagation between Microphone 4 and 6

(b) Propagation between Microphone 4 and 8

Figure 2: Comparison of the median and variance of the measured (Exp. in legend) and the WindSTARPro (WS) and ISO 9613-2 (ISO) modelled sound propagation, ∆ SPL, between microphones; (a) 4 and 6
(b) 4 and 8. The wind direction is θ = 235 − 250◦ and the wind speed is U = 8 − 11 m/s at hub height.
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Abstract
Although the performance of offshore wind turbines has been improved with time, the design space
has not been adequately explored. Typical designs are based on monopile, three-bladed horizontal-axis
structures and are evaluated only on the basis of their power generation efficiency. A holistic design
approach that integrates information from the whole life cycle of a wind turbine, namely, from raw
material extraction and manufacturing to installation, operation, maintenance, and recycling, would
allow for designs that go beyond power performance and ensure other aspects like environmental
sustainability and reduced greenhouse gas emissions.
Traditionally wind turbines are designed by human experts with the help of simulation tools.
Recent advancements in Artificial Intelligence (AI) have the potential to revolutionize design generation. AI algorithms can formulate the design process as a multi-objective optimization problem,
extrapolating rules in a data-driven manner and providing insight to previously unexplored aspects.
Successful applications of AI range from the pharmaceutical industry to construction, architecture,
and the automotive industry.
In this paper, we consider generative design algorithms that leverage AI methods to yield novel,
cost-effective and efficient designs. We propose an approach for design generation based on Evolutionary Algorithms (EA). Given a design space, candidate designs are evolved and evaluated in a
simulated environment. Our preliminary results show that this data-driven method creates unique
and competent designs by exploring the design space.

1

Introduction

Traditional industrial design processes are commonly mandated by inevitable challenges, which ultimately
lead to engineering trade-offs. Especially the domain of wind turbine design is dominated by the energy
production factor, while other aspects like economic and environmental sustainability can be left in the
background. This issue can be tackled with specific AI techniques that formulate the design processes
as constrained optimization problems. Although these tasks are challenging, they can be addressed with
Generative Machine Learning methods which compute, data, and performance-driven solutions.
Generative design algorithms are iterative processes that traverse a multidimensional parametric
space, called the Design Space, in search of optimal solutions based on the input constraints and evaluation criteria [1]. A prevalent approach for solving such optimization problems lies in the use of Genetic
Algorithms (GAs). Based on Darwin’s Theory of evolution and natural selection, Genetic Algorithms are
ideal for exploring the design space and approximating optimal solutions. Applications in the optimization of structural designs have been highly effective [2, 3, 4, 5].
Such approaches have also been employed in the field of wind energy. More specifically, horizontal
axis wind turbines (HAWT) are parameterized and optimized using GAs, resulting in novel and beneficial
designs [6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. The parameterizations considered in most studies are primarily centered around
the blade structure, with the energy output of the rotor serving as the objective function to be maximized.
The aim of our research is to expand the design space with regard to the entire life cycle process of an
offshore HAWT. By establishing a multi-objective cost function, based on real and synthetic data [11, 12],
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the design quality can be influenced significantly in order to facilitate the development of improved designs
of future offshore wind turbines.
We propose a GA approach for producing optimal wind turbine designs while taking into account
varying design parameters, including real-world data.

2

Necessary Background

Genetic Algorithms (GAs)
Genetic algorithms [13] are inspired by the process of natural selection in biology. A population
of candidate solutions is evolved by an iterative process (the population in each iteration is called a
generation), to produce better solutions for a target optimization problem.
The main components of a GA are the following:
• Solution representation: Each solution to the problem is specified by a set of genes called the
genotype. The physical representation of the candidate is termed the phenotype.
• Fitness function: it evaluates the candidate solutions by computing a score that, when normalized,
is considered as the probability of reproduction for the next generation.
• Initial Population: often, the initial population is randomly sampled in the Design Space.
• Selection, Crossover & Mutation:
are important operations for the evolution of the solutions. During the selection phase, the most
pertinent candidates are selected for reproduction. Each parent passes information stored in the
genotype vector, to the next generation, via the Crossover method. A random crossover point from
the vector is chosen, and information until that point is exchanged among the parents to create new
offspring, which is added to the population. Random mutations can occur with a low probability,
inducing variety to existing genetic information.
GA based solutions have been applied to wind energy problems, including wind farm layout optimization [14, 15], wind turbine controllers [16, 17], as well as airfoil and blade layout design [6, 7, 18, 8, 9, 10].
Generative Adversarial Networks
Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) [19] are generative models, meaning that they aim to create
synthetic data. These networks are consisted of two models. The Generator (G), tries to generate ”fake”
data to fool the Discriminator (D), which classifies input data as real (belonging to a given dataset) or
fake (created by the Generator).
The training process, that is reflected in the network’s loss function Eq. (1), is a min-max two player
game.
min max V (D, G) =x∼pdata (x) [log D(x)]
G

D

z∼pz (x) [log (1

+

− D(G(z)))]

(1)

where z is a noise vector and x is real data, from the data distribution pdata .
By training the two models against each other, the Generator learns to imitate the real data distribution, generating novel and diverse but plausible (with respect to the real data) instances.
The essential difference between the aforementioned techniques is that Genetic Algorithms rely on
stochastic sampling to optimize input parameters according to the fitness function. Contrary, GANs
compute the fitness of each individual using the Discriminator’s score, which also computes the derivatives
of the fitness function with respect to each input parameter. Therefore, weights are updated according
to those derivatives. Nonetheless, the concept of a Discriminator can be infused in the fitness function of
a GA. This can help the algorithm to converge faster and aid it towards more plausible and meaningful
results [20].
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3

GA-based design generation framework

An efficient design can be capable of performing at an adequate level, although opportunities for enhancement are always a possibility. Therefore, an appropriate design methodology can be beneficial as it
could deliver improved solutions, particularly if ML techniques are exploited. The discrete steps of the
GA methodology for design generation are as follows.
Design Space
The first step is to determine the input parameters. Consequently, a Design Space has to be defined,
consisting of values for respective variables as well as their type (continuous floats, integers, discrete values,
etc.) and boundary conditions that may apply to them. Some constraints could reside in dependencies
that exist between different parts of the design space. For example, the calculation of wind loads on
the tower of a wind turbine could depend on the design of the substructure. Finally, a vector V is
provided as input to the algorithm, comprised of continuous, as well as discrete, variables, noted as Y
and X respectively. Unary conditions (expressed as bounded functions g(Y )) can apply to the continuous
variables. Moreover, dependency constraints that induce correlations between variables can be formulated
as multivariable functions.
Design Generation (G)
Using a well-defined design space, the GA can be initialized with random instantiations by assigning
values that satisfy the constraints to all variables. Typically, this step is sufficient for the generation
process, but in the case of a simulated environment being deployed for testing candidate designs, an
important, and sometimes complex, task lies in translating the input parameter vector (genotype) into a
format suitable for simulation that physically represents its features (phenotype). In the simplest case,
for example, if the vector is comprised of values that define the number of blades of a WT, the input
files of the simulation software are altered accordingly, resulting in functional simulation models. But for
more intricate configurations, complications can occur e.g. customization and simulation of a complex
substructure.
Design Evaluation (E)
For the algorithm to be able to reach optimal designs, a fitness function has to be specified. This
function maps every candidate design to a score that can be used for evaluation. Wind turbine (WT)
design is a multi-objective optimization problem, and therefore the fitness function’s score should be
derived from various sources. Mechanically driven evaluation can ensure that a WT model is performing
as expected by testing it against simulated real-world conditions. Furthermore, the fitness of a design
should ideally include aspects of the design process that are challenging to ascertain, e.g., manufacturing
and maintenance costs, ease of production, and expert knowledge. If a dataset of existing designs with
analogous and sufficient data is present, it can be used to train a predictive model. This can then serve
as a fitness function, as it takes the features of a proposed design as input and predicts a corresponding
score.

Figure 1: General overview of the approach
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As described in Section 2 the actual optimization is attained during the iterative process of the
algorithm. Population vectors, that are initially comprised of random values, are refined for each new
generation until a maximum number of generations or a desired termination criterion is reached.

4

Preliminary Results

For the purpose of testing the general framework’s efficacy a proof of concept experiment is deployed.
The target of the optimization problem, is to improve the performance of a 10MW reference wind turbine
[21], by modifying only the blade structure, and more specifically the Chord length [m] as well as the
Thickness/Chord ratio [%] at 40 positions (points) across the blade span. Those parameters are presented
in Figure 2. Consequently, the design space is consisted of 80 independent continuous variables with
solely unary constraints applying to them in terms of min-max values. For this preliminary test case,
a population of 20 candidates is randomly initialized and evolved, using a Genetic Algorithm, for 50
generations.
The assumption is that by adjusting the chord length and thickness of the blades at certain points, the
rotor speed of the wind turbine is affected. The resulting structures are tested in a simulated environment
using the aeroelastic code HAWC2 (Horizontal Axis Wind turbine simulation Code) [22]. HAWC2 tests
structures in real time and against simulated wind conditions, providing time series output metrics.
Depending on the nature of the problem that has to be solved, these can be used and combined to form
a fitness score. In our test case, the rotor speed is chosen as a target for maximization as it can translate
to increased energy production.

Figure 2: Blades are split into sections. At each section, chord length and thickness
are defined.
Nevertheless, the fitness function has to map every design to a number (score) that regulates its probability of reproduction. Therefore, the mean rotor speed value, after convergence, is used for evaluation
purposes. We presume that convergence is reached after half of the simulation has been executed, as seen
in Figure 3.
In the ideal case, all designs produced by the GA should be scored by the simulation tool. Unfortunately, there is a possibility that a proposed design can lead the solver of the simulator into a state of
non-convergence. In that case, we assign a negative score of −1 as a penalty to discourage the algorithm
from picking erroneous designs.
The process of training the Genetic Algorithm is computationally expensive, especially in our case,
where multiple simulations have to be executed in parallel, putting a heavy workload on the CPU. For
this reason and due to resource constraints, the algorithm was tested on a restricted population size and
for a limited number of generations [23]. Another hyperparameter that has to be set, and confined for
computational reasons, is the simulation duration for which each design is tested. Regardless, the results
(Figure 4) are informative and promising, as they seem to deviate from the norm.
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Figure 3: The fitness of the WT designs are determined by the convergence score,
chosen as the mean rotor speed after half of the simulation time has passed.

Figure 4: Front & side view of the 10MW reference WT blade, compared to designs
generated by the GA.
Result Interpretation
A justification of a pattern that is detected in multiple resulting blade designs can be drawn from
nature. More specifically, a series of smooth bumps are observed along the blades generated by the GA.
This is also the case in Humpback whale’s flippers, which have sinuous tubercles spanning across their
edge [24].
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Figure 5: Tubercles on Humpback whale’s flippers compared to the generated design
of a wind turbine blade.
This natural genetic modification has been evolved through time to aid the whales towards effortless
hydrodynamic movement. The performance of tubercle wings has been tested in simulated and real
(wind tunnel) environments, yielding efficient and stable results [25].

5

Discussion & Future Work

In this work, we consider the problem of optimizing wind turbine designs using Genetic Algorithms.
Although our preliminary results are auspicious, a more comprehensive study in the future is imperative.
Ultimately, the overall goal is to define and solve a multi-objective problem, incorporating information
from the whole life-cycle design process. Nonetheless, even if synthetic data from realistic simulation
environments are used, problems can occur.
Specifically, an issue when using the simulation framework for scoring generated designs arises when
the initial population is compromised solely of designs that yield simulation errors. This can happen
if many (unrestricted) parameters of a structure are modified simultaneously. As an example, abrupt
changes of blade width at neighboring points across the blade span can lead to unfeasible models that
result in erroneous simulation outputs. As mentioned in Section 4, a penalty score of −1 is assigned to
these designs, but in the case of a completely flawed initial population, all designs will have the same
(negative) score, and therefore the same probability of reproduction, leading the algorithm into a pitfall.
A method for addressing this problem is to implement biased initialization. If expert knowledge can
be obtained, it can be used to form a ”biased” dataset from which the algorithm can sample the initial
population. This can be beneficial when known solutions need to be improved or (in our case) if a
”head start” is required for the algorithm to be effective and reach convergence. A similar result can
be achieved by using the concept of GANs (Section 2). More precisely, the output of a discriminative
model that yields a similarity score in relation to real designs can be used in the fitness function to aid
the GA towards more plausible and less erroneous results. Due to lack of real data, this method was not
implemented.
An additional parameter that has to be set is the duration of simulations. Stopping simulations too
early could lead to an inaccurate evaluation, but higher simulation times for each individual add up to a
significant impact on computational cost. Alternatively, a measure of stability, or direction, of the time
series output could be computed and used to augment the fitness function, with the assumption that
more stable simulation outputs will not lead to erratic future behavior.
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Floating Offshore Wind Turbines (FOWT) are one of the most promising technologies to increase
wind energy power production. If wind energy will be able to supply 30 to 50% of global energy
needs, proper understanding and modelling of the complex dynamics involved in FOWTs is crucial[1].
Another apparent trend is the increase in size of wind turbines. Particularly in an offshore setting,
increase in turbine power is fundamental to lower overall project cost. Indeed, recent research [2] has
shown how increasing wind turbine size has the potential to slash investments costs in half in some
cases. The wind energy research community is actively involved on these topics. For instance,
participants of IEA Task 30 are investigating the capabilities and attempting to identify and address
the pitfalls of current wind turbine design codes in the simulation of FOWTs, IEA Task 47 will
investigate wind turbine aerodynamics, focusing on large rotor motion as experienced in floating
conditions, and many EU-funded projects, such as CoreWind [3] and FLOATECH [4] are attempting
to address some of the discussed issues. Finally, a 15MW reference rotor has recently been developed
in the framework of IEA Task 37, and is a testament of the industry trends of increase in wind turbine
size. In summary, while upscaling and floating wind are logical from a cost and operations point of
view, what are the challenges involved in the design and operation of a multi-MW FOWT?
We attempt to investigate this by simulating two reference wind turbines of very different size, the
NREL 5MW [5] and the IEA 15MW [6,7]. The two turbines are simulated in OpenFAST [8] using
Blade Element Momentum (BEM)-based aerodynamics in combination with second order potential
flow derived hydrodynamics. Both the turbines compared in the present study are mounted on semisubmersible type floaters, with slack catenary mooring lines. The two machines are subject to identical
inflow and sea conditions, as if they were installed in the same sea leg. We compare performance and
loads, and attempt to understand and contextualize the effects of a rather marked increase in turbine
power and size. As most likely is to be expected by analyst in the field, platform motion is found to
increase loads significantly. Although motion is decreased for the larger turbine, the increases in
component mass affects both gravitational and inertial component loading.
The research group is also active in the investigation of the aerodynamic capabilities of current wind
turbine design codes. Since proper full blade-resolved CFD is still computationally prohibited, wind
turbine simulation codes typically rely on a blade-element model for the wind turbine blade, while the
wake can be modelled with several degrees of fidelity, ranging from a simple momentum balance to
full CFD. In this context, potential effects of improved aerodynamic analysis in the context of floating
wind are discussed.
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Abstract. Over the last decade, the size and the number of offshore wind turbines and wind
farms are constantly increasing and ongoing projects show that this will continue. With tip height
often above 200 meters, currently installed wind turbines are interacting and impacting
massively the atmospheric boundary layer. Therefore, the research intends to develop a new
dynamic wake model that considers weather transient inputs. The Flow Redirection and
Induction in Steady State (FLORIS) framework has been proven to be an easy to use, easy to
tune, computationally inexpensive and powerful wake modelling tool even though lacking
dynamical effects. Therefore, an extension of the FLORIS framework is presented in order to
include wake advection delays between wind turbines, time-varying and spatially heterogeneous
wind conditions. The new dynamical model is inspired by the FLORIDyn model presented in
2014. The so-called Observation Points (OPs) are generated at the rotor centre location.
Following a Lagrangian approach, the OPs are convected downstream, along the wake of the
wind turbine, defining the wake centreline. It is during this process that the dynamics of wind
turbine wake and background flow field unsteadiness are included. Finally, using the same
approach currently implemented for yaw-misalignment wake deflection, the wake is shifted to
match the unsteady wake centreline. The developed model is validated against Large Eddy
Simulation using the SOWFA tool. The validation is done for unsteady inflow, with both wind
speed and direction changes, variable wind turbine control and wake interactions. The new model
is applied to a simulation of the Horns Rev wind farm with a sinusoidally time-varying wind
inflow direction to show an hysteresis in the wind farm power extraction curve.
Keywords: FLORIS, dynamic wake model, wake advection delays, unsteady flow field, SOWFA

1

Introduction

Over the last decade, the size and the number of offshore Wind Turbines (WTs) and wind farms
are constantly increasing and this growth is expected to continue in the future. With tip height often
above 200 meters, currently installed WTs are interacting and impacting massively the atmospheric
boundary layer. In the future, wind farms will become even more important contributors to the electrical
power system and will require additional flexibility in terms of farm control, ancillary services and
response to weather transients as explained in [1]. It is crucial for fast control-oriented models to be
informed of weather inputs but current models are almost always quasi-steady, hence internal wind farm
dynamics are not accounted.
2

Objectives

The wind farm model should account for the unsteadiness of the background flow field. Two
different main usages of this new model can be distinguished. The first one can be called “operational”
usage where the flow field is obtained from a single measurement location. The model can inform wind-
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farm control algorithms and increase fidelity. Another usage can be done by coupling the model with a
weather prediction model in order to estimate wind-power resources accounting for the influence of
synoptic phenomena or to improve current wind farm parametrizations that are commonly used at
mesoscale level by informing on sub-grid scale effects. Currently available wake models are only steady
state models and thus not suitable for a coupling with time-varying mesoscale simulations. The objective
is to develop a new dynamical wake model accounting for wake advection delays and mesoscale wind
transients.
3

Methodology

The Flow Redirection and Induction in Steady State (FLORIS) framework has been proven to be
an easy to use, easy to tune, computationally inexpensive and powerful wake modelling tool even though
lacking dynamical effects. Therefore, an extension of the FLORIS framework is presented in order to
include wake advection delays between wind turbines, time-varying and spatially heterogeneous wind
conditions. The new dynamical model is inspired by the FLORIDyn model presented in [2]. The socalled Observation Points (OPs) are generated at the rotor centre location. Following a Lagrangian
approach, the OPs are convected downstream, along the wake of the wind turbine, defining the wake
centreline.
In the current paper, we consider cases where the vertical OP displacement is much smaller than the
horizontal displacements (computed in following Large Eddy Simulation (LES) and also shown in [3]),
justifying the use of a two-dimensional dynamical model at hub height 𝑧𝑡 .The first point of the centreline
(𝑝 = 1), of turbine 𝑡 at time step 𝑘, is located at the WT rotor centre, 𝒙𝑪 (𝑡) = (𝑥𝐶 (𝑡), 𝑦𝐶 (𝑡), 𝑧𝐶 (𝑡)),
which gives:
𝒙𝒕,𝒑=𝟏,𝒌 = 𝒙𝑪 (𝑡)
The downstream convection of 𝒙𝒕,𝒑,𝒌 to 𝒙𝒕,𝒑+𝟏,𝒌+𝟏 is defined as follows:
𝒙𝒕,𝒑+𝟏,𝒌+𝟏 = 𝒙𝒕,𝒑,𝒌 + 𝑼𝑡,𝑝,𝑘 ΔK
where Δ𝐾 is the time step. Thus, the previous expression can be simplified to:
𝑥𝑡,𝑝+1,𝑘+1
𝑥𝑡,𝑝,𝑘
𝑢𝑡,𝑝,𝑘
(𝑦
) = (𝑦
) + (𝑣
) ΔK
𝑡,𝑝+1,𝑘+1
𝑡,𝑝,𝑘
𝑡,𝑝,𝑘
Using matrix notation, the time update laws of OPs are:
𝑥𝑡,1,𝑘+1
𝑦𝑡,1,𝑘+1
𝑥𝑡,1,𝑘
𝑦𝑡,1,𝑘
𝑢𝑡,1,𝑘
𝑣𝑡,1,𝑘
𝑥𝑡,2,𝑘+1
𝑦𝑡,2,𝑘+1
𝑥𝑡,2,𝑘
𝑦𝑡,2,𝑘
𝑢𝑡,2,𝑘
𝑣𝑡,2,𝑘
[
] = [𝐴] [ ⋮
⋮
⋮
⋮ ] + [𝐵][𝑥𝐶 (𝑡) 𝑦𝐶 (𝑡)] + [𝐴] [ ⋮
⋮ ] Δ𝐾
𝑥𝑡,𝑁𝑝 ,𝑘+1 𝑦𝑡,𝑁𝑝 ,𝑘+1
𝑥𝑡,𝑁𝑝 ,𝑘 𝑦𝑡,𝑁𝑝 ,𝑘
𝑢𝑡,𝑁𝑝 ,𝑘 𝑣𝑡,𝑁𝑝 ,𝑘
0
∅
1
1 0
0
where [𝐴] = [
] , [𝐵] = [ ] and 𝑁𝑝 is the number of OPs.
⋱ ⋱
⋯
∅
1 0
0
The local velocity vector 𝑈𝑡,𝑝,𝑘 = (𝑢𝑡,𝑝,𝑘 𝑣𝑡,𝑝,𝑘 ) is obtained with a steady FLORIS evaluation that
reflects the background input velocities and turbine settings at time index 𝑘. It is important to note that
𝑁𝑝 is increasing at the beginning of the simulation and thus the computational time is expected to
increase during the first part of the simulation and then reach a plateau.
It is during this process that the dynamics of WT wake advection delays and background flow field
unsteadiness are included. Finally, using the same approach currently implemented for yawmisalignment wake deflection, the wake is shifted to match the unsteady wake centreline. This
implementation differentiates from [2] in the fact that the original FLORIS modules (wake velocity,
wake turbulence and wake combination modules) are kept and a new module accounting for the wake
unsteady centreline deflection is added. The new tool is hereafter called Unsteady FLORIS (UFLORIS).
4

Results
4.1 Validation
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The developed model is validated against LES using the SOWFA tool [4]. The validation was
conducted for steady inflow and unsteady turbulent inflow conditions, with both wind speed and
direction changes, variable WT control and wake interactions. The simulation shown in Figure 1 is done
using a NREL 5MW WT represented by an actuator line model. The precursor domain has dimensions
of 3 x 3 kms in the horizontal direction and 1 km in the vertical direction with a uniform resolution of
20 meters. The main simulation has a refinement region around the WT and the near wake so as to reach
a resolution of 5 meters. The wind is coming from bottom left at a magnitude of 8 m/s at hub height and
around 6% of turbulence intensity. In the main simulation, the time step is 0.125s. The same simulation
is run with and without the wind turbine in order to obtain the background flow field to be inserted into
UFLORIS. This can be considered as a one-way coupling between SOWFA and UFLORIS updated
every 50s. In this simulation, the WT starts with a 30° yaw angle and at 𝑇 = 800𝑠 the turbine is rotating
at a rate of 0.1°/s in order to retrieve a nominal position without yaw angle. For the UFLORIS
simulation, the time step is 10s and the output flow field figure has a resolution of 15m. The wake deficit
is computed using a gaussian wake model [5].
The centreline from SOWFA (in green in Figure 1 top left) is extracted by using the methodology from
[6] and compared to the UFLORIS centreline presented in the previous section (in black). The figure on
the top right corresponds to data extracted at the dashed black line position. It shows a value that is
proportional to the amount of wind energy that is lost due to the upstream WT. A good agreement is
found between the new model and LES. The small difference between the location of the two centrelines
can also be observed on this figure. Finally, the bottom figure is showing the power generated by the
wind turbine. The agreement is good considering the fact that there is a 50s updating lag which
corresponds to these plateaus.

Figure 1 Instantaneous snapshot of wake centrelines from UFLORIS (black) and SOWFA (green)
together with contours of background flow field from LES and model comparison of predicted power
(bottom) and centreline cross-flow positions (right) at the dashed-black line position.
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4.2 Application
The UFLORIS model is applied to a simulation of the Horns Rev wind farm with a sinusoidally
time-varying wind inflow direction (θ(𝑡) = 270° − 30°𝑠𝑖𝑛(2π𝑡/𝑇𝜃 ) ; 𝑇𝜃 = 1ℎ) as detailed in [7]. It is
an ideal test-case to assess this new dynamical wake model because it involves dynamics of wake
advection delays in wind farms and dynamical hysteresis effects in power production. Results are shown
in Figure 2 where the normalized Horns Rev wind farm power is plotted as a function of the incoming
wind direction. The UFLORIS simulation is capturing the dynamical effects despite not featuring lower
power than the steady case as shown in [7].

Figure 2 Normalized Horns Rev wind farm power as a function of the incoming wind direction.
5

Conclusions

In this abstract, the development of a dynamic wake model accounting for wake advection delays
and mesoscale wind transients is presented. The new Unsteady version of the original FLORIS consists
in the addition of a new module. It is computing the unsteady wake centreline position and shifting the
wake. The implementation has been validated against LES and is applied to the Horns Rev wind farm
subjected to sinusoidal wind direction changes in order to reproduce an hysteresis in the wind farm
power extraction curve.
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Abstract
Design rules for vortex-induced vibrations of structures are limited to oversimplified expressions
of the maximum top section displacement, and thus may fail to provide an accurate estimate of the
fatigue damage produced by these cross-wind vibrations. Time-marching simulations of aeroelastic
models can be used to calculate fluid-structure interaction to a better degree of accuracy. For this, an
appropriate vortex shedding model needs to be chosen from the wide variety present in the literature.
As far as the authors are aware, a critical review of such models applied to wind turbine towers
has not been carried out. As a starting step in this direction, three well-known levels of vortex
shedding modeling are compared. These levels range from the simplest type A or forced system
model, through type B or fluidelastic system model, to type C or coupled system model. Simulations
are performed using classical modal analysis of an isolated wind turbine tapered tower, subjected to
a sheared wind profile. Vortex shedding-induced loads and tower dynamics are limited to the crosswind direction. Damage equivalent loads are included in the comparison, and a sensitivity analysis
to type C parameters is performed. It is shown that the different models presented here produce
results with important qualitative differences, notably that obtaining a similar result in the tower top
displacement amplitude does not guarantee an equivalent behavior in the fatigue loading. The need
to develop and adjust vortex shedding models based not only on displacement but also on fatigue
damage is suggested.

1

Introduction

Vortex shedding is a well-known but little understood phenomenon which can drive the design of many
engineering structures, and this fact has led to the development of a multitide of models to estimate
the loads it produces ([1]). As far as the authors are aware, the only attempt at calculating the vortex
shedding generated loads on a wind turbine tower has been done in [2] by means of spectral methods. In
this work, an additional model, that of a wake oscillator, is used and compared to two spectral method
variants, applied to time-marching aeroelastic simulations of a wind turbine tower, showing the differences
obtained in the calculated fatigue loads as well as the structural dynamics. Firstly, the structural model
is described in section 2. The aerodynamic models employed are presented next in section 3. Then, the
fatigue calculation procedure is outlined in section 4. Simulation and fatigue calculation results for a
range of wind speeds are presented in section 5. And, finally, some conclusions are drawn in section 6.
By showing the dynamics and fatigue obtained by applying different existing vortex shedding models
to a wind turbine aeroelastic model, the present work intends to serve as a reference when choosing or
developing models particular to this type of structures.
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2

Tower Modelling

The wind turbine tower is modelled as a cantilevered Euler-Bernoulli beam, and classical modal superposition is used to reduce the system to a single degree of freedom, corresponding to the tower first lateral
mode. The structural dynamic equation is thus:
Z H
2
m1 p̈1 (t; α) + 2m1 ζs,1 ω1 ṗ1 (t; α) + m1 ω1 p1 (t; α) =
ff →s Ψ1 (z) dz,
(1)
0

where m1 is the modal mass of the structure; p(t; α) is the modal coordinate of the tower lateral deflection
w(z, t; α), such that w(z, t; α) = p(t; α)Ψ1 (z), being Ψ1 (z) the modal shape, and z the height from the
ground at z = 0 to the tower top at z = H; ζs,1 is the structural modal damping; ω1 is the undamped
natural frequency; α is the realization number of the stochastic process, being α = 1, . . . Nα , where Nα is
the total number of processes considered; and ff →s is the external forcing of the fluid upon the structure.

3

Vortex Shedding Forces Modelling

Spectral models originally relied on experimental results of very rigid structures [3], and thus did not
consider any effect of the structural motion in the vortex-induced loads; these type of models are here
called type A, in accordance with the nomenclature used in [4]. A later development, presented in [5],
included the effect of structural dynamics on the vortex-induced loads by means of non-linear damping
terms; these type of models are called type B. On the other hand, wake oscillator models, as originally
proposed in [6], couple the structural dynamics with a model for the wake dynamics which reproduces
the main characteristics of vortex shedding, with the disadvantage that they have to be adjusted for each
individual application; this type of models are called type C.
Thus, three levels of vortex shedding modelling are considered, which are, in increasing order of
complexity, a type A model, or forced system model, a type B model, or fluidelastic system model, and
a type C model, or coupled system model. Each model defines a different forcing on the structure ff →s
in equation (1). The details of this function ff →s for each model are now presented.

3.1

Type A

For type A, a stochastic lift coefficient time series cL (z, t; α) is defined, based on the spectral model first
proposed by [3], and the coherence model proposed in [1]. The force produced by this lift coefficient
follows the canonical form and is:
ff →s (z, t; α) =

1 2
ρU (z)D(z)cL (z, t; α) ,
2

(2)

where ρ is the density of the fluid; U (z) is the average inflow speed; and D(z) is the tower diameter. This
model does not consider any effect of the structural motion on the vortex-induced loads.

3.2

Type B

For type B, the same lift force as in type A is used, and an additional force related to the structural
motion is added, based on the formulation by [5]. The sum of the two forces is:
ff →s (z, t; α) =


1 2
ρU (z)D(z)cL (z, t; α) + ka (z) ẇ (z, t; α) − Gẇ3 (z, t; α) ,
2

(3)

where ka is a nonlinear damping parameter which depends on the Reynolds number Re, the turbulence
2πU (z)
intensity Iu , and the reduced velocity Ured (z) =
; and G is a function of the limit amplitude value
ω1 D(z)
which is obtained from [7].
It can be seen that the new force is a nonlinear damping force, comprised of a linear damping term and
a cubic damping term. The linear term models the self-excited nature of vortex-induced vibrations, and
the cubic term models the self-limiting nature of vortex-induced vibrations; two important charactersitics
observed experimentally (see [5])
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3.3

Type C

For type C, vortex shedding is modeled via a wake-related variable q. For simplification, the wake
variable is here assumed to have a characteristic shape which matches the modal shape of the structure,
as done previously by [8] and [9], such that q(z, t; α) = Ψ1 (z)l(t; α), where Ψ1 (z) is the first mode shape
of the tower. The wake equation with this prescribed shape reads (omitting the dependence on α for
readability):
!
Z H
Z H
Z H
Z H
2
4
2
2
¨
˙
Ω (z) Ψ1 (z) dz l (t) −
Ψ1 (z) dz l1 (t) + ε
Ω (z) Ψ1 (z) dz l (t) +
Ω2 (z) Ψ21 (z) dz l (t)
0

0

Z

0

0

H

fs→f Ψ1 (z) dz,

=
0

(4)
2πStU (z)
where Ω(z) =
, being St the Strouhal number; and ε is the strength of the van der Pol nonlinear
D(z)
damping term.
To define the forcing of the structure on the wake, fs→f , a single contribution is considered as
proportional to the structural velocity, which is the preferred approximation for cases with high massB
. On the other hand, to
damping, as argued in [10], being the proportionality constant defined as
D(z)
define the forcing of the fluid on the structure, ff →s , the following contributions are considered: (I) A
cL,0
lift force via a lift coefficient related to the wake variable as: cL = q
, where cL,0 is the stationary
2
H
vortex-shedding lift coefficient. (II) A drag damping force, multiplied by the parameter
to account
cD (z)
for the stalling behaviour of the flow, being cD the sectional drag coefficient. And (III) the drag force
induced by the turbulent wind, considered simply as the total drag force projected in the lateral direction
by an angle of attack β. Therefore, the two external forcing terms are:
fs→f (z, t; α) =

B
ẇ (z, t; α) ,
D (z)

(5)

and


1 2
ẇ (z, t; α)
1
ff →s (z, t; α) = ρU (z)D(z) cL (z, t; α) + H
+ ρU 2 (z, t; α)D(z)cD (z) sin β(z, t; α), (6)
2
2
U (z)


q
2
uy
where U =
U + ux + u2y , and β = arctan
, being ux and uy the turbulent components of
U + ux
the wind field in the longitudinal and lateral directions, respectively. Thus, ε, H and B are semiempirical
parameters to be adjusted for each case.

4

Fatigue Calculation

The tower bottom bending moment time series is calculated from the simulated deflection time series, and
then the fatigue damage it causes is computed using the rainflow-counting (RFC) algorithm as described
in [11]. Using Miner’s rule, in accordance with [12] the damage equivalent load (DEL) is obtained for
1000 cycles (DEL1000 ) as:
 m1

1 X
ni Sim
,
(7)
DEL1000 =
1000
where ni and Si are the number of cycles and their amplitudes as obtained with the RFC algorithm, and
m is the slope of the S-N fatigue curve.

5

Results and Discussion

In the present work, the results using the three different vortex shedding models described in section 3
are compared. The tower model used is that proposed for the NREL-5MW wind turbine in [13]. All
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Figure 1: Non dimensional maximum deflection as a function of the reduced wind speed, at the tower
top section, for vortex shedding models (a) A and B, (b) A, B, and C with three values of parameter H,
(c) A, B, and C with three values of parameter B and (d) A, B, and C with three values of parameter ε.
.
simulations are carried out with the following general conditions: simulation time tsim = 600s; simulation
time step ∆t = 0.1s; wind shear parameter α = 0.2; turbulence intensity Iref = 0.12; and Strouhal number
St = 0.2. Regarding the parameters specific to each vortex shedding model, we have for type A and type
B only the bandwidth parameter B0 = 0.1, and for type C there is the stationary vortex-shedding lift
coefficient cL,0 = 0.3 as usually taken, see [14]; the van der Pol nonlinearity parameter εref = 0.3; the
stall damping constant Href = −33.3; and the velocity coupling constant Bref = 297.5[s−1 ]. Statistics are
calculated from Nα = 12 realizations, based on the last 100s from each 600s simulation. The stochastic
processes of lift coefficient (for types A and B) and of turbulent wind components (for type C) are
synthesized as time series using the method presented in [15] and using Fast Fourier Transforms. The
Kaimal spectra of turbulent wind as described in [12] are employed.
The results for the tower bottom fatigue damage equivalent load as a function of the reduced velocity
Ured are shown in Figure 1. Peaks and troughs in Figure 1(a) are due to the stochastic nature of the lift
coefficient calculation, so more realizations should smooth out the results.
Deflections are seen to be less than 2% of the tower top diameter, therefore the fluid-structure interaction is not dominating. This can be seen in Figure 1(a), where the inclusion of the negative damping
introduced by the type B model does not alter the results significantly.
The deflection time series shown in Figure 2 show that type C fails to account for the effect of
turbulence; namely, that low frequency turbulence contributions change the effective mean wind speed
and thus the vortex shedding frequency, making it a broad-banded process, as can be seen in Figure 3 for
types A and B. Additionally, it is questioned whether the stable change of branch that can be seen in the
type C results in Figure 1(b-d) would still occur under turbulent conditions, or else the deflection might
be underestimated for high velocities. On the other hand, the type B model is incapable of qualitatively
reproducing said change of branch, nor the synchronization effect which makes the structure to vibrate
mainly at a frequency different to its natural frequency, as can be observed in Figure 3.
The sensitivity analysis to the type C semiempiric parameters in Figure 2 shows the qualitative effect
already described in [10], and the impossibility to match the results of the spectral (A and B) models.
This is further confirmed when looking at the fatigue damage in Figure 4. It is worth noting that fatigue
damage is not only affeceted by the amplitude of the vibrations, but also by their frequency, so the
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Figure 2: Last 50 seconds of the non dimensional tower top deflection time series, for vortex shedding
models A and B (top), and model C (bottom), for a reduced velocity Ured (H) = 5.
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Figure 4: 1000 cycles damage equivalent load (DEL) of the tower bottom bending moment as a function
of the reduced wind speed, for vortex shedding models (a) A and B, (b) A, B, and C with three values of
parameter H, (c) A, B, and C with three values of parameter B and (d) A, B, and C with three values
of parameter ε.
discrepancies shown in Figure 3 will have an effect on the fatigue calculation results.

6

Conclusions

Even though aeroelastic simulations using vortex-induced forces modelling are much richer in detail
and dynamic description than design rule models, evident qualitative differences are shown between the
presented types A, B, and C vortex shedding models that cannot be overcome by simple adjustment of
the semiempiric parameters involved. None of the models seem to satisfactorily account for the vortex
shedding loads in the tower dynamics. To allow for realistic time domain dynamic simulations, there
seems to be a need to develop type C models where the turbulence effect is accounted for accurately,
especially its low frequency components, keeping in mind that experimental adjustments should be made
to properly reproduce the fatigue loading on the wind turbine tower.
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Abstract
Wind turbines are built to extract kinetic energy from the wind. By doing so, they locally slow down the
wind and leave a wake in the wind field. When turbines are placed close to each other, wakes of upstream
turbines can influence downstream ones and reduce the amount of energy they can extract from the wind.
A wind farm control strategy can reduce the power loss due to wake effects. However, such a control
strategy has to work under challenging circumstances: changing wind directions, heterogeneous flow conditions and a large number of turbines with complex wake dynamics. In recent years steady-state model
based approaches have delivered control strategies which can cope with many of the mentioned challenges.
However, these approaches neglect the dynamic behaviour of the wakes and the surrounding flow. This is
where the FLOw Redirection and Induction Dynamics (FLORIDyn) model offers an alternative. At low
computational cost it can simulate parametric wake models in a dynamic fashion. The reworked version
of FLORIDyn from [1] allows for changing wind directions and heterogeneous flow conditions. In [2] it
was further developed to incorporate flow estimators and further decrease the computational cost.
In this work, we utilize the new capabilities of FLORIDyn and couple the model with the high-fidelity
simulation environment SOWFA. This coupling is done by including the Immersion and Invariance (I&I)
estimator ([3]) in FLORIDyn that provides an effective wind speed estimation ueff,I&I based on SOWFA
data. We assume that for turbines in free stream ueff,I&I = ufree . For downstream turbines, affected by
the wake of upstream turbines, this can not hold true. However, FLORIDyn does model the wake effects
and provides and effective wind speed estimate ueff,F = ufree (1 − rF ), where rF is the reduction factor
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Figure 1: Results of Turbine 1 in a 9 turbine case: (a) the estimated free wind speed ufree,I&I,F for
varying FLORIDyn parameters; (b) the total Sobol indices of the parameters, indicating how sensitive
the variance of ufree,I&I,F is towards the change of a certain parameter.
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based on the FLORIDyn wakes. If ueff,F is replaced by the more accurate ueff,I&I , we can estimate ufree :
ueff,I&I
ufree,I&I,F =
(1)
1 − rF
This new estimate is sensitive to parameter changes of FLORIDyn and coefficient changes of the I&I
estimator. The latter are fixed in this work. A sensitivity analysis (SA) for the FLORIDyn parameters is
performed with ufree,I&I,F in a nine turbine case. During the simulation time, the turbulent flow changes
its direction by 60 deg. As a result, the wakes of upstream turbines temporarily affect downstream
turbines. The FLORIDyn wakes are based on nine parameters which can be roughly categorized: the
parameters α and β regulate the length of the near wake area and thus how fast the wake recovers. The
expansion of the wake is parametrized by ka and kb and the added turbulence in the wake is weighted
by obja to objd . Lastly, the parameter d was added in this work, which influences the advection speed of
the wake: how fast state changes propagate and how fast the wake reacts to new flow conditions.
For the SA, we follow [4] and consider one FLORIDyn model evaluation as an operator M(θ, O) which
returns the quantity of interest Y and is dependent on the uncertain model parameters θ = [α, β, . . .] and
the set operating conditions O. Since a high number of evaluations of M is needed in order to perform
the SA, we approximate the model output behaviour using a polynomial chaos expansion (PC) surrogate
model MPC :
Y = MPC (θ, O) ≈ M(θ, O)
(2)
where MPC can be defined as sum of multivariate polynomials. The PC model is then used to calculate
the variance D of the model output, which is then used to calculate the total order Sobol indices:
1 X 2
w , i = 1, . . . , Nθ
(3)
SiTotal =
D
Ki

where Ki is a subset of the K multivariate polynomials, w are the respective basis function coefficients and
Nθ is the number of parameters. A total order Sobol index SiTotal close to 1 indicates that the parameter
i has a big influence on the variance of Y .
An initial result is that the coupling of FLORIDyn with the I&I estimator works and ensures a near
perfect fit of the power generated with SOWFA. It is therefore admissible to neglect the power generated
as a quantity of interest and focus on the wind speed. The SA shows that the preliminary dynamic
parameter added plays a dominant role in the variance of the estimated free wind speed. The coefficients
α and β play a significant role for second row turbines. For third row turbines, the added turbulence
level parameters are more relevant, which is expected to become even more important for large scale wind
farms.
For future work it is recommended to enhance the FLORIDyn simulation environment with additional
estimators for other flow quantities like wind direction, turbulence intensity and wind shear. This can
allow the model to become a more accurate digital clone of a wind farm at a low computational cost.
Based on the SA findings, we recommend to further investigate the dynamic behaviour of the wake and
substitute the added parameter d with a more differentiated function and parameter set. Furthermore,
the importance of obja to objb for third row turbines indicates that parametric models without added
turbulence intensity might not have the capabilities to accurately describe wake environments deeper into
the wind farm. Lastly, the generated PC surrogate model can also be used to perform a computationally
efficient parameter calibration using confidence intervals. This calibration can also indicate the uncertainty of the selected parameter values. This could show where the parametric model description is still
insufficient and needs to be improved.
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1

Introduction

Large eddy simulations (LES) have proven as crucial tools for the wind energy society in order to study
and understand the complex physics phenomena that take place inside a wind farm. In these high fidelity
models, wind turbines are usually represented through actuator models that represent the turbine forces
acting on the flow. The actuator line model (ALM) by Sørensen & Shen [1] currently remains the most
accurate model,taking into account the geometry of the turbine blades. However, its significant time-step
limitations render the method computationally inefficient. The current study investigates the advantage
of employing a multi-rate time-integration technique inside a LES framework, aiming to overcome the
computational cost problem of ALMs. This multi-stepping technique enables the decoupling between the
components of our system. To this end, by employing a fine temporal resolution for the rotor dynamics,
the time step limitations of ALM methods are respected, while the rest of the wind farm flow field
is resolved using coarser time scales. This time scale separation exhibits great benefits for LES using
actuator line methods, by preserving the accuracy of the system but reducing the overall computational
effort of such simulations.

2

Methodology

Multirate Generalized Additive Runge-Kutta Methods (MrGARK) [2] are specific instants of generic
Runge-Kutta methods. The concept of MrGARK methods resides on the fact that the partitions of a
system can evolve at different time scales, but are concisely coupled so as to properly advance in time.
Within this scope, a third order multi-rate scheme is employed as the time marching scheme inside the
pseudo-spectral LES environment SP-Wind, where the wind turbines are modeled through the actuator
line method. As a result, the governing equations of our system are accordingly divided into slow and
fast evolving equations which correspond to the respective components. The forcing terms and the flow
field that resides in a close vicinity to the turbines are discretized with fine time steps h, whereas the rest
of the flow field is discretized using bigger time steps H.The two time scales are connected through the
multi-rate separation ratio M , which is defined as the ratio of the two time steps, M = H/h. Information
between the time scales is exchanged by properly coupling the terms of the system, so that they can
homogeneously progress in time.

3

Results and discussion

The multi-rate time stepping techniques are implemented in the LES framework. In this case, the flow
and the motion of the blades are decoupled. This means that the forcing terms, that are enacted on the
flow by the wind turbines are discretized with a smaller time step h, influencing exclusively the flow field
around it.Various high order schemes have been formulated by Sarshar, Roberts & Sandu [2] from which
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Error plot of instantaneous axial velocity flow fields on wind turbine plane; comparison between
single-rate fourth order Runge-Kutta (H = 0.01sec) versus flow field applying MrGARK Ex3-Ex3 3[S]
(M = 4, H = 0.01) (a). Absolute error in reference to time step. A fixed macro-step time integration is
carried out with varying multi-rate step ratios M using Ex3-Ex3 3[S] scheme (b).
an explicit third order scheme (Ex3-Ex3 3[S]) has been selected. The integration scheme is tested upon
a study case with a uniform inflow of 8 m/sec using NREL 15MW wind turbine, different time steps
H = 0.01sec, 0.05sec, 0.1sec and separation factors M = 2, 4.
The performance of the scheme is tested through an error analysis. The error is computed using the
L1 norm and the reference case consists of a typical fourth order Runge-Kutta with a fine time-step of
H = 0.01sec. The obtained results are presented in Fig.1, where the test case is compared against the
reference case. From the figures above it is evident that the numerical solution is calculated with high
accuracy, as the error around the turbine plane remains acceptable after one flow through( Fig.1(a)).
Moreover, the numerical order matches the theoretical order for the tested mutli-rate step ratios.

4

Future Work

Having implemented and validated the performance of MrGARK methods through a preliminary case
study, the next challenge involves a more thorough analysis of the system. This involves an investigation
on the range of the separation ratios that can be used between the blade motion and flow time scales,
as well as the computational gains that can be achieved are interesting subjects to be further studied.
Finally, an extension and coupling with the structural model will reveal the true benefits that these
methods hold for LES.
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1

Introduction

The uncertainty of the power output of wind farms is a relevant issue for manufacturers, transmission
system operators (TSO) and wind farm operators, since it can introduce additional and relevant costs for
the stakeholders in order to balance the electrical grid [1]. With the growing penetration of wind energy
in the electricity market, active power control (APC) methods are gaining strong interest in the industry
as valid tools to balance power production and power consumption. Although APC is nowadays a basic
requirement in the industry, the current practice is to derate the individual turbines to build an active
power reserve, necessary to respond to potential fluctuations in the grid [2]. The aim of this research
project is to advance the current status of power tracking control for wind farms, by developing affordable
and reliable APC methods to optimize the distribution of set points in a waked wind farm with the goals
of extending its lifetime, reducing risks of failures and optimizing the energy extraction. A strong focus
will be put on the application and development of innovative processing routines of real-time data to
determine the status of each turbine in terms of stress, fatigue and power reserve, and to make these
information available to the controller to improve its awareness.

2

Methodology

Figure 1: Iso-contours of Q criterion colored by velocity magnitude. Result obtained from a SOWFA
simulation with two TUM G1 wind turbine models [3] and uniform inflow.
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) will be used as main tool to research and to test new control
strategies. A version of the open-source software SOWFA developed at TUM will be used due to its
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reliability and suitability to deal with the complex dynamics typical of wind turbine wakes and wake
interactions [4, 5]. SOWFA couples an LES solver implemented in OpenFOAM with the blade element
momentum (BEM) code FAST by NREL [6]. The actuator line method (ALM) [7] is used to model the
blades, by projecting body forces computed with BEM onto the LES mesh grid.
The research methodology is based on the implementation of a feedback loop for APC in SOWFA.
Feedback loop controllers for APC have been investigated extensively by [1, 8]. This controlling strategy
takes as input a reference signal from the TSO and computes the optimal set points distribution to achieve
a wind farm output that matches the reference power signal. The nonunique solution of the problem
makes it possible to not only achieve power tracking, but also to introduce an additional goal, such as
structural fatigue loads mitigation. A sketch of the feedback control system is showed in Figure 2. As

WT1

WT4

●

WT2

WT5

WT3

WT6

WIND FARM CONTROLLER
● power tracking
optimal set point distribution

Figure 2: Schematic representation of an APC wind farm feedback control system with real time wind
turbine data for power tracking and loads mitigation.

a first step, the method proposed by [8] will be implemented and it will be used as benchmark for new
methods that will be developed during the PhD. The data collected from CFD simulations will be used
as benchmark for wind tunnel experiments, as well as lower-resolution solvers based on engineering wake
models. The results carried out with this study will allow to improve the current control of wind plants,
by providing the industry with methods at reduced costs and limited complexity.
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1 Introduction
Several studies have shown that large wind farms can experience significant variations in the cross-wind
inflow conditions [4, 5]. Furthermore, LES simulations of large finite-sized wind farms have shown that
the flow conditions not only change in the entry region of the farm but also along the streamwise
direction depending on the atmospheric condition [1, 6]. Terrain and layout effects add further
complexity to correctly model the flow field within a wind farm without excessive computational cost.

2 Methods
In this study these intra-plant flow features are learned from SCADA measurements using the
engineering simulation framework FLORIS. This is done by simultaneously tuning the existing wake
parameters and learning the background flow field. The latter is modelled with additional parameters
that are spatially distributed within the wind farm and depend on the wind direction and the atmospheric
stability. To prevent that the estimation problem becomes ill-posed with such a large amount of
parameters, a singular value decomposition of the Fisher information matrix is applied that only
parameters with a high confidence level are tuned [2].

3 Results
The Anholt wind farm consists of 111 turbines and is situated in the Kattegat, about 20 km east of a
peninsula of mainland Denmark in the west and about 25 km west of the island Anholt. Figure 1 shows
the background flow field estimated from operational data. The flow is expressed in terms of speed-up
factors with respect to a uniform flow field, and shows several effects:
• The identified wind speed fields for stable conditions deviate significantly from those in
unstable conditions. As expected, in stable conditions intra-plant effects are generally more
pronounced.
• For directions 0, 90, 120, 180, 330°, a speed up at the edges of the wind farm can be observed,
which is described in literature as a “wall” or “edge” effect [3].
• For wind directions from the west a clear wind speed gradient can be observed, which is
associated with the influence of the nearby coastline [4].
• In addition to the wind speed reduction caused by the turbine wakes, there seems to be a
streamwise velocity decrease in the background flow field.
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Figure 1 This plot provides an overview of the long-term wind speeds for all tuning directions with
stable and unstable conditions. Different large-scale wind farm effects become apparent. For
directions 0, 90, 120, 180, 330°: edge/wall effects. Directions 240° and 270°: Coastline effect.
A deep array effect that can be observed especially for the high aspect ratio directions (North,
South).
The identified flow corrections are very much in line with expectations, and lead to a very significant
increase in the accuracy of the Floris-generated power predictions.
During the presentation, a more complete description of the methodology will be given, together with a
deeper analysis of the results.
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Extended Abstract
This contribution presents the development of a (semi-) analytical model to determine the coupled
motion of installation ships and crane load. Two foci will be laid in the future: On the one hand, the realtime capable model will be developed based on the analytical equation of motion of floating structures.
On the other hand, the input data for this analytical model will be generated by using results from
potential theory while incorporating viscous effects by parametrized values from models tests and CFD
investigations.
Both foci will be shortly explained in this extended abstract, starting with the (semi-) analytical model
followed by the parametrization of the viscous effects.
To determine the motion of ships or other floating structures in real time, complex computational
methods like potential theory models (e.g. Boundary Element Method, BEM) or even CFD models (e.g.
Finite Volume Method, FVM) currently cannot be used due to their high computational demand. Thus,
the most real-time models are based on the analytical equation of motion:
(𝑚 + 𝑎)𝑥̈ + 𝑏𝑥̇ + 𝑐𝑥 = 𝐹(𝑡)

(1)

with: Mass/Inertia m, added mass/inertia a, Damping b, Hydrostatic stiffness c and hydrodynamic force
F(t).
Solving this equation leads to amplitude and phase characteristics called the Response Amplitude
Operator (RAO). The RAO is a frequency-domain presentation of a floating structure’s motion
characteristics in waves. To be able to use this information in a time domain model, which determines
the structure’s motion in irregular waves, this frequency-domain information is transformed into timedomain information called the Impulse Response Function (IRF) using an inverse FFT. The motion of
the floating structure in waves will then be determined by a convolution integral of the IRF and the wave
time series. This method has been developed by Cummins [1].
Currently, this model is developed for 1D motion, meaning that no coupling effects between single
degrees of freedom (DOF) are considered. A comparison of the model with results from the commercial
BEM solver Ansys AQWA is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Comparison of the real-time model (red) with Ansys AQWA (black)

The next steps in the development of the model are an extension to a 6D-model that incorporates Eq. 1
not as a scalar equation but a matrix equation to include coupling between the DOFs. To include the
influence of the crane, a further extension to a 8D-model is planned, with the crane motion as two further
DOFs as shown in [2].
As Eq. 1 depicts a linear mass-spring-damper system, possible non-linearities will not be detected by
the model. Thus, the inclusion of a non-linear extension based on the model of Ellermann & Kreutzer
[3] will be investigated in the future.
The second focus of this work is the determination of the frequency-dependent hydrodynamic mass a
and damping b, which will then be used in the real-time model. A first estimation of these coefficients
will be derived by a BEM model. Additionally, the force vector F(t) and further quantities (e.g. bodyto-body interactions by radiated wave field) are output from the BEM model and will be used in the
real-time model. As BEM models are based on the potential theory, they do not consider viscous effects.
This does lead to an underestimation of the damping, especially for DOFs with small wave radiation
damping, like roll.
To incorporate viscous effects in the real-time model, existing approaches will be reviewed (e.g. the
model of Ikeda for viscous roll damping [4] or the experimental values for added mass of simple
structures by Newman [5]). Additionally, a new model data set will be generated using forced harmonic
oscillation tests. Different model structures and attachments like heave plates or bilge keels will be
investigated. Using this dataset, an OpenFOAM model will be validated using the experimental data. A
snapshot of a model run is depicted in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Snapshot of an OpenFOAM simulation of a heave decay test.

After validation, the model will be used to gain more detailed insights on the relationship between
nearfield hydrodynamics (vortices, etc.) and the global coefficients of hydrodynamic mass and damping.
Finally, these hydrodynamic coefficients will be parametrized using the findings from model tests and
numerical simulations.
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Abstract

The offshore wind industry is playing a sizeable role in the fight to combat climate change. In efforts to
minimise the cost of energy of offshore wind, optimisation of foundation design has come to the forefront of research.
Previous design approaches used for offshore wind foundations were formed based on data from oil and gas platforms
located offshore, which were low-height and static structures. Revision of monopile foundations to reflect the significant
cyclic lateral loading of wind turbines due to incident wind and waves are required to maximise the efficiency of these
structures for energy capture.
The soil surrounding the monopile provides resistance to environmental and operational loading imparted on the turbine
structure at significant heights above the seabed. The pressure exerted on the soil matrix constantly fluctuates under cyclic
loading. The soil matrix, made up of soil particles and seawater in the particle voids, reacts to these externally applied loads.
The pressure of the fluid located in the voids is important to the maintenance of soil strength during loading activities. Rate
effects of cyclic loading have the potential to generate pore pressures catastrophic to the wind turbine structure and require
further investigation. Model testing is an economic way to emulate the full-scale pile-soil system and behaviours at a smaller
scale. Through appropriate scaling of parameters and use of dimensional analysis, similitude can be achieved between model
and prototype (field) scales. As larger diameter piles are required, effective modelling of monopiles in saturated sand will be
carried out to investigate drainage conditions locally along the pile length and base, and effects of and influential factors on
pore pressure accumulation will undergo further review.

Keywords: Offshore Wind Turbine Foundations; Geotechnics; Drainage Conditions; Pore Pressure
Accumulation; Model Testing

1 Introduction
Climate change, and efforts to reduce carbon emissions, has resulted in a shift in the energy industry
away from fossil fuels and towards renewable energy sources, like offshore wind. A more consistent
wind resource in further offshore locations, makes offshore renewable technologies high yielding and
favourable over onshore alternatives. Locating structures offshore requires increased design
refinement as loading conditions are harsher than equivalent structures located onshore.
There are various foundation types for offshore wind turbines, including monopiles, tripod, caisson,
jacket and floating. Currently, the most commonly used is the monopile [1]- a steel cylindrical tube
driven into the seabed. The optimisation of monopile design for the offshore environment and wind
turbine operational loads has the potential to reduce the cost of energy for the technology and spur
further investment into the offshore wind sector.
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2 Loading Conditions Typical of Offshore Wind Turbines
Offshore structures are subjected to cyclic
loading imparted by strong winds and waves.
For turbine structures that span great heights
above the seabed, the incident wind and wave
loadings test the lateral capacity of the
foundation and surrounding soil. There is also
cyclic loading of the structure due to the rotary
movement of the blades involved in energy
capture.
Previously, offshore foundation design codes
were developed based on oil and gas platforms;
these were low-height, static structures [2]. The
design method, called the ‘p-y’ method, was
developed based on data of flexible piles, or
long and slender piles with a high L/D ratio.
Offshore wind turbine piles are typically
designed as rigid structures, with a low L/D
ratio, due to a lower axial demand. Rigid piles
differ in behaviour to flexible piles, as they
develop a toe-kick under lateral loading and
rotate rigidly about a point, whereas flexible
piles deform by bending. The ‘p-y’ method
typically accounts for cyclic loading effects by
reduction of the ultimate lateral capacity, but no
consideration is given to the accumulation of Figure 1 Loading conditions imposed on a monopile
rotation or any changes in stiffness that may foundation supporting a typical offshore wind
occur overtime. While ultimate capacity of any turbine.
structure is a central consideration in design, so
too is serviceability which may prove to be the more critical limit state for the design of offshore wind
turbines. Installation methods, load characteristics and number of cycles are not included in standard
pile design approaches, potentially resulting in an underestimation of pile displacements over the
turbine’s operational lifetime. Additionally, cyclic loading of the monopile causes constant fluctuation
of the fluid pressure located in the pore space between adjacent soil particles which can affect the pilesoil response and warrants further attention.

3 Pore Pressure Response
3.1

Excess and Dissipation

When the soil matrix is in its initial stable state, the pore fluid pressure holds an equilibrium value
called the hydrostatic pressure (us). Contact or effective stresses ( ′) exist at the soil grain interfaces
that together with pore fluid pressures make up the total stress in the soil matrix ( ). When external
loading is applied to the ground, the pore fluid absorbs the total imparted stress on the matrix as water
is incompressible, and the effective stresses remain unchanged initially. This increase or excess in pore
fluid pressure (ue) above the static value creates extra pressure in the voids and weakens contact
stresses between adjacent particles. Thus, the effective stress, and soil strength are reduced while the
pore pressures remain elevated.
Overtime, the excess pore pressure is transferred to the soil particles, and the pore pressure value
reverts to its pre-loaded static value, as demonstrated in Figure 2(a). During excess pore pressure
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dissipation, consolidation occurs which results in a void volume reduction. Figure 2(b) displays this
transfer of elevated pore pressure to effective stress in the time after loading, while a constant total
stress is maintained. Undrained and drained behavioural bounds are also shown.

Dissipation of Excess Pore Pressure PostLoading Application

us

u(t)

Δ

Time
Δσ'

Δu

Δσ

=Δ −Δ

DRAINED

Time

+

UNDRAINED

( )=

Stress Chamge

Pore Pressure (u)

Excess Pore Pressure
Generation and
Dissipation due to a Single
Load

Figure 2 (a) Generation of excess pore pressure above static pressure due to the application of a
single load. (b) Stress changes in time after load application in i) effective stress ii) pore pressure
and iii) total stress.
Numerical investigations into the development of excess pore pressures in front of monopiles were
undertaken by Cuellar [3] who modelled an increase in excess pore pressure at greater depths below
the mudline, and closer to the monopile face. These observations were reaffirmed by similar numerical
models and experimental validation carried out by Li, Zhang [4].

3.2

Drainage Conditions

A soil exhibits “drained” behaviour when the excess pore pressures dissipate instantaneously upon
loading, and the soil skeleton absorbs the extra stress generated by the load. “Undrained” loading
conditions exist when the transfer of excess pore pressures to effective stresses, generated upon
loading, takes sufficient time after loading. “Partially-drained” soil behaviour exists in the period of
time between undrained and drained conditions, when the transfer of extra stresses is ongoing between
the pore fluid and the soil particles.
Sands typically demonstrate drained or partially drained conditions when loaded, due to its high
permeability as a material. Monopiles installed in saturated sand induce an impermeable boundary and
inhibits drainage of excess pore pressures generated during cyclic loading. As offshore monopile
diameters increase further, the possibility of undrained behaviour in the surrounding soil is more
likely. Zhu, Ren [5] carried out 1g model tests in saturated sand and found that fully and partially
drained sands vary in response. This proves that drainage conditions affect pile performance in terms
of bending, lateral resistance, and deflection, and possible undrained conditions should not be
neglected. Investigation into the potential vertical and horizontal drainage paths in the surrounding soil
of monopiles would also be of benefit.
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3.3

Pore Pressure Accumulation

The dissipation of excess pore pressures may be incomplete between subsequent cycles of loading.
Depending on the frequency of cycling, soil permeability and fluid properties, pore fluid pressures
may not have sufficient time to fully revert to their static values and a build-up or accumulation of
pore pressure could take place. Pore pressure accumulation weakens the soil’s ability to resist shear
and would greatly reduce the shaft frictional resistance of the pile-soil system. This could result in
compromised serviceability of the turbine, or ultimate failure of the structure.

4 Model Testing
Model testing is a cost-effective method to emulate full-scale pile-soil behaviours in the lab.
Appropriate scaling of parameters and dimensional analysis facilitates similitude between model and
prototype (field) scales. In saturated sand model tests, pore fluid and sand material combination
facilitate the modelling of drainage times realistic of the offshore environment. One way to model
pragmatic drainage conditions is to use sand found in-situ with a pore fluid of increased viscosity,
previously silicone oil has been used for this purpose. Alternatively, a sand of smaller particle size
modelled with water as the pore fluid could also achieve desired drainage times. Model tests carried
out at 1g on the laboratory floor are the simplest, most economic option, while more elaborate
centrifuge model tests can be carried out at a chosen gravity level to reflect more realistic stress
distributions of in-situ conditions. Reproduction of the prototype problem at model scale requires full
similitude to ensure reliable results.

5 Outlook
Future work is required regarding pore fluid pressure response and drainage paths in the surrounding
soil of cyclic laterally loaded monopiles. Sand material, pore fluid and pile properties must be
carefully considered to ensure full similitude is achieved in the planned model tests. As offshore wind
turbine sizes continue to grow, and their foundations increase in diameter, inhibited excess pore
pressure drainage and potential accumulation may result in changes to the monopile response. Model
testing of cyclic laterally loaded monopiles in saturated sand at lab scale will further current
knowledge in this area of interest.
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Abstract

Remote Sensing using Lidar provide a technique to measure wind speed, direction and other
environmental parameters and hence is gaining interest day by day. For that purpose there is need of
Lidar instrumentation that can steer on demand and can scan wind at higher degrees of freedom for
further investigation of wind. So, in that connection, we have combined a 6 degrees of freedom Robotic
arm with a Lidar. We are using a Robotic Arm by Universal Robots and Lidar (Lidic) developed by
DTU. The automation of Robotic Arm is done by calculating its parameters and steering is done by
creating the real time system level logic of transmission control algorithm and robot automation
algorithm for motion of robotic arm in real time automation software. The Lidar (Lidic) is measuring
the wind and signal conditioning of backscattered signals is performed in real time signal conditioning
system.
The synchronization of robot position information with backscattered signals of lidar is done by
transmitting the actual position information of robot to signal conditioning system by user datagram
protocol (UDP) and the real time system level logic for transmitting and receiving UDP is created at
both sides (Robot and Lidar). Before the deployment of robotic lidar for measurement the steering of
the robot was tested through virtual machines (The steering signals were routed back to same system
via internet protocol configuration and interference configuration protocol). The system developed is
working properly and can be used for wind measurement applications on short ranges such as in wind
tunnels.

Figure 1: Robotic Lidar
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Abstract
In the past decades, Vibration Energy Harvesters (VEHs) have received great attention from
the scientific community. These devices are able to extract energy from environmental vibrations
and from fluid-structure interactions. Several analytical models of VEHs have been proposed in the
literature, but normally the energy analysis of such systems is neglected. The efficiency of the VEHs
is based on energy contributions of the system and it is a crucial parameter for the optimisation of
such devices. In literature, the proposed definitions of efficiency are often valid only for the specific
analysed cases. In this paper, the authors are presenting a new methodology for the evaluation of the
efficiency of VEHs. The methodology is based on the mechanical energy balance principle and aims to
provide a mathematical definition of each energy contribution of the system at steady state condition.
Firstly, the energy balance for a mechanical Single-Degree of Freedom (SDOF) system is presented
and the mathematical representation of the efficiency is proposed. Then, the general definition is
extended and applied to a Multi-Degrees of Freedom (MDOF) system. The energy balance approach
can be applied to any VEH, thus, analytical and numerical applications for a Piezoelectric Energy
Harvester (PEH) has been proposed. In the proposed case study, the simple cantilevered PEH is
excited considering base excitement force. The variation of steady state energies and the associated
efficiency have been analysed on the base of frequency highlighting the optimal conditions and the
associated efficiency in the numerical applications. Finally, the general validity of the proposed energy
analysis has been demonstrated by extending the efficiency definition to a Finite Element (FE) model
developed with a commercial software.

Keywords: Energy Harvesting, Finite Element Analysis, Efficiency, Piezoelectric Transducers

1

Introduction

In the past decades, VEHs have been deeply investigated by the scientific community because of their
ability to scavenge energy from environmental vibrations [1]. These devices can exploit different energy
conversion systems to transform the mechanical energy into electrical energy; between them, piezoelectric,
electromagnetic and electrostatic energy transducers are widely adopted [2, 3, 4]. Usually, VEHs find an
application for powering devices located in remote locations where cables cannot be used and chemical
batteries are not able to guarantee the required lifespan [5, 6]. In order to operate at the optimal
condition, the harvester has to be optimised both from the electrical and mechanical point of view [7, 8].
The optimisation process tries to compare different possible configurations of the same device; in that
context, the figures of merit can be adopted to perform such comparison [9, 10]. Many figures of merit
have been proposed in literature: between them, the efficiency is one of the most crucial parameter for
the performance evaluation of the energy harvesters [11, 12]. Richard et al. [13] investigated the efficiency
for a micro-scale PEH. The authors provide a definition of the efficiency based on the Butterworth–van
Dyke circuit model demonstrating that the efficiency depends on the electro-mechanical coupling and
the quality factor. Shu et al. [14] studied the energy conversion efficiency for a rectified PEH and
provided a definition of the efficiency for steady-state operation conditions. Their findings suggest that
for weak electro-mechanical coupled systems, the optimal power transfer is achieved when the efficiency
and electrical damping reach their maximum values, while for strongly coupled system, those parameters
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cannot be optimised at the same time. Kim et al. [15] proposed a closed form solution to compute the
efficiency of a base excited bi-morph PEH with the additional base displacement degree of freedom [16].
The authors demonstrated that the optimal loading condition for power output is quite different from
the optimal condition for efficiency, thus the system optimisation can be only achieved by considering
a multi-objective optimisation approach. Recently, Yang et al. [12] proposed a definition of efficiency
for a PEH. The system has been mathematically described by means of a lumped parameter model and
the excitation has been provided from base excitement. The authors demonstrated that the efficiency
depends on the phase shift between the input force and the structural response of the system and finally,
they validated experimentally the proposed definition.
In all the previous examples [13, 14, 15, 12], the mathematical definition of the efficiency accounts for
the specific electrical and mechanical conditions considered in the simplified model, generally described
by means of a lumped mechanical SDOF model. Based on the knowledge of the authors, no general
definition of the efficiency has been provided in literature, especially for complex mechanical MDOF
systems or FE model.
In this paper, the authors propose a general approach to identify the steady-state energy contributions
and the efficiency of VEHs, regardless the complexity and number of degree of freedom involved in the
model definition. The procedure is developed and tested for PEH, but it can easily be expanded to other
energy transformation mechanism, like the electromagnetic one. The energy contributions are obtained
under the assumption of harmonic loading and steady state conditions and the efficiency is represented
by the ratio between the input and output energy of the system over a cycle.
Moreover, the global efficiency is defined on the base of three energy conversions [12]. Firstly, the
energy is transferred from the source to the VEH by means of mechanical vibrations (mechanical to
mechanical energy conversion). Subsequently, mechanical to electrical energy conversion occurs in the
transducer. During this transformation some energy is lost as heat due to phenomena like structural
damping or air drag. The final transformation accounts for the losses which occur in the electrical circuit
like Joule effect which, again, wastes energy under heat form (electrical to electrical energy conversion).
Nonetheless, for the sake of simplicity, the authors have accounted only for the first two transformations,
neglecting any kind of heat losses in the energy conversions. Nevertheless, the proposed efficiency definition does not lose generality since it is based on the energy balance principle and it can possibly be
extended to complex system which account for more complex effects like the heat losses. The rest of the
paper is organised as follows: Section 2 presents the theory behind the definition of the efficiency adopted
and the application of the energy balance. Section 3 presents numerical examples of the methodology
outlined in the previous section and discusses about the implications of the proposed energy balance and
efficiency definition. Finally, Section 4 summarises the results and describes the conclusions of the paper.

2
2.1

Analysis and Methodology
Analytical Approach for the Efficiency Definition of VEHs

The general definition of the efficiency can be achieved by starting from a VEH model. In this case, a
PEH system has been chosen and the associated representation is reported in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Piezoelectric energy harvester excited with base acceleration.
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The PEH can be represented in its simplest form with a lumped parameter model which accounts only
for the first mode-shape, thus considering only one mechanical Degree of Freedom (DOF). An additional
electrical DOF is considered to account for the piezoelectric circuit. In this context, m represents the
mass, c represents the mechanical damping and ks represents the mechanical stiffness. Such model has
been widely adopted in literature and it can be mathematically represented as described by Guyomar et
al. [17] and by Leufeuvre [18]:
mz̈ + cż + ke z + αV = −mÿ

(1a)

I = αż − C0 V̇

(1b)

where I represents the current in the equivalent piezoelectric circuit , V represents the voltage electrical degrees of freedom, z represents the mechanical degrees of freedom which is computed as relative
displacement of the mass m from the base: z = x − y, ke is the effective stiffness of the system which
accounts for both the mechanical stiffness ks and the piezoelectric stiffness at short-circuit condition kpe ,
α is the force factor, and C0 is the clamped capacitance.
In the simplest case, a single resistance is applied on the piezoelectric dipoles to create a very basic
circuit. Under this condition, the current I can be mathematically substituted by V /R, according to
the Ohm’s law. Under the assumptions of steady-state condition and harmonic loading, it is possible to
obtain the power balance of the system by multiplying, respectively, the mechanical part of Equation 1
by the relative speed ż and the electrical part of the same equation by the voltage V . Then, to obtain
2π
, where Ω is
the energy balance, the two equations have to be integrated over the half-period T = 2Ω
representing the forced frequency and t the time. Now, substituting the common terms and simplifying
the equations, it is possible to obtain a single equation representing theR energy balance. Moreover, the
energy contributions associated to conservative forces like kinetic energy mz̈ ż dt, elastic potential energy
R
R
ke z ż dt and electric potential energy C0 V̇ V dt have a net zero energy contribution over the half period,
thus, the integral equation can be reduced as follows:
Z
Z
Z
V2
cż 2 dt +
dt = −mÿ ż dt
(2)
R
where the survived terms represent respectively, the dissipated energy per cycle due to the mechanical
damping Ediss , the dissipated energy per cycle associated to the resistor Eout , thus the system energy
output, and the input energy of the system Ein . Now, developing the integrals, it is possible to obtain
the final steady-state energy balance:
π
π|V |2
π
cΩ|Z|2 +
= mŸ |Z|sin(ϕ)
(3)
2
2ΩR
2
where | • | represents the amplitude of • and Ÿ is the constant base acceleration. The ratio between
the amount of energy produced and the amount of energy introduced in the system per cycle represents
the efficiency η:
Eout
|V |2
=
(4)
Ein
ΩRmŸ |Z|sin(ϕ)
Even if it is possible to further develop the definition of the efficiency, the authors aim to present such
definition as general as possible, thus no further simplifications have been applied to Equation 4.
The energy output Eout is strictly dependant on the structural response of system and on the equivalent electric circuit: in this simple case the main circuit parameter is the resistance, thus the power
output is strictly dependant on its value. On the other hand, it is worth to notice that the energy input
is dependant on the phase shift ϕ between the mechanical input and the system response as highlighted
by Equation 3. These results agree with those obtained by Yang et al. [12]. From the physical point of
view, the proposed model behaves as a simple linear mechanical oscillator which, for its nature, is able
to perfectly balance the kinetic and potential energy at resonance. In this condition, the more energy
is provided to the system the larger is the amount of energy stored by the oscillator. Mathematically
speaking, this happens when sin(ϕ) = 1. Out of resonance, when sin(ϕ) < 1, the kinetic and potential
energies are not perfectly balanced anymore and the system is not able to receive all the energy provided
by the external environment, therefore it returns a portion of energy, reducing its performance.
η=
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2.2

Matrix Approach for the Efficiency Definition of VEH

In this Section, the energy balance and the efficiency definition for PEH are mathematically described
adopting a matrix approach. This approach allows to extend the previously outlined methodology to
MDOFs systems. The energy balance is obtained by starting from the PEH harvester described by
Figure 1. First of all, the Equation of Motion (EoM) of the energy harvester is rewritten as follows:
  


  
  
z̈
ż
ke α
z
m 0
c
0
−mŸ
=
(5)
+
+
V
0 0 V̈
−α C0 V̇
0 R1
0
Or more generally:
[M ]{ü} + [C]{u̇} + [K]{u} = {F }

(6)

where, [M ],[C] and [K] are respectively the generalised mass, damping and stiffness matrices, {F }
is the generalised force vector and {u} is representing the system’s DOFs. Again, in order to reach
a power balance equation, the same approach adopted in Section 2.1 is applied in matrix form. The
steady-state energy contributions can be computed by integrating over half-period time. In this case the
energy contributions are just four, as reported by Equation 7:
Z

iΩ2 π
[{U }T [M ]{Ū } − {Ū }T [M ]{U }],
{u̇}T [M ]{ü} dt = −
4
Z
iπ
{u̇}T [K]{u} dt = [{U }T [K]{Ū } − {Ū }T [K]{U }],
4
Z
Ωπ
{u̇}T [C]{u̇} dt =
[{U }T [C]{Ū } + {Ū }T [C]{U }],
4
Z
iπ
{u̇}T {F } dt = [{U }T {F̄ } − {Ū }T {F }],
4

(7a)
(7b)
(7c)
(7d)

¯ } is the complex conjugated steady state
where {U } is the complex steady state solution and {U
solution at the excitement frequency Ω. It is worth to notice that the contribution of the generalised
mass and the stiffness matrix is zero only if the matrix is symmetric. This means that non-symmetric
matrices could create a net energy contribution in the energy balance over one cycle. Nevertheless, if
necessary, it is possible to separate the symmetric and non-symmetric contribution of those matrices.
This can allow to distinguish each energy contribution and finally obtain the efficiency. By referring to
the analysed PEH, the efficiency can be defined as:
η=

Eout
[{U }T [K]{Ū } − {Ū }T [K]{U }
=
Ein
[{U }T {F̄ } − {Ū }T {F }]

(8)

It is interesting to notice that this definition agrees with the results proposed by Kim et al. [15]
since the efficiency is not only dependant on the mechanical properties of the system but also depends
on the electrical ones. Indeed, the Equation 8 accounts for the complex steady state solutions and the
electric properties of the system including the force factor α and the resistance R. Moreover, it can be
mathematically proven that the definition of the efficiency obtained from the first classical analytical
approach and the second matrix approach lead to the same expression if the steady state solutions of the
same model are considered.

3
3.1

Applications and Numerical Example
Efficiency and Energy Balance for Analytical Models of Piezoelectric
Energy Harvester

This section describes numerical examples and practical applications of the methodology outlined in
Section 2. In particular, the piezoelectric energy harvester described in Section 2.1 is now numerically
analysed. Additionally, the system is modified to implement a supplementary mechanical DOF which can
be realised by adding a dynamic absorber on top of the PEH. It is worth to notice that the first definition
of efficiency provided by Equation 4 does not hold anymore when the system is modified. Indeed, even
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small changes in the mathematical model could lead to the reformulation of the energy contributions
and efficiency. In general, according to procedure outlined in Section 2.1, the argument of the integral
changes every time that the EoM changes: sometimes the change is minor and allows to obtain easily
the reformulation of the efficiency while, in other cases, the change could end to require the complete
reformulation of one or more energy contributions. This problem can be overcome by adopting the matrix
approach of Section 2.2: the integrals are solved in the matrix form, therefore any modification of the
EoM does not affect the results of the integrals. This allows to keep the definition of Equation 8 still
applicable even for the modified PEH.
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Figure 2: Efficiency and energy contributions trends - modified PEH (left) and original PEH (right).
Figure 2 shows the ability of the method to deal with MDOF systems and reports the trends of the
efficiency and energy contributions against the frequency for the original and modified PEH. The blue
dashed line is representing the input energy while the red and black lines are respectively the output
energy and the energy dissipated by damper. The data adopted have obtained by [19] with a resistance
value R = 30, 000 Ω and a constant acceleration Ÿ = 1 m/s2 . For the modified case, the following
additional elements have been adopted: m2 = m/2, c2 = c/2 and k2 = ke /2. In the modified case, the
system has two mechanical degrees of freedom, thus, the energy contributions show two peaks as reported
in Figure 2. The second peak is evident also in the efficiency plot: this is due by the presence of an antiresonance of the first mass m which reduces its oscillations and therefore the associate power output.
When the anti-resonance is overcome, the system produces again some energy and the efficiency grows.
As expected the efficiency is larger at the first resonance and lower at the second resonance. This is due
by the higher amplitude oscillations induced by the first mode on the two masses. Conversely, second
resonant peak is associated with a lower amplitude response, thus the piezoelectric crystal is less stressed
and, therefore, less energy is produced. In both cases, the maximum energy production coincides with the
first resonance: Figure 2 shows that high efficiency can occurs out of resonance where the output energy
is very low. Therefore, as remarked in literature [12, 11], the value of efficiency should be considered
only near to the resonance condition where the power and energy output are high enough to justify the
implementation of the efficiency.

3.2

Efficiency and Energy Balance for Finite Element Models of Piezoelectric
Energy Harvester

In literature, VEHs are generally represented with mechanical SDOF systems or analytical distributed
parameters models [20, 21, 15, 18, 9, 14, 17]. Sometimes, FE models of VEHs are developed to analyse
complex shapes which cannot be analysed with the simple approximated models [8, 22]. The matrix
approach outlined in Section 2.2 can deal with FE models and it can be adopted to analyse the steadystate energy balance and compute the efficiency of the system.
In this case study, a PEH has been modelled in the commercial finite element software ANSYS [23]:
SOLID45 elements have been adopted to describe the behaviour of the sub-structural material and tip
mass, while SOLID5 elements have been embedded in the FE model to take into account the piezoelectric
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effect. In order to estimate the power production a simple resistor has been added to the piezoelectric by
means of a CIRCU94 element. The piezoelectric, elastic anisotropic and dielectric matrices adopted in
the FE computation are associated to PTZ-5H material [24]. The main dimensions adopted for the FE
model are reported in the following table:
Finite Element PEH
Structure (Steel)
PTZ-5H
60.0 × 10−3
40.0 × 10−3
−3
20.0 × 10
20.0 × 10−3
−3
1.8 × 10
0.4 × 10−3
−
10 × 103

Parameter
Length
Width
Thickness
Resistance

Tip Mass (Steel)
8.0 × 10−3
20.0 × 10−3
4.0 × 10−3
−

Unit
m
m
m
Ω

Table 1: Data adopted in the FE model.
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Figure 3: Energy contributions and efficiency for the PEH base excited with viscous Rayleight damping
model (left) and structural damping (right). The vertical constant acceleration adopted is equal to 4.35
m/s2 , the coefficient β is equal to 1.78 × 10−5 and a constant structural damping equal to 0.02
The system is mechanically excited by imposing a sinusoidal acceleration with fixed amplitude along
the Z direction. Finite element software, like ANSYS, allows to export the global stiffness, mass and
damping matrices which can be easily implemented in the matrix energy balance formulation of Equation 7
and in the subsequent efficiency definition. In general, the energy contributions depends on the system
definition: FE modelled with ANSYS builds the EoM by assembling all the contributions in three global
matrices which are respectively the global mass, damping and stiffness matrices Mg , Cg and Kg , and the
global load vector Fg . More than one model contribution can be assembled in the same global matrix,
thus, it is necessary to separate the matrix contributions to properly obtain the associated energy over
one cycle. In this case study, the complete EoM can be represented by Equation 9 [23]:

[Ms ]
[0]


 
[Cv ]
[0] {x¨s }
+
[0] {x¨e }
[0]



[0]
{x˙s }
+
[−Cvh ] + Ω12 [Cr ] {x˙e }


 

i[Cs ] + [Ks ] [Kz ]
{xs }
{Fa }
+
=
(9)
{La }
[Kz ]T
[−Kd ] {xe }

where [Ms ] represents the structural mass matrix, [Cv ] and [Cs ] represents the viscous and structural
damping matrices, [Ks ] represents the structural stiffness matrix, [Cvh ] represents the dielectric damping matrix, [Kz ] represents the piezoelectric coupling matrix, [Kd ] represents the dielectric permittivity
matrix, [Cr ] represents the electric damping matrix, {Fa } represents the structural load vector, {La }
represents the electrical load vector. Finally, {xs } and {xe } represents the structural and electrical DOFs
vectors. In this case, the efficiency can be computed by considering the energy contribution over a cycle
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associated to the electric damping matrix [Cr ] and the input energy created by the structural loads {Fa }.
Even if the efficiency definition is slightly different from Equation 8 the approach does not lose generality
since the energy contribution associated to matrix [Cr ] and to vector {Fa } can be easily computed by
adopting Equation 7. Moreover, in this case, it would be very difficult to obtain an explicit analytic
representation of the input energy because of its dependence on all the active DOFs. Therefore, the
matrix approach results in a much more convenient, simple and effective way to compute the energy
contributions and the efficiency of such complex model. The final definition of the efficiency is:
η=

π
T
T
4Ω [{U } [Cr ]{Ū } + {Ū } [Cr ]{U }]
iπ
T
T
¯
4 [{U } {Fa } − {Ū } {Fa }]

(10)

Lumped parameter models describe the energy harvesters with a certain degree of approximation;
conversely, the FE models represent a more accurate way to describe the physical phenomena behind
the VEH. In this context, the authors aim to highlight the ability of the matrix approach to determine
the energy contributions per cycle and the efficiency of the system. To do that, two cases have been
considered in this paper: in the first one the FE PEH adopts a pure viscous damping model while in the
second one the system accounts for the structural damping model. Even if the best way to represent the
damping is an hybrid model, the dichotomy of the two cases allows to highlight the effect of damping on
the efficiency and on the energy dissipation. However, the considered cases represent only a small portion
of the possible analyses that can be done on the energy exchanges in VEHs.
As described by Figure 3, when the viscous model is applied, the efficiency shows a very similar
behaviour to the previous analytical case, with an almost monotonic decreasing around the first natural
frequency. On the contrary, when the structural damping model is applied, the efficiency is growing
around the first resonance. Thus, the difference in the trend is due to the damping model adopted:
indeed, in the proposed model, the energy dissipation occurs only through the damping. The comparisons
shown in Figures 3 have been carried out considering the excitation parameters and damping coefficients
tuned so that the maximum power output and the maximum tip displacement are equal.
Finally, the majority of the mathematical models adopted in the literature are very similar to the
ones analysed in this paper (e.g. similar PEH analytical models are described in [21, 18, 14, 17] and
similar PEH FE models are adopted in [25, 8, 22], thus, this fact is giving great importance to the results
reported in this work.

4

Conclusion

This paper investigated the definition of the efficiency based on the energy balance under the assumptions
of steady-state conditions and harmonic loading. The efficiency is an important figure of merit which has
to be accounted in the majority of the optimisation for VEHs. Moreover, it is an extremely important
measure to compare different harvesters and it could help to standardise these systems for future industrial
applications.
In this work, the authors have proposed a simple but effective definition for the efficiency which
is able to deal with analytical MDOF systems and FE models. The analysis showed that the energy
balance in matrix form is a very good tool to analyse the energy contributions of the system and allows
to read the performance of the VEHs under the energy point of view. One interesting result of this
analysis is the effect of damping model on the energy balance and efficiency. The analysis showed that
the adoption of different damping models could change the efficiency, especially outside of resonance.
Finally, a comparison between the harvested energy per cycle and the efficiency has been carried out:
the energy per cycle and power output outside the resonance is too low in the most cases to justify even
an high efficiency, in fact, as is commonly accepted in literature, the efficiency is a good metric for the
VEHs only around the resonance where the power output is large enough to consider the effect of the
efficiency.
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1

Introduction

For future floating wind farms, shared mooring lines offer the potential of cost reduction, as their implementation reduces the total mooring line length and number of anchors. However, being connected to
multiple moving floaters simultaneously, high tension fluctuations can arise in shared mooring lines [1],
leading to decreased fatigue life. Clump weights have been shown to reduce tension in FOWT mooring
lines near the critical fairlead position [2].
The current study investigates, how the implementation of clump weights in a FOWT configuration with
shared mooring lines impacts the mooring line tension.
Therefor, a case study is conducted: A semi-submersible FOWT, in a configuration of the Life50+
Nautilus-10 platform with the DTU 10MW reference wind turbine, is simulated with regular catenary
chain mooring system, as well as in a typical shared mooring line configuration, and in a shared mooring
configuration with clump weights. An optimization is carried out, to determine the optimal location of
the clump weights, with respect to tension reduction.
The mooring line tensions are calculated using the software MoorDyn and the motion of the FOWT is
solved as a simple mass-spring-damper system with one degree of freedom (surge). Wind and wave loads
are applied in a simplified manner via the Actuator Disk Model and Morison’s Equation respectively.
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1 Introduction
The applicability of vertical axis wind turbines (VAWT) for offshore sites is emerging as an
alternative that addresses the expensive challenge of installing and maintaining heavy equipment at great
heights on the multi-megawatt horizontal axis wind turbines (HAWT). Benefiting from a lower centre
of gravity, VAWTs have reduced gravitational fatigue loads and lower overturning moments - being
more stable in floating platforms applications [1]. Also, the lower position of the generator, drive train
and gearbox allow simpler installation and maintenance.
Different rotor configurations of VAWT have already been considered [2]. However, some
disadvantages may be addressed to make VAWT commercial competitive. As the peak inefficiency
occurs at lower tip speed ratios, a higher torque on the drive train is required to guarantee the maximum
power production. This can affect the longevity of the main shaft and requires heavier drive train
components [3]. Moreover, the lower aerodynamic efficiency influences the interest in developing
VAWTs.
This work focusses on a V-shape configuration of a VAWT, that associate the benefits of lower-level
drive train components with a reduced ratio between weight of structure and swept area. The impact on
the stress distribution due to the increase of the blade length on a V-rotor VAWT will be evaluated.
The aerodynamic loads are calculated by an algorithm based on the Double Multiple Stream Tube
model proposed by [4] and provided in terms of the blade element azimuthal and longitudinal position.
Only normal operational conditions will be considered.
A flexible multi-body solver will used to perform the stress analysis. The blade cross-sections
properties are represented by beams elements and the relative profile distribution is maintained constant
with the increase in the blade length. The variation on the stresses is presented and discussed. The
contribution from aerodynamic, centrifugal and gravity loads to the total overturning moment will also
be presented.
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1 Introduction
According to the current state of research, the most technical design process of support structures
including the tower and sub-structure for offshore wind turbine (OWT) concentrates only on the
mechanical design of the structures, i.e. the removal of static and dynamic loads in particular arising
from the wind and waves. With the specific loads and boundary conditions, the design of the structures
is carried out through the assessments of extreme load cases and fatigue load cases. This means that
only a small aspect of the life process of an OWT, i.e. the operating phase is considered directly in the
technical design.
With the demands of higher rated power class of the future OWT with larger dimensions, the
boundary conditions from the life phases of production, transport and installation of the structures or
special requirements from maintenance also have an enormous influence on the feasibility and
profitability of the OWT [1]. Therefore, the design of the future larger offshore support structures
(OSS) must include all aspects of the life process. In this work, an integrated design methodology of
OSS will be put forward, with which an improvement of the structure designs by the integration of all
boundary conditions of the complete life process can be carried out in a very early design stage. On
the other hand, in the integrated design process, the present design experiences and approaches are
connected with suitable methods in the field of machine learning (ML) which can forecast the overall
design quality with different design variants. Through expanding the design space in the whole life
process of OWT and with the help of ML, an improved design approach of OSS can be carried out.

2 Process and methods of the research
2.1

Process of the research of the integrated design of OWT

The process of the research is divided into four stages to enable a systematic approach to achieving the
research objective. Initially, in Stage 1, the life process of an OSS is investigated and the individual
life phases will be described in parameterized form. Based on the parameterization of the individual
life phases, real data sets will be collected in Stage 2 and a database with additional simulated data sets
will be generated. The collected and artificially generated data sets are to be evaluated in Stage 3 by
experts with regard to their design quality in relation to the life process. With the consolidation of the
data sets and evaluations it is planned in Stage 4 to learn different ML algorithms for the prediction of
the design quality. Various learned algorithms will be compared with respect to their prediction
quality and interpretability. From this resulting comparison and evaluation of the methods, the best
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possible prediction model will be carried out. In the following, the work in Stage 1 is explained in
detail.

2.2

Method of the systematic analysis of the life process of OSS

During the life process, an OWT passes through different life phases, which range, for example, from
planning, transport to the final site and the subsequent complex installation to dismantling after the
service life has been exceeded, as well as the subsequent disposal or recycling of the individual
components. In order to apply ML methods for the holistic assessment of the design quality, these life
phases must first be described and parametrized by their characteristics (features).
In Stage 1 of the research, the systematic analysis of the life process of OSS will be developed, in
which all known life phases should be examined in more detail and multi-level refined into several
aspects, in order to identify as many influences on the structure design as possible. For example, as
shown in Figure 1, the operation phase depends on static/dynamic loads and the other factors. The load
aspect is composed with permanent loads, variable functional loads, environmental loads etc. The
wind turbine loads therein are in turn dependent on further factors, such as the tower shadow, wake
effects, damping etc. [2]. After the systematic analysis, a first classification and parameterization of
the influence factors will be set up regarding the importance of the life phases in the design process.

Figure 1

Exemplary representation of known life phases of a OWT with exemplary naming
of influencing factors of the life phase operation

3 Outlook
Due to the great work of the literature research and the summary of influence factors in all life phases
of OWT, the conclusions and results of research in Stage 1 are not yet available. The output of this
stage is the classification of the most important factors with definition and holistic description that
have an influence on the respective life phases. In addition, a visualization of all life phases will be
created and placed in a temporal context.
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1 Extended Abstract
1.1

Objective

In order to meet the targets of reduced GHG emissions, the decarbonisation of the energy sector demands
an integrated design process and safe operation of offshore wind turbines in the susceptible marine
environment (IPCC 2021 [1]). The superposition of current- and wave-induced influences around the
sub-structures of offshore wind turbines is a key factor to help improving design parameters and develop
guidelines in the context of offshore mega-structures with hub heights > 200m and significantly
increased footprint (Beyer 2019 [2]). The sheer structure’s dimensions draw special attention to better
understand the different load conditions with regard to pressure distribution around the pile in the design
process and to advance knowledge on the structure-induced diffraction patterns on the marine
environment.

1.2

Methodology

To analyse the influence of a current on wave-induced diffraction patterns, small scale hydraulic model
tests were carried out with long-crested, regular waves in a 1:80 scale in the wave-current-basin of the
Ludwig-Franzius-Institute, University Hannover. Within a three-phase test program, the diffracted wave
field around an offshore monopile (prototype pile diameter DN = 11.2 m) under the influences of waves,
current and a 90° combination of both influences has been investigated. The generation and progression
of diffracted waves has been observed while systematically varying the diffraction parameter D/L
around the threshold of 0.2 (threshold to a hydrodynamic transparent structure, Isaacson 1979 [3]), with
L representing the wave length, whereas KC = 2πu/T has been kept constant at 1.00 with u defined as
the horizontal orbital velocity. Wave heights remain constant around HN = 3.2 m, while wave periods
were varied between TN = 5.3 and 8 s, with water depths ranging between dN = 8 and 16 m.
Information and data of the diffracted wave filed at the structure and in its near-field have been acquired
by measuring water surface elevations with ultrasonic wave gauges as well as through imaging
techniques utilising consumer-grade cameras. The cameras have been oriented at the current-wise
downstream wake, the wave-wise rear side of the pile and the interface between water-surface and
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structure. To visualise the current-induced wake, a tracer was used to showcase the structure-induced
effects in the marine environment. The set-up is schematically depicted in figure 1.

1.3

Boundary conditions

Due to limitations in the technical set-up and configuration of the model tests, a variability of boundary
conditions needs to be considered carefully. A partial focus of the evaluation process has been set on
the analysis of the water surface elevation of the individual components exerting the wave-current
loadings while affecting the diffraction patterns. The aim to identify and isolate signal components
influenced by the boundary conditions of the model set-up is pursued and discussed by different
techniques and conceptual approaches. Undisturbed incident conditions have been derived to serve as a
base case for further analysis. Influences from reflections along the basin length (figure 1a) as well as
from shoaling along an offshore slope have been analysed comprehensively and were systematically
removed from the obtained surface elevation measurements. Further attention has been given to pile
induced reflections, which need to be interpreted in direct interconnection to the diffracted wave heights.

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the model set-up with a representation of individual key aspects; (a) Exemplary time series of
the water surface elevation at wave gauge 7 visualising the influence of reflection along the wave basin; (b) Tracing of the
current induced wake behind the pile via imaging techniques; (c) Depiction of a splash-up wave at the rear side of the pile

1.4

Data analysis

The main focus of the analysis is set on the comparison of the waves-only-configuration versus the
waves-plus-current-configuration in order to determine different load conditions and altered diffraction
patterns. The influence of the current on wave heights, wave lengths and wave periods is primarily
considered with regard to the water surface elevation. Building up on the underlying principle of
dependency on the relative angle between wave and current direction, the hypothesis of prolonged wave
lengths and attenuated wave heights for identical directions, shortened wave lengths and amplified wave
heights for contrary directions and a deflection of wave heights in the direction of the current is tested
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(Peregrine and Jonsson, 1983 [4] among others). The target variables are analysed to confirm,
characterise and quantify these influences and effects on the marine environment.
Regarding the analysis of the video imaging, special interest is given to the influence of the current
induced wake downstream of the pile on the wave directions and vice versa the change in dimension
and orientation of the wake under varying wave conditions (figure 1b).
The interpretation of the results is predominantly guided by two analytical approaches. An analytic
approach for diffracted waves is provided by MacCamy and Fuchs (1954) [5]. A classification of the
influence of the current can be guided by the Doppler-shift approach (Jonsson 1990 [6]). Both
approaches represent only isolated cases, respectively the influence of diffraction without the
consideration of a current and the influence of a current on mono-directional waves.
A link between the approaches will be derived based on the conducted model tests. This linkage will be
supplemented by the proposal of empirical formulations for the quantification of the current impact on
the formation of diffracted wave heights and periods.
Lastly, as a major design condition for offshore megastructures, the wave-induced splash-up heights on
the rear side of the pile are analysed by a double-step approach from surface elevation data and imaging
techniques (figure 1c).
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1 Introduction
Nonlinear effects influence the dynamic behaviour of offshore wind turbines (OWT). To calculate this
behaviour coupled nonlinear aero-elastic simulation models are needed, which is the main goal of the
collaborative research centre 1463. It must be assumed that the dynamic behaviour of the simulation
model will deviate from the dynamic behaviour of the real turbine. That is due to inaccuracies in the
model or long-term changes of the structure or the constraints for example resulting from corrosion or
scour development. To realise an accurate model, which represents the real turbine throughout the
lifetime, an updating of the model is important. Model updating can improve the accuracy of the model,
realise the adaptation to long-term changes of the structure or the constraints and be used for damage
localisation as well. Saying this, model updating is suitable to realise the adaptation of the digital twin
i.e. a digital copy of a real system. Later focus of this research project will be the development of model
updating methods, which involve the non-reducible uncertainty that occurs at large offshore wind
turbines.
A reduction of probabilistic parameters, which have to be considered for the robust model updating i.e.
model updating taking into account uncertainty, is important in order to reduce the computational cost.
To reduce the amount of parameters, sensitivity analysis have shown to be suitable. This work will
present a sensitivity analysis of the natural frequencies of an OWT considering manufacturing deviations
and varying environmental conditions.

2 Methodology
The used methodology is visualized in Figure 1, it is based on the variance-based sensitivity analysis
described by Saltelli [1]. The model which is analysed is the “IEA 15MW Offshore Reference Wind
Turbine” with a 240m rotor and a fixed-bottom monopile [4]. It is calculated with the finite element,
multi-body system software DeSiO (Design and Simulation Framework for Offshore Support
Structures) [3]. The model is a beam model with five individual beams for the tower, the pile and the
three blades. The foundation is realised using horizontal springs attached to the pile.
The analyzed model is calculated multiple times for different parameter combinations. The input
variables vary as a result of manufacturing deviations and environmental conditions [2]. The deviations
of the single parameters are represented by probability distributions. In order to represent the parameter
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space well, Sobol’ sequences are used for the sample generation. This is a pseudo random sampling
method which converges much faster than random methods like Monte Carlo, because it has a better
covering of the parameter space.

Figure 1: Methodology for Sensitiyity Analysis

In this process, the mode shapes and the natural frequencies of each calculation are evaluated. The
natural frequencies and mode shapes are arranged in ascending order. However, with varying simulation
settings, for example differences in the stiffness of the materials or the soil, new mode shapes can be
found or the order can change. That means that the natural frequencies cannot be compared only on
basis of their value and sequence. The comparison of the mode shapes on the other hand is clearer, that’s
why the mode shapes are compared using the Modal Assurance Criterion (MAC) in order to assign
corresponding natural frequencies. The assigned natural frequencies are then used to calculate the
sensitivity-indices. They are separated into two different values, first order coefficient (𝑆𝑖 ) and the total
effect index (𝑆𝑇𝑖 ). 𝑆𝑖 indicates the influence of parameter 𝑖 on the variance of the output (value of the
natural frequency). 𝑆𝑇𝑖 describes how interactions of parameter 𝑖 with other parameters influence the
variance of the output. If a scattering parameter with sensitivity-indices below a threshold of 0.01 would
be fixed as a constant value, this would result in an average approximation error of 2%.

3 Results
From the 𝑆𝑖 -results it is clearly visible that not all parameters have a significant influence on the natural
frequency. In most of the cases, only three to five parameters have an influence of over 0.01. The results
of 𝑆𝑖 and 𝑆𝑇𝑖 are very similar, which indicates that there are only few interactions between the
parameters. To refer to the introduction, this means for a model updating scheme, it would be reasonable
to focus on only these few influential parameters in order to reduce the computational time
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1 Extended Abstract
Offshore wind energy has become a more relevant topic in the energy production and the overall society
during the last decades. As the importance of reducing carbon emissions is getting more and more
important the demand for renewable energy resources is increasing continuously. Hence there is an
upcoming need for an optimised wind energy turbine design. The research topic of new “Offshore
Megastructures” with a rated power of > 20 𝑀𝑊, is the main focus in the Collaborative Research
Centre 1463 Integrated Design and Operation Methodology for Offshore Megastructures funded by the
DFG [1]. For existing offshore wind energy turbines and for future offshore megastructures the
estimation of the environmental parameters are an indispensable necessity, because they are constantly
exposed to the loads derived from metocean parameters. The IEC 61400-3 therefore proposes the use of
environmental contour methods [2]. Environmental contour (EC) methods are extremely necessary and
helpful when estimating the temporal and directional correlation of metocean extremes [3], [4]. The
further development of existing environmental contour methods specifically for “Offshore
Megastructures” is part of the Collaborative Research Centre 1463.
In general for the calculation of an environmental contour a joint probability function and a chosen
return period are obligatory regardless of which environmental contour method will be applied.
Currently there are numerous different environmental contour methods with, in part, strongly divergent
results [5]. Having methods that use a transformation of the environmental variables into a standard
normal space, for example via a Rosenblatt transformation alongside methods using the existing
environmental parameters in the physical space without any transformation, it is not easy to make a
decision for one existing contour method [3].
Hence, this work will study the Highest Density (HD) contour method, proposed by Haselsteiner et al.
[6] and compares it to existing results of temporal correlated metocean extremes. The original concept
of deriving HD regions was already mathematically explained by Hyndmann [7] but it was firstly not
intended to be used with metocean parameters as an environmental contour method. The HD contour
method works without a transformation of the random variables into the standard normal space.
Moreover it discretises the environmental variables directly in the physical space into equally sized grid
cells. The probability density of the grid cells is calculated using numerical integration and the
cumulative distribution function of the joint probability function of the random variables (environmental
parameters), see equation (1) and (2).
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Under consideration of a return period, an exceedance probability 𝛼 can be formulated and the according
minimum probability density 𝑓 can be found using 𝐹 (𝑓 ) = 1 − 𝛼. This minimum probability is
needed to find the region with a higher density than 𝑓 i.e. the highest density region [6].
One main aspect of this work is the sensitivity analysis of the stochastic parameters of the HD contour
method. This implies the investigation of different stochastic probability distribution functions. The
2-parameter Weibull distribution, the 3-parameter Weibull distribution and the Gamma distribution will
be used to derive HD contours. Differences between the probability distributions will be shown for HD
contour and for IFORM contours. EC methods in general are highly sensitive on the change of the
distribution functions [5]. Besides the sensitivity of the probability distributions on the HD contour
method, also the parameter estimation methods used for deriving a 2-parameter Weibull distribution are
compared. For this work the used estimation methods are the maximum likelihood estimation and the
least squares estimation.

Figure 1 Map with the locations of the different dataset sites [5]
Further the influence of different sites and different metocean parameters will be examined (see Figure
1). Therefore, three sites off the US east coast (buoys-datasets) and additionally three in the North Sea
(hindcast datasets) for each 1 and 20 year (US) or 1 and 50 year (North Sea) return periods are considered
(see Table 1). In addition different time periods (10 year time period, 25 year time period) and return
periods of one North Sea site (site D) are also examined. These sites and datasets, were already part of
an international benchmarking exercise for EC [5]. Thus, many comparisons between different results
can be done.
Table 1: Overview of datasets and sites
Location
Time Period of data
A
43.525N70.141W
10 years
B
28.508N80.185W
10 years
C
25.897N89.668W
10 years
D
54.000N6.575 E
25 years / 10 year periods
E
55.000N1.175 E
25 years
F
59.500N4.325 E
25 years

Considered return periods for EC
1 year, 20 years
1 year, 20 years
1 year, 20 years
1 year, 50 years
1 year, 50 years
1 year, 50 years

In Conclusion, the sensitivity analysis of the HD method will be compared to a former realised
sensitivity analysis of the IFORM [8]. In general HD contours are more conservative than the IFORM
contours [3]. The further result of this work shall then show the major differences and advantages
between these two methods and might point out relevant aspects that should be considered for the further
research of environmental contours.
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Abstract

The reliable prediction of scour development is an essential element of foundation structure design
and will play an important role for the expansion of offshore wind energy. The formation of scour
at offshore foundations is an active field of research with extensive literature on the subject. While
numerous studies are available that deal with the development of scour at slender monopile structures
in wave, current or combined conditions [39], studies considering more complex structures or more
extreme boundary conditions in locations further from the coast are still scarce. This leaves open
questions concerning the prediction of scour development at large offshore megastructures – structures
with a diameter greater than 10 m – which will provide the foundation of future offshore wind turbines
with capacities of more than 20 MW and thus significantly contribute to the expansion of offshore
wind energy. As an example, the flow patterns around such structures could deviate strongly from
that of slender monopile structures due to more extreme and different wave patterns in more exposed
conditions and due to coupling of the flow-structure interaction to the upstream flow conditions.
Strong changes in flow pattern could result in strong changes of scour development.
In this paper, a literature review is carried out in which the focus is mainly on scour development
around large offshore structures such as large diameter piles and complex structures along with
complex flow conditions. Finally, the research gaps are summarized and suggestions are made on how
we contribute to close this gap.

Keywords: Offshore Wind Energy, Scour, Sediment transport, Laboratory tests, Numerical model,
Megastructures

1

Introduction

In recent years, the offshore wind industry has developed rapidly due to the increasing demand for clean
and renewable energy sources [50]. In offshore wind power projects, one fourth of the total cost is allocated
to the foundation structure [19] which can even increase up to 40 % of the total cost in deeper water
depths. As the cost for foundations significantly increases with water depths, several different types of
foundation structures have been developed to minimize the costs with simultaneously providing improved
serviceability, durability and stability [19].
When wind turbines are placed into the maritime environment, they have to withstand hydraulic loads
induced by currents and waves, in contrast to their onshore counterparts. As the foundation structure
of an offshore wind turbine acts as an obstacle to the flow, it causes a disturbance of the flow around
it. A complex vortex system consisting of lee-wake vortices, horseshoe vortex and a downflow at the
upstream side of the structure will emerge together with a general streamline contraction. For large
diameter structures, additional wave diffraction and reflection effects occur. As a result of these effects,
the flow velocity and thus the bed shear stress is locally increased, leading to general amplification of
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the sediment mobility in the vicinity of the structure. The emerging scour hole may lead to a significant
reduction of the stability of the foundation structure [39, 32, 49].
As an essential element of foundation structure design, the reliable prediction of scour development
plays a vital role for the expansion of offshore wind energy. Although extensive research has been carried
out on this topic over the past decades, the occurrence, drivers and effects of scour have been investigated
mostly for slender structures such as small-diameter monopiles. On the other hand, scour around larger
and more complex foundation structures such as tripods, jackets or large-diameter monopiles was studied
less thoroughly so far, although the necessary expansion of offshore wind into deeper waters relies on
these very structures. As a result, the prediction of scour around these structures is still based on
knowledge gained for slender monopiles, which means that the design of these structures tends to be
rather conservative and uneconomical.
As part of the collaborative research centre “SFB 1463 Offshore-Megastrukturen”, the scour development at large and complex foundation structures is thus systematically studied. We want to study
the question of scalability of models and the predictive power of models validated for different conditions
than that of the predictions they are used for. As basis for the upcoming experiments, this paper provides a state-of-the-art review on the scour development around large and/or complex offshore structures
exposed to complex flow conditions. An illustration of different types of foundation structures are given
in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Types of support structure concepts. From left to right: monopile, gravity based, jacket, tripod,
spar, semi-submersible platform and tension-leg platform. Figure is adapted from [8].

2

State-of-the-art

Numerous studies have been carried out on the scour development at piles under current [17, 27], wave [40,
28] or combined wave-current load [45, 34]. Under current flow conditions, the scour process is mainly
driven by the formation of the horseshoe vortex (see Figure 2), which itself depends on the boundary
layer thickness, the pile Reynolds number and the bed roughness [22]. An important distinction can also
be made between clear-water scour and live-bed scour. In live-bed conditions, flow velocities are larger
than the threshold of sediment motion, leading to a mobile sediment bed and potential refilling of the
scour hole by the upstream sediment transport. In clear water conditions, sediment is only set in motion
by the flow disturbance of the structure as described above.
In the case of waves, the formation of the flow pattern is also determined by the Keulegan-Carpenter
number (KC), a dimensionless number defined as,
KC = U T /D,

(1)

in which U [m/s] is the amplitude of the orbital velocity, T [s] is the wave period and D[m] is the pile
diameter. Only for values of KC > 6 both horseshoe and lee-wake vortices form with a strength that
allows a significant influence on the scouring process. For smaller values of KC the scour is mainly caused
by steady streaming [39].
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As a recent example, [20] investigated in a physical experiment the local scour and pore-pressure
response around a pile in small KC wave and current conditions (0.44 ≤ KC ≥ 3.65). The experimental
procedure indicated that the superimposition of waves on currents results to larger scour depths than
under isolated current conditions. The authors also reported a larger maximum flow velocity for the
following-current case than for the opposite-current case. This difference in velocities has effects on the
time development of scour depths and equilibrium scour depths.

Figure 2: Flow around a pile/pier. S is the separation line, δ is the bed boundary layer thickness. Figure
is taken from [22].

As we will now focus on the scour development at large and more complex offshore structures, for
further fundamental studies about scouring process and an overview of recent studies, the interested
reader is referred to [39, 49, 36, 31, 9, 14, 7].

2.1

Large Structures

In coastal and offshore engineering practices vertical circular structures, i.e. piles and piers, are widely
used and as such will be the main focus of this section. In case of wave load, the formation and structure of
the flow field around a pile depends on the ratio of pile diameter to wave properties. Important parameters
determining the scour development are the diffraction parameter (D/L) and Keulegan-Carpenter (KC)
number, where D[m] is the diameter of the circular cylinder and L[m] is the wave length. With reference
to the KC number, [39] classified piles into slender, medium large and large piles. A value of KC > 6
corresponds to slender piles and KC < 1 to large piles, whereas KC in between (1 ≤ KC ≤ 6) refer to
medium large piles.
For large piles (small KC number) no flow separation and vortex formation occurs and the scour
process is thus mainly driven by steady streaming at the pile [35, 38, 37]. There are two kinds of waveinduced flow around the pile, the phase-resolved flow and the steady streaming. The steady streaming is
caused by nonuniform oscillatory motion, which is caused by the presence of the pile itself and is indicated
to be a major factor responsible for scour around a large pile [38, 33, 41, 12]. In addition, waves might
be diffracted around large piles which, in interaction with wave reflection on the upstream side of the
pile, can lead to locally increased wave heights near the pile. According to [11], diffraction effects become
important when the diffraction parameter is larger than 0.2.
Due to complexity of the flow system around a large pile, especially in waves, the mechanism of
sediment transport and scour formation around larges piles was mainly studied by laboratory experiments [38, 37, 24, 12]. However, over the past years attempts have also been made to numerically
simulate the scour process around a large circular cylinder [24, 25, 13, 1].
As one of the first studies, [12] experimentally investigated the mechanism of sand movement around
large circular cylinders to provide information regarding the design of scour protection around large
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offshore structures. The authors described two flow phenomena responsible for the incipient movement
of sand particles: the wave-induced uniform flow near the cylinder and a more complex boundary layer
formation.
[24] presented a numerical model which was validated using laboratory experiments carried out in a
wave basin to reproduce the local scour around large pile placed in the wave fields. In the experiment the
wave basin was filled with well-sorted sand of d50 = 0.2mm in median diameter and a pile of diameter
D = 52.2cm was installed. The wave model was based on linear diffraction theory, assuming that the
change in the topography around the pile was small compared to the water depth h = 16.5cm. In
the experiment it took the bottom topography four hours to reach equilibrium. The numerical model
was able to predict the scour, however, some discrepancies in the scour pattern between numerical and
experimental results were noticed in front of the cylinder. The author emphasizes that these were due to
the inadequacy in estimating the shield parameter and also due to use of linear diffraction theory.
[13] simulated the scour process around different numbers of large piles under wave actions by applying
the linear diffraction theory assuming small wave length. It was concluded that the bottom configuration,
the area and depth of the local scouring around cylindrical structure are changed according to the number
of cylinders, their diameter, the incident wave angle and size of the sediments. With increasing diffraction
parameter, the authors found the scour depth to become larger. Moreover, their proposed numerical
approach well evaluated the bottom topographical change around structures. However, incorporating
linear theories such as diffraction theory [16], which assumes a constant water depth, is not straightforward
when the topography of the sea bed is not flat as it would be in case of a sloped beach or sea bed
deformations [52].
In studies discussed above [24, 13], the wave model was based on the linear diffraction theory, in which
the water depth is assumed to be constant. To overcome the limitation of a flat bed topography in the
linear diffraction theory, [52] presented a numerical model in which the wave model was based on the
elliptic mild slope equation proposed in [4]. which can simulate wave fields with variable bed levels. The
authors investigated an identical case of the experiments carried out in [24], with D = 52.2cm, D/L = 0.5
and KC = 0.41. It was observed that their results were identical in the case of constant water depth.
Moreover, the scour pattern in front of the cylinder is better predicted when compared to the model
presented in [24]. Effects of the grain size diameter on the scour process were also investigated. It was
observed that the depth of bed change reduces when the the grain size increases, however, the effect of
grain size on the position of maximum scour is relatively small.
In an experimental study, [38] investigated the scour process under progressive waves around large
vertical cylinders of diameter (D = 0.54, 1 and 1.53 m) installed on a basin filled with sand of mean
diameter d50 = 0.2mm. In this experiment the effects of KC number and diffraction parameter D/L on
scour were studied within the ranges of 0.2 ≤ KC ≤ 1.2 and 0.08 ≤ D/L ≤ 0.3. It was concluded that
the scour characteristic mainly depends on the KC and D/L (in the case of live-bed) and the maximum
scour depth S/D increases with increase in these parameters, see Figure 3.

Figure 3: Contour plot of bed topography in equilibrium stage; Numerical figures indicate scour (-) and
deposition (+) in centimeters [cm]: (a) KC = 0.30 & D/L = 0.15, (b) KC = 0.61 & D/L = 0.15 and
(c) after 8h test time for KC = 1.1 & D/L = 0.15. Figure is adapted from [38].
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In a separate study [35] experimentally investigated the time scale for scour development around large
piles. The time scale is mainly a function of the KC number, the diffraction parameter D/L and the
Shields parameter θ. The authors found out that time scale increases with KC and decreases with the
Shields parameter.
Recently, in an attempt to numerically model scour, [1] used REEF3D - a 3D open-source software, in
order to simulate the flow field and sediment transport around large piles under varying wave condition.
The numerical simulation was carried out using three different values of KC, KC = 1.0, 1.1 and 1.2.
To validate the model for KC = 1.1 and diffraction parameter D/L = 0.15, the experiment carried out
in [38] is used, in which the diameter of the pile is D = 1m and the experiment was conducted for 8
hours. After eight hours simulation a maximum scour depth of 5.2cm was obtained, which is in close
agreement with the 4.7cm observed in the experiment [38]. Additionally, the numerical model has also
predicted well the location of the maximum scour depth. The validated model is then used to simulate
scour development with the other values of KC. It was observed that reduction of KC results in a
decrease in scour area and maximum scour depth of 4.6cm and and increase in KC from 1.1 to KC = 1.2
results in an increased maximum scour depth of 5.5cm. The authors also concluded that for low values
of KC, the horseshoe vortices and wake shedding do not contribute to the local scour.

2.2

Complex Structures

Scour formation around complex offshore foundations such as tripods and jacket type foundation are comparatively more complex than the simple cylindrical structures. Despite being widely used in offshore
engineering, little is known and limited studies (experimental and/or numerical) are carried out regarding
the scour around such complex foundations. Often classical scour depth formulations developed for pile
foundations are used for complex foundations as well. However, instead of the pile diameter, an equivalent
diameter describing the overall foundation is used. These approaches are largely affected by uncertainties, leading to an over- or under-estimation of scour depths especially around the main pile [23] and,
consequently, often to an uneconomic design of scour protection measures. Additionally, incorporating
existing pile scour approaches often leads to nonphysically large, theoretical scour depths [28].
Besides the in-situ measurements and laboratory experiments on scour around complex structures
(e.g. jacket and tripods), attempts have also been made to develop numerical models, which will be
briefly summarized here.
2.2.1

Physical Modeling

Knowledge on scour formation around complex foundation types such as jacket and tripods are mainly
carried out through laboratory experiments and as such physical models are developed and presented.
Recently, experimental studies using complex foundation types such as jacket foundation [43, 26, 45, 51,
6, 5, 3] and tripods [51, 28, 29] were conducted, to physically model the scour formation and its underlying
processes.
[6] conducted laboratory experiments under tidal currents and perpendicular approaching waves with
jacket type foundation structures for conditions in the Strait of Taiwan. The jacket structure was modelled
in a 1:36 scale, referring to prototype dimensions of D = 2.08m for the pile diameter and a spacing distance
between the piles of 14m. Besides local scour depths at the individual piles also the global scour extension
was evaluated. The pile located in upstream wave and current direction saw the largest scour depths.
Overall, the combined loads of tidal currents and wave lead to a scour depths between S/D = 0.2 − 1.3.
[45] conducted physical model tests and studied scour development and time scale of scouring process
around a complex jacket structure for different wave-current conditions and as a result proposed a practical
formulation for the reliable prediction of local scour depths around a jacket foundation in combined wavecurrent conditions. Based on this, [44] also investigated the influence of individual structural elements
of the jacket structure on the scour formation. The authors found that decreasing the distance of the
structure’s lowest node to the sea bed leads to an increase erosion beneath the structure, especially in
current-dominated flow conditions.Finally, [46] presented a new method to analyse the spatial erosion
pattern underneath and in the near field of a jacket structure, see Figure 4. The method allows to
assess the structure-induced morphological footprint by evaluating the volume of eroded and deposition
sediment for different reference areas around the jacket structure.
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Figure 4: Bed topography measured, top view on erosion and deposition around the jacket structure,
current is coming from left to right, waves are propagating in 90◦ to the current; (left) optimized illustration to differentiate between local (blue) and global (green) erosion depths as well as deposition (red);
(right) HSV colourmap to differentiate between different elevations. Figure is taken from [46].

Experiments were carried out using tripods as well. [30, 29] investigated experimentally the scour
around a tripod foundation under both regular (see Figure 5) and irregular wave conditions and for
different model scales. The authors conducted the laboratory experiments in intermediate scale 1:40 in
small wave flume and 1:12 large-scale physical model tests in a large wave flume and compared them
with the field data measurements acquired from the alpha-ventus offshore wind farm in the North sea.
The large-scale experiments and the field measurements were in good agreement, as scour holes were
similar both locally and globally. Additionally, deposition areas are also similar between the field and
experiments. However, scour depths in the field are in general bigger than the physical model. The
author points to the simplified hydrodynamics conditions in the laboratory test as the main reason for
the smaller scour depths, since the experiments were conducted without the influence of a current.
[51] conducted a laboratory experiment using tripods under steady flow conditions in a scale of 1:60
considering piles of diameter D = 5.4cm. The experiment were conducted in a flume of (16.5m long,
2.4m wide and 0.3m deep) under clear-water conditions for two current velocities and four flow depths.
The authors found out that maximum scour depth increased with a rising flow depth and an increasing
current velocity. For the highest water depth of 0.25m and the highest current velocities, a maximum
equilibrium depth of S/D = 3.2 was reached. It should be noted that the maximum scour depths in all
tripod tests in [51] have been measured at one of the tripod legs and not below the large main pile, as it
was done in [29, 30].
[18] has proposed an approach to calculate the effective diameter for the tripod and exapod models
under steady current condition. This effective diameter will be then used to predict the equilibrium scour
depth using methods developed for monopiles.
2.2.2

Numerical Modeling

In order to analyze the scour around jacket type foundation structures, [2] used REEF3D - a 3d opensource software and a morphological model. Moreover, the modeling of the local scouring process considers
bed load and suspended sediment transport. The numerical validations were carried out using different
KC number in a range of (6 ≤ KC ≤ 12) for the local scour around a pile under wave based on [40]
and scour under a steady current for the large vertical pile D = 0.20m based on [15]. The results of the
numerical model were in good agreement and thus the validated model was used to analyze the scour
around a jacket structure. The jacket structure is comprised of four vertical piles of diameter D = 2.0m,
and the highest water depth is h = 30m. The median grain size is d50 = 0.30mm and the critical Shields
number θc = 0.05. Due to high computational cost of such large numerical model, a coarse grid is used
and the numerical model is applied on steady current and wave induced simulations of the scour around
the jacket structure.
[28] presented a 3D model, and implemented a sediment transport model approach simulating both bed
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Figure 5: Results of scour development after 3000 wave cycles: (a) front view, (b) rear view. Figure is
adapted from [28].

and suspended load transport in the framework of and open-source software OpenFOAM. The obtained
results from the presented numerical model were satisfying for scour development around pile under
steady current condition and a complex tripod foundation under regular waves.
2.2.3

Field Data

Field data on scour development at complex offshore foundations have rarely been reported in the past.
However with the current development of the wind energy sector, more information on in-situ measurements on actual scour development cases is available, see e.g. the reports in [3, 5, 48, 42, 47, 10, 23].
Here, some results regarding complex foundations are briefly summarized.
[23] investigated the scour around jacket structures installed in a moderate water depths of 25m
in the southern North Sea under wave and current load over the period of several years. The field
measurements were carried out on two different jacket type structures: a production platform (standing
on six legs with a diameter of D1 = 1.5m each and a spacing of 16 and 20m between the legs) and jacket
wallhead structures ( four legs with a diameter of D1 = 1.1m each and spacing of 20 and 17m between
the legs). Measurements of the seabed topography revealed local scouring of up to 5m deep, exceeding
the predictions carried out using empirical approaches for a single pile by a factor of about 3 to 4.
[5] investigated the scour around a jacket structure at the C-Power wind farm at Flemish coast in
Belgium, in order to design protection measures. The seabed pile of the structure had a diameter of
D = 2m and a spacing between the piles of 18m. Before the jacket installation - around 2.5 month
after pre-piling, local scour holes with an average depth of 1.3m were already observed. After the
jacket installation the average local scour depth increased to about 1.4 to 1.9m within six month. The
maximum scour depth increased simultaneously to a depth of 2.7m. In contrast to the findings of [23],
the theoretically predicted scour depths were reasonable close to the observed values. [3] also presented
the field data of the same structure studied in [5]. Unlike [5] the authors studied the long term evolution
as well as the continuous scour development and the associated hydrodynamic conditions over a period
of 3 years.
[29, 30] have also used the measurements from a prototype foundation installed in the alpha-ventus
test site [21], in order to physically and numerically model the scour around tripod structures.
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2.3

Summary

In this paper a literature survey is carried out on existing physical and numerical studies on the scour
development around large and complex foundation structure in the marine environment. Although there
are some studies addressing this issue, further research is required to better understand and clarify the
scouring processes. This paper is presented as an initial work for a new series of studies which will be
carried out as part of the collaborative research center ”CRC 1463 Offshore Megastructures”.
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1

Introduction

Offshore wind farms’ role in supplying clean energy for the increasing demand is becoming more important. Ecological and economical boundary conditions have major influences on further developments of
these offshore technologies. Especially floating foundations, which have a great potential for offshore wind
farms in water depths greater than 40 m, will be a driver for the industry. The Levelized Cost of Energy
(LCoE) for floating offshore wind must decrease significantly to be competitive with fixed offshore wind
projects or even with onshore wind projects. A floating offshore wind system includes many different
components and one of the most relevant in terms of cost is the floating substructure. Therefore it is
important to consider in the early phase of its development an optimized substructure’s design in terms
of production, transport and maintenance costs. Recently, different substructure concepts and modular
components, such as buoyancy bodies, have been developed with the aim of reducing the production cost
by serializing the fabrication procedure [1]. Current substructures’ designs involve buoyancy bodies in
their configuration, which are similar particularly for Tension Leg Platform (TLP) and semi-submersible
substructures. An universal buoyancy body could be integrated as a standardized component in the
primary structure of floating wind turbine foundations [3].

2

Universal Buoyancy Body Design Optimization

In this study, the focus is set on cylindrical buoyancy body design optimization by working with a
genetic algorithm code. Currently, different foundation concepts with different structural designs exist
and can be roughly separated into three types; Spar, Semi-submersible and TLP [2]. The structural
design of these floating foundations is usually strongly orientated towards ship structure design with
lateral and vertical stiffeners that requires a significant manufacturing period. To reduce the cost and
the manufacturing time of floating substructures significantly, the concept and design of a Universal
Buoyancy Body, strongly orientated on the design and manufacturing process of monopiles and which
could be integrated to different substructures, is presented here. To verify the design and to estimate
potential cost reduction, the presented universal buoyancy body design, is compared to a current typical
ship oriented structure buoyancy body of the GICON-TLP. In addition, a design optimization tool based
on genetic algorithm, that parameterizes the universal buoyancy body depending on loads acting on the
structure as well as manufacturing and floater specific dimension restrictions, is also detailed here.
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3

Preliminary Results

A first Universal Buoyancy Body design is modeled with the Finite Element Method tool ANSYS using
APDL scripts. This first design have the same height as the old buoyancy body used for comparison,
and is scaled to provide the same buoyancy force. Relevant design loads such as tendon rope loads and
hydrostatic water pressure loads are derived from from multi body load simulation. The strength in the
Ultimate Limit State (ULS) and the fatigue resistance in the Fatigue Limit State (FLS) are analyzed and
verified according to standards. Most critical structural parts of the buoyancy body, such as the weld
seams of the welded steel layers are also locally modeled and verified.

Figure 1: Exemplary results for global model and most critical weld seam in the FLS.
The optimization tool developed is then capable of generating multiple geometries of the Universal
Buoyancy Body and propose the best options based on the chosen objective of the optimization process
(minimize mass/cost, stress etc...). Different Genetic Algorithms are also implemented to speed up the
process and to be able to perform multi-objective optimization.
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Abstract
This extended abstract presents work that is part of the cSBO SeaFD project that aims at
providing a deeper insight into extreme weather phenomena found responsible for early drive-train
failures of commercial wind farms located in the Belgian offshore concession zone. The case of
Storm Ciara on the 10th February 2020, pertaining to fast changes in wind direction over a short
period of time as observed by a commercial offshore wind farm, is considered for this study. This
work utilizes the numerical weather prediction model, Weather, Research and Forecasting (WRF)
to perform a single-event sensitivity analysis for the extreme weather case of Storm Ciara. The
study considers hourly and 3-hourly reanalysis dataset for initial boundary conditions combined with
scale-aware and non-scale aware physics parameterizations defined within WRF physics library. The
results indicate an advantage in better representation of dynamics of local weather systems, evaluated
against RADAR and SCADA data, when simulated with hourly reanalysis dataset and scale-aware
physics parameterizations.

1

Introduction

Extreme Weather Events (EWE) play a significant role in determining the operational lifetime and power
production levels of a commercial wind farm, making them critical for determining representative ultimate
and fatigue loading conditions. This work aims at analyzing EWE that are found responsible for early
drive-train failures observed in the Belgian North Sea. Extreme weather events such as low level jets,
high wind shear, high wind veer and wind gusts are observed to be part of the local weather systems over
the North Sea [1]. The case of Storm Ciara that occurred on the 10th February 2020 over the European
continent is selected for this sensitivity analysis.

2

Methodology

The WRF mesoscale modelling framework [2], is utilized to predict fast changes in wind direction as
experienced by offshore wind farms located in the Belgian offshore concession zone during the early hours
of 10th February 2020 during Storm Ciara. A sensitivity analysis is conducted to evaluate the optimal
WRF set-up to accurately predict the dynamics of the local weather systems during this time period.
The respective numerical experiments are evaluated against RADAR data from the Royal Meteorological
Institute - Belgium (KMI-B) and SCADA data from a commercial offshore wind farm located in the
Belgian North Sea. The sensitivity analysis considers hourly and 3-hourly reanalysis dataset for the
initial boundary conditions combined with scale-aware and non-scale aware physics parameterizations for:
Planetary Boundary Layer (PBL), cumulus and microphysical representations. A total of 12 simulations
considering aforementioned combinations of WRF options are considered for this sensitivity analysis.
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Figure 1: Presented plots compare 2 WRF physics setups considering scale-aware physics parameterizations and non-scale aware physics parameterization for PBL and cumulus schemes respectively. The
simulations are compared to observed RADAR reflectivity (in mm/hr) from KMI-B. WRF simulated
reflectivity is represented by filled contours and observed RADAR reflectivity by contour lines. Color
profile for either plots are normalized, therefore similar color will represent similar magnitude of reflectivity/precipitation.

3

Results and conclusions

For brevity purposes this abstracts presents the results for 2 simulations considered for the sensitivity
analysis. The simulations presented here consider hourly reanalysis dataset along with: 1) scale-aware
Shin-Hong PBL, multi-scale Kain Fritsch cumulus and Thompson microphysics schemes, and 2) non-scale
aware MYNN PBL, Kain Fritsch cumulus and Thompson microphysics schemes. Figure 1 presents the
comparison of simulated RADAR reflectivity versus observed RADAR reflectivity for the aforementioned
WRF setups. The simulated and observed RADAR reflectivity are converted to precipitation metric in
mm/hr using the Marshall-Palmer relation. The results indicate, the WRF setup with scale-aware physics
parameterizations to better overall represent of observed precipitation cell (represented in contour lines
in fig. 1) versus the non-scale aware WRF setup. The Belgian offshore wind farms are represented by
star in said plots.
Overall, the simulated Radar reflectivity evaluated against RADAR observations from KMI-B are
found most sensitive to cumulus and microphysical parameterizations for the event considered. A clear
advantage in utilizing scale-aware cumulus over non-scale aware cumulus parameterizations for the better
representation of local weather systems is observed. Similarly, scale-aware PBL scheme performed better
(against SCADA data) in comparison to non-scale aware PBL scheme for the event considered.
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1

Introduction

The mounting flexibility of lidars combined with their ability to provide detailed wind field measurements
at large distances makes them best suitable for studying far wakes. They can be mounted in rough site
conditions such as in offshore wind farms and on top of the nacelle of wind turbines, thus following the
turbine movements and consequently simplifying data analysis. Previous efforts to measure wakes with
nacelle-mounted lidars [e.g., 1–3] have proven that they are capable of capturing wake dynamics with
good spatial and temporal resolution. On the other hand, similarly as any other measurement unit,
nacelle lidars have measurement uncertainties.
Few research works [4, 5] have considered uncertainties in nacelle lidar measurements in the wake of
a wind turbine. In case the uncertainty in the lidar’s measurement points were considered, the common
practice is to calibrate lidars on the ground before they are mounted on the nacelle [such as in 6], but
never on site. For this purpose, the Sea Surface Leveling (SSL) technique offers the possibility of assessing
the lidar mounting orientation on an offshore site against the sea surface level. Tilt and roll time series are
derived from the the application of SSL on nacelle lidar scans, configured to measure over 360° pointing
at the sea surface (thus forming an inverted conical shape). Finally, the mounting error of a nacelle lidar
is retrieved. It is particularly important to quantify this error when measuring wind speed in far wakes
since its effect increases with range.
Here we aim to quantify the uncertainties in lidar measurements in the far wake of a wind turbine
arising from the lidar unleveled mounting and nacelle vibrations. We use SSL to quantify the mounting
error in the wind speeds measured by a nacelle lidar from the RAVE PARKCAST project at the alpha
ventus offshore wind farm (German Bight). We apply SSL on nearly one month of StreamLine-XR
lidar 360° scans. Within this process, we use optimized least-squares to fit an ellipse to the estimated
sea surface positions, which results into tilt and roll offsets (Fig. 1 shows an example). We have been
conducting simulations by means of a lidar solver embedded on a Large-Eddy-Simulations (LES) wind
field, coupled with an actuator disk model. Our aim is to assess the effect of nacelle vibrations on the
lidar measurement positions. Simulations to test the assumption of a Gaussian pulse shape have also
been carried out to quantify the associated uncertainties in wind speed.

2

Results

After computing tilt and roll offsets from the lidar scans, we analyze time series of 10-min tilt and roll
averages derived from the lidar inclinometer and SSL. We find mean mounting errors of -0.06° and 0.21° in tilt and roll, respectively. When comparing our findings to a similar lidar deployed on a turbine
transition piece, we identify that the roll error is one order of magnitude larger for the nacelle condition
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while the tilt error is similar. This is unforeseen in the sense that nacelle lidars are known to be more
sensitive to tilt instead of roll.

Figure 1: Example of a SSL lidar scan, showing the estimated positions where the lidar beams touched
the water (red dots). An ellipse is fitted to this circular shape (main and minor axes indicated by the
red lines) to retrieve tilt and roll offsets.

3

Conclusions

We find that the mounting error in roll for a nacelle lidar is unexpectedly one order of magnitude larger
than that of a similar lidar mounted on a transition piece. Therefore, we hypothesize that the nacelle
vibrations are likely embedded in the lidar’s mounting errors in this study. If confirmed through lidar-LES
simulations, the nacelle vibrations are then more pronounced in the cross-stream direction, supported by
the high roll error. Besides any particularities of the measurement conditions in this study, we conclude
that mounting errors cannot be neglected in the far wake when using nacelle lidars. Furthermore, the
extrapolation of measurements from lidars mounted on a wind turbine transition piece to the nacelle and
vice-versa should be carefully considered.
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Abstract
Offshore wind will become one of the main sources of renewable energy. Available offshore wind capacity
in Europe, the Americas and Oceania exceeds even conservative estimates of future electricity demand
[1]. Unfortunately today, offshore wind must still compete with fossil fuels. To further improve competitiveness of offshore wind, turbine size and capacity have been steadily increasing. However, it stands to
reason, that the already difficult and expensive installations of offshore wind turbines will become even
more difficult in the future, specifically single blade installation: already today relative motions between
blade root and rotor hub induced by wind and waves put heavy constrains on the allowable weather during
installation and thus induce long waiting times. If the weather limits are exceeded collision between the
blade root and the rotor hub may lead to damages, which in turn further delay the installation and may
require repairs and premature maintenance. Now, with increasing component size, motion amplitudes
will naturally increase as well, thus exacerbating the challenges associated with single blade installation.
In a recent measurement campaign, Sander et al. [2, 3, 4] found, that partially installed turbines vibrating
transversely under wind and wave loads show intricate kinematic patterns - orbits - where direction, and
amplitude of vibrations change rapidly during installation. Figure 1 illustrates the formation of orbits
during single blade installation.
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Figure 1: Orbits observed during single blade installation of the wind farm Trianel Windpark Borkum II.
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In the PhD project presented here, the kinematics (orbits) of partially installed offshore wind turbines,
where tower and nacelle are present, but no blades have been installed, are to be investigated. Possible
mechanisms have been identified that could contribute to the formation of orbits: anisotropic damping
and stiffness, caused by soil inhomogeneity or structural imperfections may induce the transfer of energy
into a mode different from the predominant direction, leading to the formation of orbits. The eccentricity
of the nacelle’s mass may lead to orbits by inducing torsion. Different phenomena pertaining to the sea
state, such as wave spreading, current loads or crossing sea states may further contribute to rapid changes
in direction. Finally vortex shedding and turbulent buffeting present the least understood phenomena that
may contribute strongly to orbit formation. Whether a specific phenomenon can be singled out to explain
the kinematics observed or whether the combination of several effects, resulting in general perturbations
of the oscillating turbine remains to be seen. To investigate the different possible mechanisms, three
approaches have been chosen:
• A cantilevered beam undergoing transverse vibrations will be investigated experimentally. Two
dimensional excitation will allow to investigate different types of loading. Mounting different eccentric masses on the free end of the beam will reveal the interaction between the eccentric inertial
forces acting on the beam and different types of loading.
• Numerically modelling the transversely vibrating beam as a two dimensional, driven, damped oscillator will allow the examination of the vast parameter space of forcing functions that may lead
to the formation of orbits.
• High-fidelity computational fluid dynamics simulations with a coupled structural model to account
for fluid structure interaction will be used to explore the effects of vortex shedding and turbulent buffeting on the formation of orbits. The open source software OpenFOAM will be used to
implement the simulations.
In situ data from both offshore and onshore installation measurement campaigns will be used to
validate simulations and experiments. The results obtained through this dissertation will contribute to
better understand the kinematics of offshore wind turbines under installation and subsequently help to
improve future installations.
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Abstract
Although the installation of floating offshore wind turbines presents numerous technical and environmental benefits, excessive maintenance costs keep these systems economically unfeasible. This
study, developed within the VIVIR Project sponsored by Iberdrola Foundation, aims at designing
an assisting tool for the remote planning of mooring line maintenance operations. A multi-class
classification Deep Neural Network (DNN) structure is implemented to detect and predict different
kinds of mooring line failure modes in real time based only on the horizontal displacements of the
platform caused by wave, drift and wind forces. A simplified 1-DOF model is solved combining
calibrated structural and metoceanic parameters to generate an extensive database, which contains
the necessary time and frequency-based features of the system’s response to be fed into the DNN.
Promising results show 97% accuracy when predicting severe biofouling and anchoring failures, that
is, ±10% changes on mass, damping coefficient and linear stiffness of the system. Global accuracy
seems proportional to sea state duration, peaking when three-hour-long responses are used. The
algorithm’s performance drops when modelling less severe forms of damage. Sensibility studies were
carried out on each failure mode individually considering different degrees of severity, allowing for the
prediction of multiple failure modes occurring at once and the estimation of remaining component
life. Sea state duration can be significantly reduced when more severe damage is expected without compromising network accuracy. The inverse modelling approach seems generalisable for more
comprehensive numerical models and other subsystems within floating offshore wind turbines.

Keywords: Offshore wind, Deep Neural Network, Structural Health Monitoring, Mooring line,
Frequency-based, Biofouling, Anchoring, Inverse problem

1

Introduction

Environmental conservation constitutes one of the greatest challenges humanity is facing in this modern
era. Sustainable recovery is crucial after the most recent economic downturn caused by the coronavirus
pandemic. Nonetheless, high installation and maintenance costs usually keep green forms of energy less
profitable than fossil fuels. Because of this, governments and international institutions have implemented
policies and regulations to encourage the deployment of sustainable energy systems. Wind power has
seen a rapid development over the last few decades, currently generating more than 35% of the EU’s
total renewable energy [1]. Controversy, however, has arisen around the issue of noise pollution following
the recent massive installation of onshore wind farms, which might potentially lead to long-term human
health effects such as headaches, stress or cardiovascular disease. That is just one of the many reasons
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for which governments and companies are currently investing in research and development of offshore
wind systems. Not only are they beneficial from an environmental perspective but, from a technical
standpoint, offshore wind is much faster and steadier than on-land wind, thus yielding higher and more
reliable energy production. Floating Offshore Wind Turbines (FOWTs) are one of the latest trends
in wind energy research, as the installation of wind power systems further away from coastlines could
maximise wind availability while keeping noise and visual pollution to a minimum. In fact, multinational
companies such as Iberdrola have already started floating wind projects worth billions of euros [2]. The
main issue about these systems is that their excessively high installation, maintenance and commissioning
costs keep them away from economic feasibility. A 2019 study by Nava et al. [3] shows how all these
expenses, usually labeled O&M costs for Operation and Maintenance, represent over half the total cost
of an offshore wind project. The structural health monitoring of offshore wind systems has over the
recent past been the object of numerous studies evaluating the reliability of multiple subsystems within
both fixed and floating turbines [4, 5]. These papers apply the notion of FMEA, short for Failure Modes
and Effects Analysis, to relate failure frequency and economic impact of different kinds of damages so
that maintenance operations can be planned and coordinated in advance. The first derivation of the
theoretical fundamentals behind this inverse problem was introduced in the late 1960s by Lifshitz and
Rotem [6], who observed the variations of the dynamic modulus, that is, the stress-to-strain ratio under
vibrating loads, to identify damages in composite materials. This approach has since then been applied
to a wide range of engineering fields, such as the mechanical, aerospace and civil industries. Chang et al.
[7], for instance, applied these concepts for the condition monitoring of floating oil platforms. A review
of vibration-based methods was presented by Doebling et al. [8]. AI-based approaches are nowadays the
most employed methods for the structural health monitoring of offshore wind turbines. Recent studies
have designed neural networks to monitor offshore wind turbine gearbox failures based on their dynamic
response in both time and frequency domains [9, 10, 11]. The implementation of deep learning algorithms
coupled with vibration-based methods for the structural health monitoring of mooring lines nonetheless
constitutes a complete innovation in the field of floating offshore wind. Further approaches applied to
O&M cost reduction, such as thermal imaging and acoustic emission monitoring, have been extensively
reviewed by Martinez-Luengo et al. [12] and Joshuva et al. [13]. This research aims at reducing these
costs by applying deep learning algorithms to predict failure in FOWT mooring lines in real time. A
simple yet generalisable numerical approach is presented to model the fluctuating displacements of the
turbine platform caused by wave and wind conditions, from which several key statistics are computed.
The implemented neural network is trained with these frequency-domain parameters only, ultimately
being able to predict whether the studied turbine is failing or not, thus eliminating the need for complex
sensorization and unnecessary commissions. This inverse approach is intended to assist companies in the
optimisation process of their planning for maintenance operations.

2

Mathematical Description

The implemented 1-DOF model predicts the health status of mooring subsystems within a floating offshore
turbine based only on the surge of its platform, that is, the x-displacements as shown in Figure 1(a). Due
to the unavailability of real data, an extensive set of synthetic data representing the platform’s response
is obtained by solving the non-linear second-order ODE

M · ẍ + C · ẋ + K3 · x3 + K1 · x + K0 = Fwave (HS , TP , t) + Fdrif t HS2 + Fwind (V ) ,

(1)

from which M is the system’s mass, C is its damping coefficient, K3 , K1 , K0 are its stiffness coefficients,
HS is the wave’s significant height, TP is its peak period and V stands for wind velocity. Wave forces
are calculated by applying an inverse Fourier Transform on the Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum [14], which
relates the distribution of energy of the ocean waves to their frequency using the equation
5
− 5·ω
· HS2 · ωP4 · ω −5 · e 4·ωP ,
(2)
16
leading to a time-variant force. The drift force is simply assumed as a proportionally quadratic interpolation with respect to HS between standard values, while wind forces are calculated by digitizing the
experimental correlation derived by Wan et al. [15]. While metoceanic parameters are combined using arrays of values to add comprehensiveness and accuracy to the implemented model under different
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Figure 1: (a) Schematic representation of degrees of freedom of a floating offshore wind turbine’s
mooring lines and (b) evolution of the platform’s surge over any given time frame.
conditions, variations are induced to the structural parameters to recreate a series of damaged configurations, which ultimately provide health status labels. The obtained displacements and their evolution in
time help the program calculate some key statistical parameters, including for instance signal and period
means and standard deviations, peak frequencies and several momenta, which eventually are the inputs
from which the DNN predicts failures in the system. The DNN then interprets these inputs and matches
them to one of the health status conditions. In this study, biofouling damages occur when mussels, algae
and other marine microorganisms attach to the mooring chains, thus making the lines heavier, which
evidently causes changes in their behaviour. Mooring failure refers to alterations on the chain’s stiffness
caused by wear and/or fatigue stress, and anchoring damages are produced upon undesired displacements
of the mooring line foundation. The numerical modelling of these configurations is presented in Table 1.
Condition
Undamaged
Biofouling
Mooring
Anchoring

Minor Damage
–
+5%M, C
–
–

Severe Damage
–
+15%M, C
+10%K3
+10%K1

Table 1: Implemented damaged configurations, which ultimately represent the five categories to which
the neural network assigns cases: one for each failure mode, plus an extra one considering minor
biofouling damage.
A sample extracted from one of the many obtained responses is presented in Figure 1(b), where it can be
appreciated that its period corresponds to a frequency of approximately 0.01 Hz. Once the differential
equation has been solved, a Fourier Transform is performed on the obtained response to obtain its
frequency spectrum, from which most of the simulation outputs are computed. These parameters are
stored alongside the time-domain statistics and the metoceanic variables defining each sea state as seen
on Table 2, ultimately assembling an extensive set of synthetic data, used for the training and validation
stages of the DNN. Each statistic represents an input to the network. By combining all inputs, an 11D
representation is built to estimate the output probabilities for each category, with which the cost of the
algorithm is established. All of these parameters have been included, albeit some of them seemingly
redundant, in the dataset as obtained from time signals and Power Spectral Densities, or PSDs, thus
leaving room for further dataset optimisation. From this, the network corrects all weigths and biases used
by the algorithm thanks to the mathematical procedures known as gradient descent and backpropagation.
In order to accomplish that, and after a series of data analysis and visualization tasks, the program splits
the obtained data in a training set and a validation set, the latter being employed to estimate the accuracy
of the model as it is trained in a simultaneous manner, thus storing its transient behaviour. A graphical
representation of the complete simulation, training and validation processes is shown in Figure 2, while
the characteristics of the implemented DNN can be seen in Figure 3.
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Variable
HS
TP
V
X̄signal
σsignal
X̄period
σperiod

Definition
Significant Height
Peak Period
Wind Velocity
Signal Mean
Signal Standard Deviation
Period Mean
Period Standard Deviation

Variable
Tpeak,1
fpeak,1
Tpeak,2
fpeak,2
m0
m1
m2

Definition
Highest Peak Period
Highest Peak Frequency
Second Peak Period
Second Peak Frequency
Momentum-0
Momentum-1
Momentum-2

Table 2: Stored outputs at the end of the simulation. HS , TP and V , unlike the rest, are not inputs of
the deep neural network, but are used for filtering and other data analysis purposes.
Start Simulation

Sim Parameter Setup

Spectrum & External Forces

Combination of Conditions

ODE Solver

Initial Solution

Calculation of Wave Statistics

Writing Datafiles

Writing Simulation Info

End Simulation

Start DNN Notebook

Reading in Dataset

Data Analysis and Visualisation
Real-Time Model Validation

Analysis of Metrics and Statistics

Train-Test Set Splitting
Predictions
Model Training
Model Deployment
DNN Structure Setup

Figure 2: Flowchart of the complete simulation, dataset generation, visualisation and analysis and deep
neural network training and validation processes.
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i1
i2

p1

i3

p2

– Neurons per layer: 11 (input), 64, 8, 5 (output)
– Activation functions: RLU, Softmax (output)
– All fully-connected layers

...

p3

– Trained for ∼ 15, 000 epochs

...

...

– Cost function: Categorical Cross-entropy

im−1

pk

– Optimiser: Adam, learning rate = 0.005
– Early Stopping: Validation loss monitoring,
patience = 1,000 epochs

im
Input layer

n hidden layers

Output layer

Figure 3: Schematic representation and characteristics of the implemented deep neural network, where
im and pk represent the algorithm’s inputs and output probabilities, respectively.

3

Analysis of Results

Validation loss and accuracy are presented in Figure 4 for the earliest simulations, where a proportional
relation between sea state duration and network accuracy can be appreciated. However, and even after
noticing a proper network behaviour during the training stage, it can be seen that, in the best-case
scenario, overall percentages are only in the low seventies when it comes to accurately describe the
mooring line’s health status. An analysis of these results is therefore carried out yielding the results
shown in Figure 5. It can be observed that the severe biofouling status, that is, significant increases in
the mass and damping coefficients in the model, is well distinguished with respect to other conditions,
much like variations of the linear stiffness of the system. The lack of overall accuracy, however, seems to
arise among undamaged samples and those affected by minor biofouling and wear issues. The confusion
matrix displayed on Figure 5(d) suggests that, even after a very strict description of mooring line failure
modes, the algorithm understands there are differences among these states. These differences seem
nonetheless too small for the network to make clear distinctions amongst these intermediate categories.
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Figure 4: Results from the five-output DNN’s validation process: (a) categorical cross-entropy loss and
(b) validation accuracy
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5-Output DNN
Condition

3-Output DNN

Precision

Recall

F1-Score

Precision

Recall

F1-Score

Undamaged
Biofouling-sev1
Biofouling-sev2
Mooring
Anchoring

0.709
0.610
0.941
0.526
0.878

0.730
0.569
0.941
0.531
0.900

0.719
0.589
0.941
0.528
0.889

0.983
–
0.964
–
0.958

0.962
–
0.976
–
0.966

0.972
–
0.970
–
0.962

Accuracy

0.738

0.738

0.738

0.968

0.968

0.968

Undamaged Biofoul.-sev1 Biofoul.-sev2

Mooring

Anchoring

Recall

(a)
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

Undamaged Biofoul.-sev1 Biofoul.-sev2

Mooring

25

0

72

0

19

145

10

44

7

0

5

234

0

14

55

200

150

100

78

1

107

4
50

Anchoring

F1-Score

140

Anchoring

(b)
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

Biofoul.-sev2 Biofoul.-sev1 Undamaged

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

Mooring

Precision

Table 3: Metrics and statistics for both the original and simplified DNNs.

Undamaged Biofoul.-sev1 Biofoul.-sev2

(c)

Mooring

Anchoring

1

26

18

Undamaged Biofoul.-sev1 Biofoul.-sev2

11

184

Mooring

Anchoring

0

(d)

Figure 5: Metrics and statistics for the original five-output DNN: (a) precision by category, (b) recall by
category, (c) F1-Score by category and (d) heatmap relating predictions on the validation set to true
conditions.
To verify the correct behaviour of the model, a simplified three-output network was also implemented
considering only the most severe damage modes, producing the much more promising results seen in
Figure 6, where it can be seen that the network is able to accurately describe the health status of the
turbine for over 90% of the cases with sea states as short as half an hour. Not only that, but in this case,
the network reaches over 80% accuracy using just 15-minute-long responses, leading to the conclusion
that the more severe the damage, or the more lax the damage criterion, the shorter the sea state duration
needed to obtain accurate predictions of the system’s structural health status. Several common metrics
and statistics for these type of networks are presented in Table 3, where it can be observed that, while
the precision of the failure conditions increases ever so slightly, the lack of intermediate situations causes
the accuracy of the undamaged samples to drastically improve, ultimately yielding a global accuracy
of 96.8%. Sensitivity studies were performed to relate network accuracy with respect to the degree of
failure severity, from which the obtained curves are displayed on Figure 7(a) and 7(b) for biofouling and
anchoring damages, respectively. These individual studies allow for the prediction of multiple failure
modes occurring at once, and the estimation of remaining component life if coupled with a compatible
reliability model. In these analyses, a similar network was implemented with only two outputs and filtering
the undamaged and damaged samples for an iterative training process, after which post-processing tasks
were performed to determine the accuracy of the network with respect to each degree of severity. From
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Figure 6: Results from the three-output DNN, focusing on severe failures: (a) validation accuracy and
(b) confusion matrix built from predictions of new cases.
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Figure 7: Results from the performed individual sensitivity analyses: validation accuracy with respect
to (a) biofouling severity and (b) anchoring severity.
Figure 7(a), it can be appreciated that the DNN can reach over 90% accuracy considering mass and
damping increases of only 7.5%, which do not constitute terminal failure at all. Figure 7(b) shows how
the network predicts both positive and negative variations of the mooring line’s linear stiffness, thus
identifying potential elongation of the chain caused by displacements of its anchor. A rapid increase of
network accuracy is observed proportional to damage severity, with approximately 88% accuracy for a
±10% variation of the system’s linear stiffness.

4

Conclusions

An innovative deep learning approach has been introduced to predict failing mooring lines for floating
offshore wind turbines. The method consists on modelling a non-linear second-order differential equation
to estimate the surge, that is, the horizontal displacement of the turbine’s platform, from which several
key statistics are obtained both in time and frequency domains. These parameters are then fed into
an optimised deep neural network, which can ultimately determine whether a turbine is functioning
properly or not, and what kind of damage, if any, might be affecting the system’s performance. A
large set of synthetic data has been generated considering a wide range of metoceanic and structural
conditions, considering turbines affected by biofouling issues, as well as wear, fatigue and undesired
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foundation displacements. The model has proved effective when predicting damages of reasonable severity,
with 97% accuracy when severe biofouling and anchoring failures are considered. A distinct correlation
between damage severity and network accuracy has been observed, the latter also massively increasing
proportionally to sea state duration. Further sensitivity analyses have enabled the algorithm to predict
multiple failures occurring simultaneously, potentially allowing for the estimation of a mooring line’s
remaining life given a suitable reliability model. Further work is expected to add comprehensiveness to
the model, which would be expanded to all degrees of freedom, including displacements and rotations in all
directions, and to other subsystems within floating offshore wind turbines, such as blades, gearbox, main
shaft, etcetera. Dataset optimisation is expected to keep computational costs without compromising
accuracy when the complexity of the model is increased. An additional validation process is to be
performed once real data is available.
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1

Introduction

The European Union (EU) has set guidelines and targets to fulfil the United Nations’ Agenda for 2030,
to assure a better future for the next generations. One of these is to further decarbonize the current
energy system, by investing in renewable energy. Wind energy in the last two decades has been rapidly
growing, representing more than 35% of the produced renewable energy in the EU during 2020 [1]. The
European Wind Energy Association (EWEA) estimates this growth to reach almost 400 GW production
by 2030, with 25% being produced in offshore wind farms [2].
The construction costs of an offshore wind farm are higher than an onshore one, due to cabling,
mooring and maintenance. However, the increased wind potential and nature preservation leads to a
growing number of offshore wind farms every year [3]. Moreover, wind turbines have also been growing
in size, reaching more than 100m of blade length. With a higher Levelized Cost Of Energy (LCOE),
in comparison with onshore wind farms, it is important to investigate ways of decreasing, or at least
maintain, the current LCOE associated with offshore wind farms.
When the components of a machine have faults, for example along the drivetrain, the annual energy
production will decrease, which consequently increases the LCOE. Thus it is important to know how
to decrease costs, for example, through predictive maintenance. This has lead to increased interest and
acceptance of Condition Monitoring Systems (CMS) as a maintenance strategy. CMS is based on the
capability of regular monitoring and prediction, carrying out the maintenance at an optimum time [4].
There are several non-destructive techniques for condition monitoring wind turbines, as reviewed in
[5]. The most commonly used techniques are vibration and lubricant analysis, with the former being the
most prevalent method. When processing vibration signals from rotating components, it is crucial to take
into account the different statistical properties of the different vibration sources in order to enable proper
analysis of the individual components. For example, gears typically produce deterministic vibrations
due to being locked in place through the gear teeth, while bearing vibrations are generally considered
(quasi-)cyclostationary due to the slippage of the rolling elements.
In this paper, an overview is given of the different topics that will be tackled in the near future. The
focus of the research is on the development of signal processing methodologies for detecting faults in
rotating components through vibration analysis. Additionally, given that an end-user typically does not
have the time or resources to manually investigate each health indicator trend of all owned turbines, the
developed fault detection pipelines will be automated to enable continuous tracking and assisting in the
maintenance decision process.

2

Methodology

A cyclostationary signal is defined as a non-stationary continuous signal in which its statistical properties cyclically vary in time. In [6, 7, 8], Gardner established the first theoretical foundations and also
predicted some possible applications. In [9, 10], the author provides a more practical approach to cyclostationarity from a mechanical rotating machine perspective. In literature there is still a research gap in
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data processing schemes capable of detecting damage or faults of the slowly rotating components during
the wind turbine operation [11].
A concept that is central to many fault detection approaches is the fact that faults will often manifest
as impulses or modulations in the vibration measurements. The tracking of these signatures is then
commonly done through the concept of cyclostationarity. Using this concept enables more advanced
fault detection techniques since it opens up the possibility of enhancing the detection rate of such fault
modulations. The initial step, is to investigate and understand previously proposed techniques for tracking
the modulations. An example of such a fault-enhancing technique can be found in [12], where the authors
suggest a blind filtering approach based on the maximization of the sparsity of the squared envelope
spectrum, which is an often-used tool for cyclostationary analysis. Direct maximization of a specific
cyclic frequency is also possible and is proposed in [13]. Another cyclostationary approach that tries to
find an optimal modulation frequency band is proposed in Schmidt et al. [14]. In this work the cyclic
spectral correlation is used since it provides a two-dimensional cyclic-carrier frequency map which enables
the search for the optimal demodulation band. Although this technique used to be associated with high
computational costs, Antoni et al. proposed in [15] a faster implementation of this estimator, making it
more feasible to use the spectral correlation on a larger scale with regards to data analysis.
The majority of proposed methods assume the vibration signals to have a Gaussian distribution
with a periodic autocovariance function, i.e. second-order cyclostationarity. There is still a need for
investigating higher-order cyclostationary moments, as in, approaches that are based on higher-order
statistics to analyse cyclostationary signals. This need comes from the fact that impulses are inherently
present in industrial machines but these impulses are often not linked to faults but rather to other sources.
This is especially the case for vibrations on wind turbine drivetrains, where there are many measured
impulses that can be considered random and thus as interfering content to the signals of interest. Given
that this interfering content is strongly non-Gaussian, many of the methods in the current literature suffer
greatly from heavy impulsive noise from other sources. A recent development has been the investigation of
α-stable distributions, as in [16], to make current state-of-the-art methods more robust to such interfering
impulsive noise.
While on one hand, it is necessary to improve the signal processing methods used to analyse cyclostationarity, on the other hand it is also relevant to develop an automated manner to deal with the resulting
data. Machine learning (ML), either by supervised or unsupervised learning, is the process chosen to
achieve that automation. By teaching the model, with a limited amount of data, it is possible to obtain
a predictive model to then assist the decision-making process. In [17], the authors make a review of the
recent literature regarding ML models for condition monitoring of wind turbines. An example of a hybrid
physics-based and machine learning approach is proposed in [18] where the calculated signal processing
health indicators are modeled using a Bayesian expected behavior model, which is then used to detect
anomalies.

3

Conclusions

The goal of this research is to investigate and further advance the performance of state-of-the-art signal
processing techniques exploiting cyclostationarity for damage detection in wind turbine drivetrains. From
the initial literature study, it became clear that the different existing methodologies have the potential to
further improve with regard to accuracy and automation. Additionally, the application scope in literature
is often still limited to academic test benches or small-scale experimental data sets. This research will
validate the developed methods on large-scale data sets to verify both the method performance and the
industrial application capacity. The latter will be further enhanced by combining the signal processing
methods with machine learning. This will allow the end-user to have a continuous monitoring framework
that will assist the decision making with respect to wind turbine maintenance.
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1 Introduction
Processing the supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) data of wind turbines is vital,
eliminating the downtime due to failures or unnecessary maintenance tasks. Pitch subsystem has the
highest failure rate among the subsystems according to reliability surveys [1,2] and can be either
hydraulic or electric. The hydraulic pitch system, which is the type examined in the present study,
includes several components, such as hydraulic cylinders, accumulator tanks, valves, pumps, pitch
bearing, pitch pawl, and slip ring. This work presents an investigation of feature extraction techniques
including original ones based on previous studies and features extracted by Principal Component
Analysis (PCA). Their effect is evaluated based on fault detection performance using Adaptive Neuro
Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS).

2 Methods
In this study, 10-min SCADA data were obtained from a windfarm consisted of five fixed-speed 2.3
MW wind turbines with a hydraulic pitch system. The data were pre-processed and scaled using minmax normalization. The dataset is based on the maintenance log, taking into account periods before and
after a maintenance task. In this work, the training dataset consisted of nine pitch fault events referring
to different component of pitch system such as valve failures, leakages and hydraulic cylinder failure.
After collecting the training dataset, the data were labelled accordingly to perform binary classification.
The present work examined several cases of original features and new extracted features using
Principal Component Analysis (PCA). According to Chen et al [3] there are the so called Critical
Characteristic Features (CCFs) including power output vs. wind speed; blade angle a vs. wind speed;
blade angle b vs. wind speed; blade angle c vs wind speed; and rotor speed vs. wind speed. In the first
case, the average and standard deviation values were utilized against the average wind speed in 10
constructed models. 2nd case contains three CCFs, namely power output vs. wind speed, rotor speed vs.
wind speed, as well as the average of the three blade angles (i.e., A, B, and C) vs. wind speed. 3rd case
refers to the new extracted features using the first two principal components, derived after PCA
implementation. PCA is a method to reduce the dimensions of feature set based on linear transformation
of input space. In this study, PCA was implemented using all the average, standard deviation, maximum
and minimum values of each feature. Regarding the fault detection task, ANFIS [4] was used assuming
two inputs and one output. The ANFIS model is trained using 80% of the dataset and the remaining 20%
is used for testing. The performance of the binary classification is based on F1-score.
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3 Results and Discussion
Table 1 summarizes the performance of each feature set towards fault detection using ANFIS technique
using a threshold of 0.5. It seems that when using PCA (case 3) and especially the first and second
component to ANFIS the F1-score is close to 74%. Figure 1 presents the 1st and 2nd principal component
as red points and the coefficients of each feature for each of these two principal components is
demonstrated by the blue vectors. However, PCA indicated that more than the first two principal
components should be used in order to include more than 95% of variance of the system response. In
that case, using another technique which takes more than two inputs for training, may result to better
performance than that of ANFIS. This can be investigated, also, if ANFIS architecture receives more
than two inputs. Furthermore, usage of kernel PCA incorporating non-linear transformation can be
investigated. Nonlinear transformation can be implemented as a next step, as well, using a Deep
Autoencoder from the field of Deep Learning.

Figure 1 Figure representing the 1st and 2nd principal component and
coefficients as blue vectors

Table 1 Performance
Metrics in Each Case

4 Conclusion
In this study, usage of original features and new extracted features were addressed, and their evaluation
was conducted based on the performance in fault detection task using ANFIS. 10 years of 10-min
SCADA data were available to authors and nine pitch fault events consisted the dataset of this study
covering different type of pitch system failures. New extracted features using PCA attained almost 74%
F1-score having quite good results, but it is recommended to use more than the first two principal
components in order to cover more than 95% of variance. Finally, the case containing the average values
of all the CCFs, in which the three blade angles were aggregated into one, was demonstrated to have the
best performance among the other cases.
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1 Introduction
Wind turbines are structures predominantly subjected to dynamic loads throughout their period of life.
In that sense, the fatigue design has a key role. Since in the design stage it is difficult to predict the real
operation condition in each installation site, conservative approaches with respect to fatigue evaluation
may lead to real fatigue life considerably higher than 20 years (lifetime for which they are usually
designed). Therefore, the implementation of a fatigue monitoring system can be an important advantage
for the management of wind farms: (a) Estimation of the evolution of real fatigue condition; (b) Since
the real fatigue damage is known, the results of the fatigue monitoring system can support decisions
about extending the lifespan of the structure and the possibility of repowering or overpowering; (c) The
results of the instrumented wind turbines can be extrapolated to other wind turbines of the same wind
farm.

2 Tower Strains Monitoring System and Fatigue assessment
The monitoring system installed on the tower for forces characterization is composed by six 2D rosette
strain gages, four temperature sensors and three clinometers connected to a central acquisition system,
then linked with a modem for remote access to the data. Having in mind the evaluation of the static
bending moment diagrams along the tower, the six strain gages are distributed in two tower sections:
one with four sensors at 6.6m from the tower base and another section with 2 sensors at 7.8m from the
tower base.
Strain gauges are very sensitive sensors and many factors can easily preclude accurate measurements.
So, the experimental determination of bending moments in the tower requires the acquired raw data to
be pre-processed to obtain the real deformation.
The fatigue assessment of the tower was performed by the traditional approach, combining S-N curves
and the rainflow counting algorithm. The damage is estimated according to the hypothesis of linear
damage accumulation, adopting the so-called Palmgren-miner rule [1]. The complete description of all
the previous steps is presented in [2].

3 Fatigue Damage Extrapolation
Direct measurement of strains at wind turbine key tower sections allows to estimate the accumulated
fatigue damage with good accuracy over the monitoring period at the instrumented wind turbine, socalled fleet leader [3]. The realistically evaluated damage during a representative time period represents
an important source of information that can be used to extend the estimation of the damage prior to and
after the monitoring period and to other wind turbines of the same wind farm. The approach described
in Figure 1 combines a long-term measurement of strains with SCADA data. This methodology allows
to achieve three major goals: (a) endured damage since wind turbine installation; (b) lifetime prediction
of the wind turbine tower; (c) extrapolation of the fatigue analysis to neighbouring wind turbines.
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Figure 1 Extrapolation of the fatigue damage based on a monitored period of one wind turbine and
damage matrix scheme for power production (red represents higher damage).
The extrapolation method based on the fleet leader concept consists of two main parts: construction of
the damage capture matrix of the fleet leader and the damage extrapolation towards another turbine. In
this work only the first part is introduced.
The construction of the damage capture matrix of the fleet leader is divided into three steps: (1)
environmental and operational binning; (2) bin reduction; (3) Fill empty bins.
The short-term damages (e.g. 10-min) are first clustered into several load cases (e.g. power production,
parked/idling and emergency shut-down). Based on the similar approach describe in IEC 61400-13 [4],
the damage values are stored in a database according to the corresponding wind speed and turbulence
intensity, so-called damage capture matrix (Figure 1).
The final damage matrix that will be used in the extrapolation methods is composed of a single
representative damage value in each bin. This value represents the damage accumulated by the wind
turbine in service in these environmental conditions during a specific time interval. The metric usually
recommended to reduce the damage matrix is to consider the mean value of damage measurements in
each bin. If conservative approximations are needed, any statistical metric can be used, as the 75th and
90th percentile.
The damage matrix is composed by the combination of environmental parameters and it is possible, and
very likely, some of these combinations do not occur during the measurement period. The empty bins
should be filled with a well-considered value. In that sense, depending on the available information,
several methods can be followed: based on load case tables provide by design documents; considering
the maximum value found in the neighbouring bins and based the two-dimensional extrapolation
method, taking into to account the already filled bins.
Throughout the various steps of the matrix construction, several parameters must be defined and might
influence the results significantly. For this paper, choices are made based on experience and existing
bibliography. Some shortcomings and alternatives are also presented and discussed.
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Abstract
The primary objective of this contribution is to build a data-driven algorithm capable of detecting
events and identifying operational states of the turbine on the basis of strain measurements. The
first goal is to create a signal classifier and the second is to make signal segmentation. Subsequently,
a data-centric approach and a model-centric approach have been adapted to increase the model’s
classification performance. In the first approach, different studies were carried out. For instance,
the advantage of data augmentation was shown using two different strategies. The motivation to
adopt the model-centric approach was that the main model, a one-dimensional convolutional neural
network, did not perform well in identifying a particular class due to its low presence in the training
set. Therefore, an additional KNN-DTW model was added in parallel to the main model, allowing it
to reach an acceptable accuracy of 98.3% on average and an F1-score of 0.89 for the underrepresented
signal. Finally, the event detection is addressed using a sliding-window convolutional neural network.
With proper post-processing the algorithm reaches an error rate of 20%, which is acceptable regarding
the data quality.

1

Introduction

The interest in offshore wind turbines is growing and it is more and more present in the energy mix.
Monitoring the structures’ health helps reduce the Levelized Cost Of Energy (LCOE) by allowing for
lifetime extensions, which require assessing accumulated damage. Events such as rotor stops/starts and
severe pitch changes induce significant damage due to a sudden shift in the quasi-static load. Therefore,
their identification provides valuable information in the evaluation of the remaining lifespan. Similarly,
the operational condition is crucial and allows for a better fatigue assessment since a parked large wind
turbine supported by a monopile suffers more damage due to wave loading.

2

Objectives and Problem Statements

The main objective of this contribution is to build an algorithm capable of detecting events and identifying operational states of the turbine from the bending moment signal which is derived from the strain
measurement. The rationale for using bending moments (calculated from measured strains) instead of 1s
SCADA is that strain measurements are already collected and used for other purposes in previous and
ongoing research projects. For those specific projects, the strain data is generally more reliable than 1s
SCADA, if the latter is available. The author wishes to emphasize that strain gauges on turbines will
not be installed for the sole purpose of capturing events and operating status.
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The objective of this paper seems quite broad at first glance, and it can be broken down into two
smaller problems: In the first problem, the goal is to build an algorithm that classifies the 10-minute
signal into four classes:
• standstill state: the turbine is not rotating
• generating state: the turbine is rotating
• event: start, stop or any other pitching action
• yaw action: turbine is yawing to unwind the cable
Figure 1 shows an example of each class:

Figure 1: Illustration of the different signal types, the model will have to classify the signal into one of
these classes. The normalization method used to make these figure is z-score normalization. In blue the
generation state, in turquoise standstill, in red an example of a signal containing events, and in purple
yawing action signal
The second objective is to characterize further the 10-minute signal containing events by performing
segmentation, or in other words, determining when the event occurred and what type of event occurred.

3
3.1

Methodology & Results
Signal Classification

For the first objective (signal classification), a convolutional neural network (CNN) was used. This model
is based on a filter that convolves with the input signal to extract features, passed to a classifier composed
of fully connected layers. The classification model is shown in Figure 2
To improve the model performance a data-centric approach has been performed, followed by a modelcentric approach. In the data-centric approach, the training data set has been augmented by creating
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Figure 2: 1D convolutional neural network structure that involves convolution, pooling and fully connected layer [1].
new instances using time-domain manipulation and intrinsic mode functions (IMF) mixing. Augmenting
the data with time-domain manipulation is the most obvious approach. Possible manipulations in the
time domain are reversing, applying a drift and window wrapping (where a random time range is selected
and compressed or extended). Augmenting the data using IMF mixing consists of decomposing the signals into a finite number of IMFs; the new signal is created by randomly selecting and summing IMF of
different orders from different signals.
Before going further, let us present the metrics used to evaluate the model’s performance: The accuracy allows to know the proportion of good predictions compared to all predictions. However, this
latter can lead to a biased judgment when the data set is unbalanced. Therefore, the F1 score is used for
the model assessment when the dataset is unbalanced and it is defined for each class in contrast to the
accuracy which is defined for all the classes.
In Figure 3, the accuracy, F1 score of the event-containing signal, and F1 score of the yaw action signal
are plotted as a function of the rate of increase in three separate graphs. When the rate of increase is
equal to zero, the model is trained with the original data set consisting of 140 (10% of the whole dataset)
signals. As can be seen, the optimal augmentation ratio is around 3 and 4. The F1 score for the yaw
action increases relatively well but it is still not satisfactory. Note that the IMF mixing is only applied
to the yaw action signal since it is the most underrepresented class.
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Figure 3: Model performance as function of the data augmentation ratio. The three plots show the
F1-score (event), F1-score (yaw action) and accuracy of the model as function of augmentation ratio.
The original dataset contains 10% of the whole dataset, and the testing dataset contains 50% of the total
data.
The data-centric approach led to a significant improvement. However, the capability of the model
in detecting the signals that contain yaw actions was still not satisfactory. This is mainly due to the
small presence of instances of this class in the training set (only 16 examples). All the yawing action
signals instances present in the used datasets are similar in shape. Thus, a similarity-based model is
implemented in parallel to identify the yawing action signal.
Figure 4 shows how the signal is processed. As can be seen, there are two models in parallel. During
the inference phase, the added model, measures the similarity between a reference yaw action signal
(provided during the training) and the input signal. The similarity measurement used is the Dynamic
Time Wrapping (DTW).
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Figure 4: Data flow in development and operation phase. The stacked models are illustrated.
Before going further, let us introduce the concept of confusion matrix. The confusion matrix is a summary of the results of the predictions on a classification problem. The correct and incorrect predictions
are highlighted and divided by class. The results are then compared to the real values. For example, in
Figure 5, it can be seen in the confusion matrix on the right that 84% of the yaw action signals were
correctly labeled, while 16% were classified as standstill signals.
This matrix allows us to understand how the classification model is confused during predictions. This
tells us not only what errors are made, but more importantly what type of errors are made.
Figure 5 shows the improvement brought by data augmentation and the addition of KNN-DTW in parallel
to the primary model. As can be seen, the model capability in detecting the signal containing an event
has improved. Although, there are only 16 samples from the yawing action signal. KNN-DTW was able
to correctly classify 84% of the yawing action signal in the test dataset which contains 5 yawing action
samples (30% of the entire dataset is retained as a test dataset).

Figure 5: Two confusion matrices of the model before and after the improvement (Data-centric and
model-centric approach)
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3.2

Event Detection and Localization

The second objective aims to build a segmentation algorithm to further characterize signals containing
events; a distinction between four types of mechanisms can be made:
The first two types of events are rotor stops and rotor starts. The rotor can be stopped manually, e.g.
for maintenance, or automatically, e.g. when the wind speed is above the cut-out speed. The turbine
will restart when the wind speed falls below the cut-out speed or when the manual stop is lifted. As
can be seen in Figure 6, a start (or stop) involves an almost immediate increase (or decrease) in nominal
bending moment.
The remaining two events are due to a high pitch change, where the operational state does not
change. Therefore, a distinction between severe pitch change from a generating condition and a severe
pitch change from a standstill condition is made. The severe pitch change often occurs when the Offshore
Wind Turbine (OWT) tries to start or stop. Nevertheless, it’s sometimes hard for a human to recognize
the type of event occurring. Figure 6 illustrates these events.

Figure 6: Two plots illustrating the four types of event
A Sliding Window CNN (SW CNN) has been used to perform the signal segmentation in a supervised
machine learning fashion (similarly to the first part/objective). The required labels on the training and
validation set were added manually by the author. For this technique a rolling window is implemented
that cuts the input signal into segments. These segments are sent to a CNN, classifying them into five
classes (four events and one non-event class).
During the testing of the SW-CNN, it appeared that the model output was too noisy (varying a lot).
This can be explained by the fact that the model sees only small segments.Therefore, noise gains much
importance and can disturb the model’s training. To mitigate this, the input signal is filtered using a first
order low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 0.4Hz. Moreover, the SW-CNN struggles to identify the
events that are happening in the beginning and at the end. To overcome this issue, an array of constant
values is concatenated at both edges of the signal. This ”padding” forces the window to interfere during
a larger period with the events occurring in the edges.
In Figure 7, the preprocessed signal (after filtering and padding, in red) and the model prediction (in
turquoise) are displayed.
As can be seen, the model outcome is not perfect. For example, the severe pitch change from the
standstill condition (happening around 80s) is preceded by a start in the model outcome. This is a result
of the sliding window seeing a start before seeing a severe pitch change. It can be noted that there is also
some variation in the model output (around 270s). Therefore, it is essential to postprocess the model
outcome.
The established postprocessing strategy is composed of two steps, which are reducing the variation
and interpretation. The first step aims at reducing the variation: the algorithm examines the events
recognized by the model with a duration of less than 0.4s. If the two neighboring events are identical,
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Figure 7: Signal and model prediction on the same graph. The first curve shows the normalized signal
(blue) and the second one after filtering and padding (red). The third curve is the SW CNN event
prediction (turquoise)
the short variation of the output is disregarded; if they are different, the algorithm assigns ”no event” to
the event of short duration. In Figure 8 an illustration of this principal is shown.

Figure 8: Illustration of the denoising postprocess. Events with short duration having the same neighboring events are assigned the same label as the neighboring event
This process is repeated with different thresholds to ignore short events of different durations: 0.8s,
1.6s, 2.4s, 4s, 6.4s, and 8s. The idea is first to aggregate the correct events detected by the model,
separated by incorrect detections of short durations so that the correct events will have a longer and
longer duration until the correct event is completely aggregated. The final threshold is 8s since this is the
minimum duration of an event in general. This iterative filtering shows better performances compared
to the one step filtering.
The second step concerns the output interpretation. If there is any succession of a start, a severe pitch
change (standstill) and a stop, they are all counted as a severe pitch change (standstill). And if there
is a succession of a stop, a severe pitch change (generation) and a stop, they are all considered a severe
pitch change (generation).
In order to evaluate the performance of the model in detecting and locating events, only the error
rate will be used throughout this contribution. The definition of the error rate is shown in the following
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equation:
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Where i represents a signal, K is the total number of signals in the dataset and S,D and I are then number
of substitutions, deletions and insertions.
Substitutions are when the system produces an event different from the ground truth.
Insertions are the number of events predicted by the model when there are none (after taking substitutions into account).
Deletions are the number of ground truth events that were not identified, the model doesn’t detect any
event (after taking substitutions into account).
With proper postprocessing, the reached error rate is about 21%. The main reason for this high error
rate is a high S (the number of substitutions). This could be explained by the fact that sometimes even
for a human, it is hard to label the events

4

Conclusions

The proposed solutions have shown promising results in the case of classification and segmentation of
bending signals, which can allow engineers to have a better knowledge of OWTs and a better lifetime
evaluation. One of the main contributions of this paper is to improve the performances of artificial neural
networks for classification problems using a relatively low amount of training data. Therefore, minimizing the human effort for manual labeling. This was achieved through the use of a data-centric approach
(data augmentation) and a model-centric approach (adding a similarity-based model alongside the neural
network).
A possible improvement of the sliding window CNN is to make a convolutional implementation of the
sliding windows, which reduces the computational time. The framework of this work could be extended
in several ways. First, readings from the accelerometer can be used instead of strain gauges, considering
these sensors are more present in OWTs and cheaper than strain gauges. The next step could be to
apply this algorithm to a much larger number of turbines, which would further validate the approach.
Secondly, the signal segmentation algorithm can be further improved by adjusting the state-of-the-art
object detection models (YOLO, U-Net, etc.) for signals.
These research directions can contribute to improving the models to detect and segment events using
cheaper sensors, thus driving down the O&M cost of the OWT.
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Abstract
Recent years have seen an increased interest in wind turbine fatigue, remaining lifetime and lifetime extensions as older wind farms begin to reach their desing lifetime. In order to quantify the
progression of fatigue life for offshore wind turbines Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) has revealed
itself as a valuable contribution. Building on results presented on previous research, a data-driven
methodology, based on the use of artificial neural networks with SCADA and acceleration data, is
developed to estimate the tower damage equivalent loads (DEL) on monopile-foundation XL offshore
wind turbine, with the goal of avoiding the farm-wide use of strain gauges (of expensive installation).
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1

Introduction

As previous research has shown [1, 2], it is currently feasible to replace an strain gauge-attained load
history measurement approach [3] with a data-driven approach based on supervisory control and data
acquisition (SCADA) and acceleration sensors. This alternative is enticing as the vast majority of current
offshore wind turbines already collect some sort of SCADA data and the installation of accelerometers is
less costly than the installation of strain gauges.
The group’s previous research [1] in particular, has shown that this concept can be implemented for
a jacket-foundation offshore wind farm. The results allowed to draw conclusions as to the efficacy of
different structural health monitoring setups along with farm-wide application in determining the tower
fore-aft (FA) bending moment DEM. This research lead to several questions, in particular, whether this
methodology could equally be applied to XL monopiles.
As wind turbines are becoming increasingly bigger, the monopiles that fix these to the seabed must
do the same. This means that the resonance frequency is lowered, coupled with an enlarged surface area
for hydrodynamic loads and deeper locations. All of these factors lead to a greater impact of the wave
loading on fatigue, with the latter becoming wave-driven [4]. Among other considerations, this means
that side-to-side (SS) damage calculations are necessary to be included to understand the fatigue at-large.
Three months worth of data from the fatigue monitoring campaign is used to train an artificial neural
network that predicts the damage equivalent moments (DEM) affecting monopile foundation offshore
wind turbines. The data consists of 10-minute SCADA data and acceleration signals’ metrics (mean,
minimum, maximum, standard deviation and root mean square). Following the methodology prescribed
in [1], this data is used to train an artificial neural network, after previously having undergone a feature
selection routine. This methodology is applied both for the calculation of the tower fore-aft (FA) and
side-to-side (SS) bending moment DEMs.
In Figure 1, two neural network models (trained on OWT1) - the one in blue calculating the fore-aft
tower bending moment DEM and the one in orange the side-to-side DEM - make DEM predictions for
two other turbines within the same farm, utilising solely SCADA data on the left and with selected
features by recursive feature elimination (including accelerations) on the right. It can be observed that,
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for both models (FA, blue and SS, orange), including accelerations vastly reduces the spread, but also
introduces some site-dependant bias (as seen on the right with positive absolute error for OWT2 and
OWT3). Furthermore, the comparison between SS and FA models show us that the former benefits more
with the inclusion of accelerations than the latter.

Figure 1: Error of neural network models expressed as a percentage of the maximal absolute training
DEM (training turbine OWT1). In the left the performance for SCADA-only models (both fore-aft, FA
and side-to-side, SS) for each turbine is presented. In the right the same is done for models that include
accelerations and have undergone a feature selection process (Recursive Feature Elimination, RFE).
Finally, this contribution attempts to correlate environmental and operating conditions (EOCs) with
the performance of models in order to understand the underlying physical causes and present novel results
on XL monopile foundation offshore wind turbines.
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1

Introduction

The expansion of renewable energy usage is a major social challenge in Europe and requires acceptance
and support from the population. Especially due to the expansion on land, a growing number of people
lives closer to wind turbines (WTs), which leads to reported annoyance due to expected visual or acoustic
disturbances caused by the planned WTs [1]. In many cases, it is argued that low frequency (20–200 Hz)
and infrasonic (1–20 Hz) sound leads to the perceptibility of WT even at large distances.
This contribution will quantify the low-frequency sound emmissions of wind turbines and immission
of the sound at resident buildings based on measurements. It briefly describes the procedure of the
measurement campaigns. Additionally, first results will be presented. The measurement data of three
different measurement positions are considered within the evaluation process (wind farm, outside building,
inside building). The measured data are related to the WT operating conditions and differences in the
averaged sound pressure levels or frequency spectra for the measurement locations are compared.

2

Measurements

Within this work measurement data is considered from measurements conducted at a wind farm site on
the Swabian Alb located in the south of Germany. The wind farm is located at the top of the slope edge
of the Swabian Alb and consists of three 2.5 MW WTs. Three microphones measured the sound pressure
at the wind farm and at outside and inside locations of several residential buildings in appoximately
1 km distance to the wind farm. One microphone was placed in 140 m distance to one of the WT on an
agricultural field. The two microphones at the residential buildings were moved every two weeks within
the measurement period of two month (October to December 2020). Thus immission measurements were
conducted at four residential locations in the vicinity of the wind park.

3

Data evaluation and results

In order to obtain an overview of the acoustic measurement data for all three locations, spectrograms
were calculated for the period of one day. The power spectral density (PSD) of the acoustic data is
calculated for a frequency range of 0.1-200 Hz (Figure 1) and 0.1-30 Hz (Figure 2).
During the measurement campaign, the turbines were shutdown in regular intervals during the night,
to clearly measure the effect of the sound emission. In the diagram of Figure 1 a) the shutdown times
are clearly visible on the basis of the reduced power spectral density over the entire frequency range of
about 1 - 200 Hz, indicated by the colour coding. Signal components that are only present during WT
operation are particular of interest. Several tones with increased density can be observed below 10 Hz,
with a varying frequency above 20 Hz (Figure 2 a)) and with a strongly varying frequency between 100 Hz
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and 120 Hz, which disappeared instantly when the rotational speed of the WTs dropped to zero. The
frequencies below 10 Hz (see Figure 2 for details) appeared to be directly correlated with the rotational
speed of the wind turbine as multiples of the blade passing frequency (BPF).
In Figure 1 and 2 b) and c) acoustic signals measured at the place of immission are presented. Despite
a reduction of the power spectral density from outside to inside location considering the overall noise,
shutdown times of the wind farm can still be identified. The multiples of the BPF and the tone fluctuating
around 20 Hz are still visible at the residential locations (Figure 2 b) and c)), in contrast to the multiples
between 20 Hz and 100 Hz. The fluctuating signal component between 100 Hz and 120 Hz is faintly
visible at the outside location. Other signal components can be assigned to the measurement location
and are caused by other sound sources, the building structure or electrical noise at 50 Hz and 100 Hz.
The vertical lines with high intensity both outside and inside can be caused by short-term sound sources
such as passing trains in 20 m distance. Regularly occurring sounds at 60 Hz by household appliances
and the continuous line at 20 Hz inside the building may be a structural resonance [2].

Figure 1: PSD for a frequency range of 0.1-200 Hz of all three measurement locations at the wind farm
a), outside b) and inside c) of one residential location.

Figure 2: PSD for a frequency range of 0.1-30 Hz of all three measurement locations at the wind farm
a), outside b) and inside c) of one residential location.

To analyze the WT sound at all three measurement locations the unweighted equivalent continuous
sound pressure level (Leq ) was calculated for each 10 min period and a frequency range of 1-200 Hz. For
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a comparison between ambient and WT noise levels, data was selected for WTs operating in the full load
range with rotational speeds between 11-12.6 rpm and compared to shutdown periods with rotational
speeds between 0-0.5 rpm. For an increased contrast between ambient noise and WT sound data from
night time was included into the evaluation.
Figure 3a shows filtered Leq for the measurement locations at the wind farm, outside and inside
one residential building. At all three locations, the sound pressure level is higher, when the turbine is
operating. The sound pressure level (SPL) differences between WT and background noise is 10-15 dB. The
Leq decreases steadily from the wind farm to the indoor measurement location. However, the presentation
of averaged Leq does not allow any conclusions to be drawn about WT-specific noise characteristics.
Therefore, the narrowband spectrum is calculated. Figure 3b and 3c shows the narrowband spectra for
the frequency range 0.6 Hz to 200 Hz for similar conditions as the Leq values (full-load range of WTs,
night time data). The main difference between on/off spectra are tones below 10 Hz, around 20 Hz and
120 Hz. The BPF for a rotational rate of 11-12.6 rpm and a WT with three rotor blades is between 0.55
and 0.635 Hz. In both frequency spectra multiples of the BPF between 1.2 Hz and 7 Hz can be identified.
The 20 Hz peak also stands out from the background noise at the wind farm and in the building. A
broader peak occuring around 13 Hz (Figure 3c), both with and without WT operation can be attributed
to a structural resonance of the building according to [3, 4].

(a) LZ,eq,10min for the frequency
range 1-200 Hz.

4

(b) Mean narrowband spectra for
the microphone position at the
wind farm location.

(c) Mean narrowband spectra for
the microphone position at the
residential indoor location.

Conclusion

In this work the procedure of acoutic measurements in the vicinity of a wind farm in southern Germany
was described. Furthermore acoustic data of three simultaneous measurements at the wind farm, outside
and inside residential buildings in 1 km distance were evaluated. To obtain an overview of the frequency
components of the sound emissions and immissions and their intensity over time, a spectrogramm was
presented for one exemplary day. The shutdown periods of the WTs are clearly recognisable in all
measurements by a reduced intensity in the considered frequency range (1-200 Hz). The comparison
enables the identification of frequency components that can be assigned to the WT operation. Moreover,
averaged sound pressure level of a two weeks time period at one residential measurement location and
for a frequency range of 1-200 Hz were caculated. For this purpose, only values at full load operation
and stillstanding of the WT were considered. A level difference of about 10 dB was determined at all
measurement locations between WT and background noise. Narrow band spectra were calculated to
identify WT-specific noise characteristics. Especially frequency components due to WT operation below
10 Hz (mainly multiples of blade passing frequency), around 20 Hz, and above 100 Hz showed dominant
peaks in narrowband spectra both at the wind park and inside the building, that can be assigned to WT
operation. The low-frequency noise components of the wind turbines can be measured at all measurement
positions considered and stand out from the background noise. This is the basis for further investigation
to get a better understanding of the impact of environmental and WT-operational conditions on lowfrequency WT sound, on its propagation and acoustic character.
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1

Introduction

Wind turbine (WT) noise is one of the major obstacles in scaling up the onshore wind generation. WTs
emit noise ranging from low to high frequencies causing audible and inaudible issues to both humans and
animals [1, 2, 3]. Several regulations have been imposed to reduce the discomfort associated with WTs
[4, 5, 6]. Noise prediction enables an efficient design of WTs thereby improving their social acceptance.
Majority of the research is focused on airfoil self-noise and inflow turbulence which are the main causes
of high-frequency audible noise (20 Hz - 20 kHz) from WTs [7]. Infrasound and low-frequency noise is
less explored due to their insensitivity for the human auditory system. However, blade passing frequency
(BPF) modulates the audible, higher frequency sounds and thus produces a periodic sound known as blade
swish [8]. The distinct beating character at BPF is a bigger problem at night due to higher atmospheric
stability. Additionally, noise signals in this frequency range can travel long distances before dissipating
completely. With modern WTs expected to be larger, the effect of these stronger fluctuations needs to
be studied in detail.

2

Methodology

(a) FW-H acoustic analogy [9]

(b) Permeable slices around WT.

Figure 1: Permeable FW-H implementation for WT
The current work initially focuses on the development of an aero-acoustic propagation solver coupled
with CFD to predict low-frequency WT noise. It applies the Ffowcs Williams-Hawkings (FW-H) acoustic
analogy [9]. Acoustic analogies derive propagation and source term formulations for the wave equation
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by rearranging the Navier Stokes equations. The initial acoustic analogy proposed by Lighthill describes
noise generated by a turbulent region of a fluid in an unbounded quiescent medium [10]. FW-H acoustic
analogy generalizes this work by including moving surfaces. A permeable integration surface around a
stationary wind turbine is considered with a stationary observer in a fluid medium (air) moving with a
uniform mean flow. Galilean transformation is used to account for the mean flow of fluid medium [11].
Fig. 1 shows the schematic for FW-H acoustic analogy for WT.
Incompressible LES-based flow field data is computed for DTU 10MW model[12] by using SOWFA
[13], which couples OpenFOAM [14] and FAST [15]. The actuator line turbine model is used to project
WT Rotor’s aerodynamic response from FAST back to OpenFOAM via body forces [16]. Immersed
Boundary method is used to model the WT tower [17]. The flow field data on the permeable surface
is used to compute the far-field acoustic pressure through FW-H acoustic analogy. Casalino’s advanced
time approach is implemented to reconstruct the signal at observer location [18]. A detailed analysis of
the low-frequency noise is carried out highlighting the influence of rotor-tower interactions. Dominant
noise sources in the infrasound region are identified, thereby inspiring both control and design measures
to reduce WT noise. The initial results are presented in the subsequent section.

3

Initial Results

Noise analysis was carried out for the same downstream observer location at ground for two simulation
cases, Rotor-only and Rotor-tower. The difference in aeroacoustic noise spectrum at a given observer
position can be obtained by evaluating the acoustic pressure signal in time and frequency domain, the
power spectral density and the sound pressure levels in the frequency domain as shown in fig. 2.

(a) Acoustic pressure signal - time domain

(b) Acoustic pressure signal - frequency domain

(c) Sound Pressure Level

Figure 2: Permeable FW-H implementation for WT
The Rotor-tower case shows a much more irregular signal with sharper peaks compared to the relatively smoother, almost sinusoidal signal for the Rotor-only case. The 2.08 sec interval highlighted for
both cases shows the timeperiod for BPF. For the Rotor-tower case, the sharpness of the peaks indicates
a presence of higher harmonics of 3P (BPF) as confirmed in the frequency domain. This type of impulsive
signal is characteristic of the noise created when blade passes the tower. An overall sound pressure level
(OASPL) is also computed from the SPL noise spectrum. It can be seen that the presence of tower significantly increases the noise due to the complex rotor-tower interactions and the subsequent wake of the WT.
The initial results highlight the dominant noise sources in the infrasound region, thereby inspiring
control and design measures to reduce the noise. Design parameters such as Overhang, Tilt, and Yaw are
currently being studied to alleviate the rotor-tower coupling. Open-loop control measures such as pitch
control are also being explored. Ultimately, a better understanding of low-frequency noise sources can
help optimize WT control and design from a social acceptance point of view.
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1

Introduction

The multi-disciplinary design of wind turbine is commonly based on the minimization of the Levelized
Cost of Energy (LCoE). Some recent research is looking for alternative merit figures, aiming at considering
some effects that are not captured by the LCoE, such as market value or grid integrability, designing
towards “Beyond LCoE” [1]. This work proposes to integrate the consideration of the environmental
Impact of Energy (IoE) into the design of wind turbine. The Greenhouse Gases (GHG) emissions of wind
energy have been studied in various publications already [2, 3, 4, 5, 6], but most usually in a post-design
approach to inform policy makers and civil society. It is here proposed to integrate this consideration
from the design phase perspective. The research objectives of this work are to determine the potential
reduction of environmental burden related to wind turbine by different technological choices, and study
the trade-offs that can be found with relation to monetary costs.

2

Methodology

The Life-Cycle Assessment (LCA) methodology [7] is used to estimate the Climate Change impact
from cradle to grave, which is expressed as equivalent CO2 emissions by unit of produced energy (in
gCO2,eq /kW h). As can be seen on Figure 1, the raw material extraction and processing, and the components manufacturing were identified to be the main sources of greenhouse gases emissions in the wind
turbine life cycle, mostly due to the intensive use of materials for the tower and the foundations. But the
recycling of most of these materials at the turbine end-of-life has an important environmental benefit.
The fiberglass thermoset composites for the blades were estimated to be the third most emitting component, mostly due to their lack of end-of-life recyclability potential at the current state of large-scale
technology.

3

Results

The influence of the wind resource, the rated power, the rotor diameter and the hub height on the
environmental IoE is quantified. Similarly to the Levelized Cost of Energy (LCoE), the design space based
on environmental consideration is generally characterized by parabola-shaped curves. These represent
the design trade-offs that need to be found between increasing the energy capture and limiting the use
of materials. Furthermore, several different technological improvement opportunities were considered
for parametric studies to estimate their potential influence on the IoE: the tower type, the drivetrain
technology, the introduction of carbon-fiber composites in the blades, and the use of thermoplastics
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Figure 1: Breakdown of the IoE by life-cycle stages

Figure 2: Results of the Pareto front from multi-objective optimization of the rated power, rotor diameter,
hub height and corresponding specific power (in order of vertical appearance on the figure) with double
objective of costs and environmental impact of energy

composites instead of thermosets. The hybrid tower (with some concrete) and the thermoplastics were
estimated to be the most promising options to reduce the overall life-cycle environmental impact.
This automated LCA model is then used for the computational optimization of the general turbine
parameters (rated power, rotor diameter, hub height). The IoE is introduced as a new merit function,
to identify some preliminary design trends. It is shown that the LCoE and the IoE are not equivalent
merit functions in the design of wind turbines. Multi-objective optimizations are conducted to obtain a
Pareto front (Figure 2), which represents the best possible design trade-offs between the costs (consumer
perspective) and the environmental impact (societal perspective).
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Abstract
The maintenance of offshore wind turbines is usually associated with high effort due to their
difficult accessibility. Therefore, the field of structural health monitoring (SHM) aims at monitoring
those structures using indirect damage indicators such as variations in natural frequencies, mode
shapes or structural damping. This gives the ability of a condition-based statement on the structure
without the need for regular maintenance. Methods of operational modal analysis (OMA) are well
established for the purpose of feature extraction, but difficulties arise when applying them to a
complex system such as an offshore wind turbine. In that case, the assumptions of a linear time
invariant system behavior and an excitation with white noise are violated. In addition, the distinction
between environmental and operational variations (EOVs) and damage has shown to be complicated.
Therefore, a trade-off between many ‘false alarms’ and features that are not sensitive enough has to
be made.
The very first step before monitoring a structure using the methods of OMA is the evaluation
of suitable measurement data. For this purpose, data sets are selected, using a series of quality
characteristics such as a feasible signal to noise ratio (SNR). The investigated measurement data is
taken from a steel lattice mast test structure The data comprises acceleration measurements as well as
environmental conditions (wind speed, air temperature, radiation, etc.). The quality criteria are set
concerning their influence on the uncertainty in the determination of modal parameters and spectral
densities. For the detection of significant errors in the data, arising for example from poorly attached
sensors, a machine learning approach is considered. The selected data is then prepared for further
processing by eliminating detected measurement errors, as well as normalization and conditioning
(e.g. digital filtering or averaging in frequency or time domain). Further, a classification of the
measured data is made by the environmental conditions to decide whether the data should be further
processed separately by class.

Keywords: Data pre-selection, Data classification, Field measurement, Environmental conditions, Machine learning
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Abstract. This work is part of the research activities by OWI-lab within MAXWind project on
the subject of data-driven lifetime assessment of offshore wind support structures (OWSS). To
this stage, the recorded strain signals are converted into fore-aft (FA) and side-side (SS)
bending moments to calculate the corresponding damage metrics, such as Palmgren-Miner
damage, damage equivalent load (DEL) or damage equivalent moment (DEM). A refined
lifetime analysis requires the damage/DEL/DEM calculation at a specific heading rather than in
the FA and SS directions, which would be achieved either by directly rotating the strain signals
at the required heading or through a yaw transformation of the averaged fore-aft and side-side
bending moments. Given the amount of data that OWI-lab has collected over the years,
performing such operation has multiple disadvantages, as it easily becomes computationally
prohibitive and highly storage demanding. The lack of flexibility of such approaches is just as
important, in fact changing the heading would mean starting the processing from scratch. The
research aims at finding a low-computational cost yet accurate methodology to derive the
accumulated damage at any point along the circumference of the support structure without
reprocessing the data. That way, the lifetime of the critical sections/welds could be accurately
and quickly evaluated based on real-life strain measurements on an OWSS. This study
compares different methodologies based on FA and SS bending moments to quantify the
accumulated damages at any desired point. A reference method based on individual strain
gauge signals is used to validate the current methodologies.
Keywords: Offshore wind turbine, Fatigue, Damage, Wind direction, Monitoring

1 Introduction
Wind turbines are among the industrial structures bearing the most intensively varying loads, being
exposed to natural forces like wind and waves throughout their whole lifetime. As a consequence, they
experience an impressively high number of fatigue cycles (crf. Figure 1). [1] The older (and smaller)
generation of wind turbines is less affected by the wave loads since their natural frequency is not close
to the waves frequency, but just like the turbines installed on XL monopiles, they must withstand
winds of variable speeds and directions. These structures are mostly fatigue driven, and to monitor the
induced fatigue damage, installed sensors on the peripheral of the tower or transition piece (TP) record
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signals with millions of cycles. Processing this enormous amount of data needs particular
methodologies. Otherwise, the fatigue analysis is unmanageable in terms of computing time and space.

Figure 1 Fatigue cycles variability on some engineering components and structures

2 Objectives
As the wind direction varies in time, the loads on different wind turbine components also vary. As
stated by Nozari et al., [2] “the wind direction affects the estimated fatigue damage significantly, and
it may change the predicted critical points in the monopile supporting structures”. Based on the large
dataset that OWI-lab has collected on different wind turbines during years of measurement, this study
used the Mtn and Mtl (also known as fore-aft and side-side bending moments) that are available for a
wind turbine in a wind farm in Belgium to calculate the damage. The current approach considers the
maximum damage calculated from FA or SS bending moment. The primary purpose of this research is
to save computational and storage costs not to be limited to one critical point but to specify damage for
any desired heading. The goal is to first find the accuracy of the current methods and then propose and
validate a method that can increase damage estimation accuracy for each point on the circumference of
the tower/TP. Therefore, first, a sensor heading is considered as the critical point because the actual
damage of this point is available from analyzing the sensor's strain signals. The proposed method will
rotate the FA and SS bending moments to the two directions of normal and lateral to the critical point.
Therefore, we expect that the residual between the measured reference damage and the predicted
damage decreases. Once the method is validated, the damage can be calculated for every heading.

3 Current Processing method to calculate fatigue damage from
strain measurements
The primary step to calculate the fatigue damage is to import the strain signals and convert them into
stresses using Hooke's law and then convert the stress time series into bending moments. According to
wind industry standards, the bending moments acting on the tower are given in two directions, the
fore-aft and the side-side. The fore-aft direction is the same as the wind direction, while the side-side
is perpendicular. These bending moments are shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2 Tower loads on a wind turbine (fore-aft and side-side)
In the customary approach, based on Eq1-2, the gathered strain measurements from at least three strain
gauges (installed on the circumference of the tower/TP) are necessary to extract the normal load
and bending moments in both directions MNS and MEW (North-South and East-West).
(1)
(2)

Where normal stress
is induced by a normal force FN, ACS represents the surface area of the
cross-section, Ri is the inner radius, θh is the heading (clockwise starting North) and IC is the area
moment of inertia. Through the rotation matrix in Eq 3, these two bending moments are turned into
fore-aft (Mtn) and side-side (Mtl)bending moments. This operation enables us to have the most severe
damage (maximum of FA and SS) independent of the exact headings. Therefore to be conservative,
we assume the worst wind condition for each point on the peripheral as if the wind always hits them in
their heading direction. However, to achieve a more accurate prediction, damage calculation should be
performed for each heading instead of assuming the most destructive direction (FA or SS).
(3)

Where ψ is the turbine yaw angle coming from the supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA)
system.
Therefore, Mtn and Mtl are stored as the cycle count histograms after processing each 10-minute subset
of strain time history. To do so, after rotating the MNS and MEW signals into Mtn and Mtl , first, the
signals are converted into turning points, and after a four-point cycle count on each 10-minute
window, the full cycles, the turning points that constitute the residuals, and the corresponding stress
ranges are stored in histograms. Recording Mtn and Mtl as histograms has opportunities and obstacles.
On the one hand, it decreases the storage space and the processing time significantly, whereas the
indication of time is missing due to grouping cycles. The main drawback of this procedure is that the
rotation of Mtn and Mtl to a specific heading through a histogram is much more challenging than using
a time signal.
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Once the cycle count histograms of Mtn and Mtl are stored for each 10-min subset, these histograms
can be easily imported and merged together to calculate the damage further. Finally, by applying the
Palmgren-Miner rule on the merged histogram, the highest damage caused by FA or SS can be
calculated. From the Palmgren-Miner rule, [3], [4] the accumulated fatigue damage D is obtained as
the sum of the ratios of occurred cycles ni over cycles to failure Ni for all occurred stress ranges Δσi,
which is given by Eq 4.
(4)
The number of cycles to failure for a given stress range is defined by an S-N curve [5] (Figure 4). An
S-N curve represents how many cycles (N) of a constant stress range (∆σ) a specimen can hold before
failure. Therefore, the fatigue damage can be calculated using these bending moments, as presented in
Figure 3Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable..

Figure 3 Customary processing flowchart from strain measurement to fatigue damage

4 Methodology
Different approaches are suggested to calculate the fatigue damage on the critical point for small wind
turbines, usually where the thrust loading caused by the wind is prevalent. In this research, we tried to
reconstruct the fatigue histogram at every location along the circumference of the tower/TP by using
the wind rose and the fatigue histograms of FA and SS bending moments. So after the first step, which
is to import the FA and SS bending moment histograms for the desired period, the methodology can
follow five different approaches:
 The 'FA' approach, which assumes that each point only receives damage from FA bending
moments.
 The 'SS' approach considers each point's damage only based on the SS bending moments.
 The 'FA+SS' approach, which is the most conservative and unrealistic one, assumes that the
critical point always faces the FA and SS in the normal direction, so it receives 100% of the
fore-aft and side-side bending moments.
 The 'scaled N' approach, which is more realistic, uses the wind rose and divides the section of
the tower/TP into four quarters and first finds two factors (f_fa and f_ss) based on the
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frequency of wind direction in pairs of (first and third) and (second and fourth) quarters
(Figure 6). The calculated factors are directly applied to the cycle number of Mtn and Mtl so
that both bending moments contribute partially to the damage of the critical point.
The 'scaled Δ' approach, which instead of applying the factors derived from the wind rose,
rotates the FA and SS bending moment histograms to the critical heading. This method is
briefly explained in the future work section.

The first four methods have been tested by comparing their results with damage of the reference stress
histogram from the strain time series of the desired point, but the last method is still under study. In
the following part of this section, the 'scaled N' approach is explained in more detail, and the 'scaled
Δ' procedure is briefly described in the future work section.
A sensor heading can be assumed as the critical point to compare and validate the first four methods
since the reference damage can be easily achieved using the sensor's punctual signals. Then based on
the first four methods and considering four different S-N curves, shown in Figure 4, the damage of
these sensors is calculated for a one-month duration.

Figure 4 S-N curves used in the damage validation
As an example shown in Figure 5, when the wind direction is from South West, the damage of a
sensor on the third quarter is mainly affected by the FA bending moment, while a sensor on quarter
two has its damage primarily because of the SS bending moment. On the other hand, when the wind
direction is from South East, the damage of a sensor on the third quarter is mainly affected by the SS
bending moment, while a sensor on quarter two has its damage primarily because of the FA bending
moments. Considering this concept, based on the windrose in Figure 6, the majority of wind direction
(66.3%) is from South West, which means that damage of sensor on heading 222 is 66.3% of the time
from FA and 33.7% of the time from SS bending moments, while for sensors 135 and 315 , which are
in quartile two and four, the opposite is true. Therefore, f_fa and f_ss factors are 66.3 and 33.7%,
respectively, for the first (Q1) and third (Q3) quartile, while f_fa and f_ss are 33.7 and 66.3%, quartile
two (Q2) and four (Q4).
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Figure 5 How different quarters see the effect of FA and SS

Figure 6 Windrose or distribution of wind direction and frequency of occurrence in the four quarters,
with 66.3% in Q1 and Q3 and 33.7% in Q2 and Q4. The three sensors are shown with triangle
symbols.

5 Results and Validation
Three sensors on headings 135 , 222 , and 315 were selected as the points of interest (critical points)
to calculate the reference damages. Figure 6 to Figure 8 give the damages calculated by considering
only FA, only SS, FA+SS, and a factorized sum of FA and SS by scaling the number of cycles using
wind rose factors ('scaled N' approach). These four damages were compared with the damage
produced from the strain time series of the selected sensor (critical point). We see similar results for all
three critical points: the FA+SS and FA damage has the most significant predicted damage, while the
SS damage has the lowest values. This result is expected since we are validating smaller wind
turbines, where the thrust loading is dominant. For these turbines, the FA damage is typically much
greater than the SS damage. This fact is also visible in the following plots since FA and FA+SS
overestimate the damage, but SS underestimates the damage. Looking at the 'scaled N' method, we see
it matches the reference damage better for sensors 222 and 315 than sensor 135. The reason can be
either a failing sensor or inaccuracy of this approach. To control the accuracy of the proposed methods
in using different S-N curves,
Finally, to control the accuracy of the proposed methods, we checked if the predicted damage and the
reference damage match in all different S-N curves. Although the 'Scaled N' approach shows pretty
accurate results in all four types of S-N curves, it aligns less with the reference damage when using the
S-N curves with a knee (bilinear curves in Air and Cathodic protection conditions). A fifth method is
proposed to reduce this effect which scales the stresses independent of the number of cycles, and
therefore, it might be less affected by the type of the used S-N curve.
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Figure 1 Comparison of damage based on different calculation methods for the sensor on heading 135°

Figure 2 Comparison of damage based on different calculation methods for the sensor on heading 222°

Figure 3 Comparison of damage based on different calculation methods for the sensor on heading 315°
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6 Conclusions
In this study, four different methods were investigated to predict the damage in a critical point around
the circumference of a wind turbine tower. By comparing their results with the defined reference
damages, it can be concluded that the best match to the reference damage is achieved by applying the
'scaled N' method, while the most conservative approach is to view the full effect of FA and SS
simultaneously. Also, the least predicted damage is from considering only the impact of SS bending
moments. In addition, the accuracy of the life-scaling approach was high for all different types of S-N
curves, although using bilinear S-N curves causes more inaccuracy in the calculated damage of the
'scaled N' method. Since the accuracy of this method might be affected by the type of S-N curve, the
authors will further study a new approach to calculate the damage in a point of interest by scaling the
stress ranges instead of factorizing the number of cycles.

7 Future work
Because the 'scaled N' method is not sufficiently accurate in the damage prediction of different
headings, the future work plan of authors is to refine and validate a new technique to decrease this gap
between the predicted damage in the point of interest and the actual damage in that point. This method
will introduce some necessary hypotheses to apply a rotation to the stress range histograms from FA
and SS bending moments to the normal and lateral directions of the location of interest (scaled Δσ). It
will be then validated using the same method mentioned in this article. Therefore, the predicted
damage will be dependent on the heading instead of conservatively assuming the most destructive
damage in the wind direction for all the headings. As for the 'scaled N', the 'scaled Δσ' will calculate
the damage in the desired heading needless of reprocessing the whole strain signals.
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Abstract

Offshore wind turbines with rated capacities of more than 20 MW will feature rotor blade lengths
of more than 150 m. Increasing the rotor area means higher loads due to weight and aerodynamic
forces. The rotor blade structure must bear these loads.
For an optimal structural rotor blade design the loads need to be known. Cross-sectional deformations, however, are not taken into account in load calculations. So far, it is assumed that there is
a connection between the cross-sectional deformation and the aeroelastic behaviour of rotor blades.
Particularly for very large and ultra slender rotor blades, we expect considerable cross-sectional deformations parallel and perpendicular to the cross-section planes, especially in the inboard third of
the blade span. We thus conduct research to determine a possible impact of such deformations on
the loads.
The overall goal is to develop an extension of a geometrically exact beam formulation. Therein,
the relationships between the internal load states in the blades and the cross-sectional deformations
on the one hand, and the relations between the cross-sectional deformations and the aerodynamic
behaviour on the other hand, are to be taken into account in an aero-servo-elastic turbine simulation.
For this purpose, initial investigations of the IEA 15 MW rotor blade [1] are carried out by generating
a finite element model using the tool MoCA (Model Creation and Analysis) [2]. By applying extreme
loads, possible cross-sectional warping is examined. The results of this investigation will be discussed
in this presentation.

Keywords: Cross-sectional warping, Finite Element simulation
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1 Introduction
From 2019 to 2020, a team of researchers from Tufts University led a research project on “Design Life
Issues Related to Corrosion and Fatigue” of support structures for offshore wind turbines. This project
was funded by the Bureau of Ocean and Energy Management (BOEM; U.S. regulator for offshore
wind) and the Massachusetts Clean Energy Center (MassCEC). A broad group of consultants and
advisory panel members from across the U.S. and European marine construction communities
contributed substantially to this work (see Acknowledgements section.) This project reviewed the
state-of-the-art in corrosion-fatigue modelling, design requirements, and field performance, Six
workshops with more than 200 total participants were held that identified areas of consensus,
uncertainty, and best practices [5]. One key area of identified uncertainty was limitations of the S-Nbased fatigue analysis method for making fatigue life assessments. These limitations include lag time
between foundation installation and cathodic protection installation, quality and quantity of existing
fatigue test data, influence of nonproportional multiaxial stresses on fatigue life, and the impact of
variable amplitude loading on the initiation of fatigue cracks. The poster presents a brief summary of
the various uncertainties identified in this project as well as a preliminary comparison of different S-N
curves. This preliminary comparison identifies areas where future work is needed.

2 Methods
Some of the key challenges identified through the literature review, workshops, and advisory panel
discussions were [5]:
1. Lack of fatigue test data for variable amplitude loading in the very high cycle range and
influence of nonproportional multiaxial stresses
2. Relatively low numbers of fatigue tests done under in-situ corrosion conditions compared with
in-air testing
3. Modern equipment makes it easier to collect important data about the corrosion pit
development, however this kind of information has not been collected for corrosion-fatigue
tests.
4. Uncertainty about the accuracy of the impact of specimen thickness on fatigue life for very
thick specimens.
The analysis in the table comes from a preliminary set of fatigue analyses that used different preexisting S-N curves to compare the impact of curve selection on fatigue life. These preliminary
analyses did not include a comparison of how the thickness coefficient impacts the fatigue life across
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the different design documents. The stresses used in this analysis are from work done by Amin Nozari
modelling a 15MW wind turbine located near a Nantucket weather buoy in OPENFast.

3 Curve Comparison
This analysis compared Det Norske Veritas and Germanischer Lloyd (DNV GL), American Bureau of
Shipping (ABS), and International Institute of Welding (IIW) design curves [1][3][4]. These fatigue
design documents were identified in the literature review for the report. DNV GL curves are most
commonly used in the design of wind turbine support structures, the ABS curves were identified but
not often discussed, and the IIW document was identified in the Bundesamt für Seeschifffahrt und
Hydrographie (BSH) requirements, but they do not include corrosion curves [2][4]. The table shows
that even subtle differences in curve parameters cause large changes in fatigue life.
Table 1 Summary of Fatigue Life for Each Curve
Org

Cat_Name

DNVGL
ABS
IIW
DNVGL
ABS
IIW
DNVGL
ABS
DNVGL
ABS
DNVGL
ABS
DNVGL
ABS

D Air
D Air
90 (D) Air
C Air
C Air
112 (C) Air
D Cathodic Protection
D Cathodic Protection
C Cathodic Protection
C Cathodic Protection
D Free Corrosion
D Free Corrosion
C Free Corrosion
C Free Corrosion

Total Fatigue Life Fatigue Life
PM Sum
(years)
w/ Max DFF
0.145
137
46
0.138
144
29
0.145
138
46
0.015
1361
454
0.007
2829
566
0.025
786
262
0.076
263
88
0.071
282
56
0.015
1361
454
0.007
2829
566
0.557
36
12
0.809
25
5
0.315
64
21
0.137
146
29
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Abstract
The design of offshore wind turbine (OWT) support structures for a given wind farm can be challenging. Depended on the characteristics of the offshore area, the individual site conditions, such as soil
properties or water depth, can differ significantly among each turbine location. This range of different
support requirements is typically handled through implementation of several distinct substructure designs, which are then used for multiple locations with similar site conditions. To make such an approach
feasible, a height adjustment is required to adapt such a design for different water depths.
For jacket structures one possibility to elevate the complete support is the application of pile stickups. These can be understood as simple extensions of the foundation piles. The usage of stick-ups do not
require a change of the jacket design, but they will have an impact on its dynamic behavior. And since
it is intended to deploy such a design variant at a number of locations, each with slightly different water
depths, it is important to understand how these stick-ups influence the jacket’s dynamic behaviour and
how their impact can be considered during its structural design.
Therefore, this study investigates the influence of the pile stick-up height on the dynamic behavior of a
jacket structure for an OWT. This is done exemplarily for the UpWind reference jacket [1, 2] together
with the NREL 5-MW Offshore Baseline Turbine [3] located at the UpWind design site. To quantify a
possible dynamic impact, simplified fatigue analyses based on a frequency domain approach referring to
Seidel [4] are implemented for different stick-up heights. The obtained results are then compared and
discussed.
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Abstract
In this paper, a methodology to obtain the coefficients of an autoregressive (AR) scheme with
the aim of reproducing the PSD of the von Kármán turbulence model is developed. The proposed
methodology consists in the optimal placement of the poles of the model. The optimisation is constrained to guarantee stationarity, and it is performed through the interior-point method. Results
are compared with a recent proposal based on reproducing the autocovariance function by GallegoCastillo. In this work, the longitudinal component of stationary, homogeneous and isotropic (SHI)
turbulence at one single spatial point (univariate framework) is considered. The Taylors’ Frozen Turbulence Hypothesis (TFTH) is assumed to relate a time series with a spatial series along the main
wind direction. The discussion covers some implications derived from approaching the model determination in the frequency domain (through fitting a target PSD) or the time domain (through fitting
a target autocovariance function). The findings are relevant for future steps, where more complex
turbulence models (i.e. Mann uniform shear model), originally described in the frequency domain,
will be considered in a multivariate framework for synthetic generation of turbulent Atmospheric
Boundary Layer (ABL).

1

Introduction

Numerical simulations of turbulent wind velocity fields are required to evaluate dynamic loads on a
wind turbine during different wind events. The simulated wind fields are relevant inputs for several
problems in the wind energy sector, such as aeroelastic simulations of wind turbines under conditions
determined by IEC standards [1]. Solving the Navier-Stokes equations of an atmospheric flow using Direct
Numerical Simulation (DNS) is the most rigorous and precise way to simulate the wind field. However,
this approach is unfeasible due to physical limitations, such as unknown initial and boundary conditions of
the corresponding partial differential equations. Moreover, the computational cost is enormous. Similarly,
Large Eddy Simulation (LES) is still computationally costly for the complete aeroelastic designing process
of wind turbines. An alternative approach, which can be used for generating turbulent wind fields, is
Numeric generation, in which pre-defined statistical features, such as autocovariances or power spectral
densities, are required as inputs. There are various types of numerical generation approaches [2]. However,
the most used methods in the numeric generation of wind fields are the spectral representation method
(SRM) and the sequential method. The SRM was formally proposed by Shinozuka [3] and it typically
relies on inverse Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) [4][5]. In SRM approach, a wide sense stationary univariate one dimensional random process can be represented by an infinite sum of cosine terms with
deterministic coefficients, which are obtained in terms of a target power spectral density function of the
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random process, deterministic frequencies and random phases. The sequential method is achieved through
generating synthetic fields, usually based on time series linear models, such as autoregressive (AR) model,
moving average (MA) model and autoregressive moving average (ARMA) model and their multi-variate
versions (VAR, VMA and VARMA). Under this framework, any value of the time series can be expressed
as a combination of a deterministic component of past values, plus a random term. The paper utilizes
the sequential method, specifically AR model, as it has some interesting advantages. Among others, the
AR model has theoretical expressions for autocovariance and power spectral density (PSD) functions,
which can be computed from the parameters of the model. This allows to directly compare between
target autocovariance function or target PSD with the theoretical autocovariance function or theoretical
PSD function of the models. This is useful to check the reliability of the AR model in reproducing
the required statistical characteristics instead of relying on sampled functions estimated from generated
time series. Furthermore, the sequential method is computationally efficient and the simulation can be
restarted from a small amount of stored data as only the parameters of the model need to be stored.
A methodology based on pole-placement is here introduced to optimally calibrate the parameters of an
AR model for reproducing a predefined target spectrum. Moreover, the proposed method is compared
to another approach which is based on reproducing a pre-defined autocovariance function [6]. In this
article, the sections are arranged as follows. Section 2 describes the relationship between the AR poles
and its PSD. In Section 3, details of a case study are explained. In Section 4, the results obtained using
pole-placement approach are compared to the results obtained using autocovariance approach. In Section
5, concluding remarks concerning to the entire study are provided.

2

Methodology

The AR model [7] [8] is considered in order to generate a synthetic time series. In the AR model, a
random variable at time t, ut , is expressed as a weighted linear combination of past values, ut−l , for l > 0
and p being the AR order, plus a random term, εt . The general formulation of an AR model of order p,
AR(p), is:
ut = ϕ1 ut−1 + ϕ2 ut−2 + · · · + ϕp ut−p + σεt ,
(1)
where ϕj are the regression coefficients, for j = 1, . . . , p and σ is the noise coefficient. By selecting the
noise coefficient σ and the regression coefficients ϕj , a large number of time series realizations, ideally
infinite, could reproduce, in the ensemble sense, statistical features defined beforehand.
The time series {ut } can be seen as the output to a linear filter with white noise εt as the input [9],
as shown in Figure 1. The transfer function H(z) is the ratio between the z-transform of the output
sequence Y (z) and the z-transform of the input sequence X(z). The transfer function H(z) is obtained
by applying the z-transform to Equation (1) to get the following:
A(z)Y (z) = B(z)X(z),
where A(z) = 1 − ϕ1 z −1 − · · · − ϕp z −p and B(z) = 1. Thus, for an AR process, the transfer function
H(z) is defined as follows:
H(z) =

B(z)
1
Y (z)
=
=
.
−1
X(z)
A(z)
1 − ϕ1 z − · · · − ϕp z −p

(2)

The transfer function H(z) can be presented on a complex plane, as shown in Figure 2, where the
vertical axis is the imaginary axis and the horizontal axis is the real axis. This representation is useful,
because the location of poles and zeros to a unit circle, z = eiθ , in z -domain, define some features in the
PSD, such as the local maxima. The poles are the roots of the denominator of the transfer function, A(z)
and the zeros are the roots of the nominator of the transfer function, B(z). However, the AR model is
an all-poles model and it has no zeros. The characteristic equation, A(z) = 0, is defined as:
1 − ϕ1 z −1 − · · · − ϕp z −p = 0,

(3)

(1 − G1 z −1 )(1 − G2 z −1 ) . . . (1 − Gp z −1 ) = 0,

(4)

which can be factorized as follows:
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−1
where G1 , . . . , Gp are the poles of the AR model and the roots of the characteristic equation are G−1
1 , . . . , Gp .
Equations 3 and 4 represent the relationship between the regression coefficients of the AR model, ϕj ,
and the poles of the AR model, Gj . Thus, the regression coefficients can be obtained by placing the
poles. For stationary AR model, the modulus of the poles of the AR model has to be less than
1 (|Gj | < 1, j = 1, . . . , p) or the roots of the characteristic equation have to be greater than one
(|G−1
j | > 1, j = 1, . . . , p). The poles of an AR process can be real poles Pr or/and complex conjugate poles Pc . The real poles are located on the real axis in the interval [-1,1] and the complex poles Pc
are defined by a radial location r within the interval [0, 1] and a phase angle θ within the interval [0, ±π],
where Pc = reiθ . Moreover, the locations of the poles of the AR model to the unit circle affect the shape
of the peaks of the AR spectrum [10].

Figure 1: Representation of the time series ut as the output to a linear filter and the input is the white
noise εt
The one-sided AR spectrum S AR (k) in terms of wavenumber k [11] is written as:
S AR (k) =

σ2

1
kmax

1−

Pp

j=1

ϕj exp(−ijπ

k
kmax

2,

0 ≤ k ≤ kmax

(5)

)

√
where i = −1, the superscript indicates AR model and kmax is the maximum wavenumber, kmax =
π/(U ∆t) = π/∆x, U is the mean velocity, ∆t is the sampling time and ∆x is the spatial step. Note that
Taylors’ Frozen Turbulence Hypothesis (TFTH) is assumed to relate the wavenumber to the frequency as
k = 2πf /U . The definition of non-dimensional one-sided AR spectrum S̊ AR (k̊) = S AR (k)/(Lσu2 ), where
L is an integral length scale, in terms of non-dimensional wavenumber k̊ = kL is:
S̊ AR (k̊) =

σ 2 /σu2

1
k̊max

1−

Pp

j=1

ϕj exp(−ijπ

k̊
k̊max

2,

0 ≤ k̊ ≤ k̊max

(6)

)

where k̊max is the non-dimensional maximum wavenumber (the employed value for k̊max is justified in
Section 3) and σu2 is a characteristic variance, which is selected to be equal to the autocovariance of the
R∞
AR model for time lag l = 0, γ0AR , which is the variance of the process. Subsequently, 0 S̊ AR (k̊)dk̊ = 1
and since γ0AR is proportional to σ 2 [11], therefore, in Equation (6), the parameters which are required to
be determined are only the regression coefficients ϕj .
The effect of changing the phase angle θ of the complex poles on the theoretical spectrum of an AR(2)
model is shown in Figure 2. Three cases, with different complex conjugated poles Pc1 , Pc2 and Pc3 for each
case, were considered. The complex conjugate poles Pc1 , Pc2 and Pc3 have values 0.8e±iπ/9 , 0.8e±i2π/9 and
0.8e±iπ/3 respectively. The regression coefficients ϕj obtained for each case, are evaluated using equations
(3) and (4). Finally, the regression coefficients ϕj obtained from each case are utilized to evaluate the
AR spectra S̊1P −AR , S̊2P −AR and S̊3P −AR using Equation (6), where the superscript P − AR indicates that
the regression coefficients ϕj are obtained by applying poles-placement approach. As shown in Figure
2, by increasing the phase angle, the peak of the AR spectrum S̊ P −AR is shifted from a low frequency
to a higher frequency. Moreover, the effect of the changing radial location on the theoretical spectrum
of AR(2) model was considered. AR spectra, S̊4P −AR , S̊5P −AR and S̊6P −AR obtained from three different
complex poles Pc4 , Pc5 and Pc6 with values 0.7e±iπ/4 , 0.8e±iπ/4 and 0.9e±iπ/4 respectively. As shown in
Figure 3, changing the radial location of the poles, changes the amplitude of the peak obtained in the
AR spectrum. As the pole gets closer to the unit circle, it will lead to a rise and sharpening of the peak
in the AR spectrum. Ultimately, increasing the number of poles N leads to increasing the number of
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peaks of the AR spectrum S̊7P −AR . For a AR(3) model, with one real pole Pr7 = −0.8 and two complex
conjugate poles Pc7 = 0.8e±iπ/3 , two peaks were obtained, as depicted in Figure 4. The first peak is at
k̊ ≈ 8 due to the complex conjugate poles. The second peak is at k̊max due to the negative real pole, as
a positive real pole leads to a peak in the AR spectrum at k̊ = 0 and a negative real pole leads to a peak
in the AR spectrum at k̊max .
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Figure 2: Non-dimensional one-sided AR spectrum of the AR(2) models, S̊1P −AR (k̊), S̊2P −AR (k̊) and
S̊3P −AR (k̊), obtained from three different poles, Pc1 , Pc2 and Pc3 with a fixed radial location r.
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Figure 3: Non-dimensional one-sided AR spectrum of the AR(2) models, S̊4P −AR (k̊), S̊5P −AR (k̊) and
S̊6P −AR (k̊), obtained from three different poles, Pc4 , Pc5 and Pc6 with a fixed phase angle θ.
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Figure 4: Non-dimensional one-sided AR spectrum of the AR(3) model S̊7P −AR (k̊) with a real pole and
complex conjugate poles.
The proposed approach is to use pole-placement approach to obtain the AR spectrum from a predefined target spectrum. The poles of the AR model are obtained through optimization process to get
the optimal poles for AR(p) model, where optimal poles means that the obtained AR spectrum from the
poles provides minimum error. The error criterion employed is based on Minimum Square Error (MSE ),
as in [6], and it is defined as follows:
M
1 X 2
e ,
(7)
M SE =
M n=0 n
where en = k̊n S̊ T (k̊n ) − k̊n S̊ AR (k̊n ). The MSE between target and AR spectrum was evaluated at M
points in the interval k̊ = [0, k̊max ]. The inequality constraints −1 ≤ Pr ≤ 1, 0 ≤ θ ≤ π and 0 ≤ r ≤ 1,
were defined in the optimisation problem, where these constraints are required to ensure the stationarity
of the AR model. The optimisation is performed by using the interior-point method.

3

Case Study

The proposed method is applied to a stationary homogeneous isotropic turbulence model. The von
Kármán (vK) spectrum model [12] is employed as a target spectrum. The non-dimensional one-sided vK
spectrum S̊ vK (k̊) in terms of non-dimensional wavenumber k̊ [13] is given by:
S̊ vK (k̊) = C1

1
[(k̊)2 + 1]m−2

,

(8)

where C1 = 3CvK /2(m − 2)(m − 1) and CvK = Γ(m)/Γ(5/2)Γ(m − 5/2). Γ(·) is the Gamma function and
m is a parameter, which takes the value 17/6. For the sake of comparison to Gallego-Castillo et al. [6],
k̊max is selected to be π/0.1245. The M SE is evaluated at M = 1000 points over the non-dimensional
wavenumber interval [0, k̊max ]. Based on the discussion presented in [14], the area of the AR spectrum
is imposed to be smaller than one, in particular, equal to the area of the target spectrum corresponding
to the interval [0, kmax ] to prevent the appearance of spurious peaks at high wavenumbers. In this case,
this means imposing the AR variance of 0.9171. Moreover, different combinations of real and complex
conjugate poles are tested to obtain the combination of poles, which give the least MSE, for each N case.
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4

Results

The theoretical AR spectrum S̊ AR (k̊) is obtained for cases N = 1, 2, . . . , 10 using the pole-placement
approach. In Figure 5, the MSE is plotted for different values of N , where the theoretical AR spectrum
S̊ AR (k̊) fits the target spectrum S̊ T (k̊) better with increasing N value. The combination of the real and
complex conjugates poles, which gave the least MSE for each N case, is shown in Figure 6. The proposed
approach is simpler and faster than the multi-point approach [14]. It was observed that for even N case,
the number of real poles Nreal is 2 and the the real poles take positive and negative values, whereas
for odd N case, the number of real poles Nreal is 1 and the real pole takes a positive value, and the
number of complex poles Ncomplex = N − Nreal . The AR spectrum obtained by using poles-placement
approach S̊ P −AR (k̊), for case N = 6, is shown in Figures 7 and 9 together with AR spectrum obtained
by utilizing autocovariance approach S̊ GA−AR (k̊), from [6], and the target spectrum S̊ T (k̊). The AR
spectrum S̊ P −AR (k̊) shows a good fit to the target spectrum S̊ T (k̊) within the wavenumber interval
k̊ = [0̊, k̊max ], while the AR spectrum S̊ GA−AR (k̊) shows the aliasing effect due to discretization of the
target autocovariance function (see [6] for details). The non-dimensional autocovariance function R̊uP −AR ,
where R̊u = Ru σu−2 , does not match the target autocovariance function, R̊uT , at the first time lag due
the aforementioned constraint on the AR spectrum area [14], as shown in Figure 8. Conversely, the nondimensional autocovariance R̊uGA−AR shows a perfect match to the non-dimensional target autocovariance
R̊uT . In conclusion, this comparison shows that the choice of fitting either the autocovariance or the
spectrum has diverse implications that need to be considered when selecting the approach to be used.
These implications are summarized in Table 1.
Approach

fitting
Autocovariance
function

fitting PSD

Advantages
• The fitting of the target autocovariance function can be
asymptotically improved (with
increasing the number of model
parameters).
• In particular, the variance of the
process is properly reproduced.

Disadvantages
• Discretization of target autocovariance
leads to aliasing effect in target
spectrum, which is reproduced in the
AR spectrum.
• Pre-processing to obtain the target
autocovariance function will be
required when turbulence models
described in spectral domain
(e.g. Mann uniform shear model).

• The fitting of the target PSD
function can be asymptotically
improved (with increasing the
number of model parameters).
• In particular, no aliasing effect
decreases the quality of the fitting.

• Only a fraction of the target variance
(corresponding to the range [0, k̊max ])
is properly reproduced.

Table 1: A comparison between the implications of fitting autocovariance function [6] and fitting PSD.
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Figure 5: M SE obtained for different N values.
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Figure 6: Optimal poles combination for different N cases.
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Figure 8: Non-dimensional target autocovariance, R̊uT , together with the corresponding theoretical autocovariance of the AR models obtained by using the poles-placement approach,
for reduced variance (0.9171) R̊uP −AR and by
using the autocovariance approach R̊uGA−AR [6].
Case N = 6.

Figure 7: Normalized one-sided target spectrum, k̊ S̊ T (k̊), together with the corresponding
theoretical spectrum of the AR models obtained
by using the poles-placement approach, for reduced variance (0.9171) k̊ S̊ P −AR (k̊) and by using the autocovariance approach k̊ S̊ GA−AR (k̊)
[6]. Case N = 6.
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Figure 9: Non-dimensional one-sided target spectrum, S̊ T (k̊), together with the corresponding theoretical
spectrum of the AR model obtained by using the pole-placement approach, for reduced variance (0.9171),
S̊ P −AR (k̊). Case N = 6.

5

Conclusions

This study presents a comparison between two approaches related to the determination of the coefficients
of AR models for synthetic generation of turbulence. One approach consists on fitting a target PSD, for
which a pole-placement based method was presented. The other approach consists on fitting a target
autocovariance function, for which a methodology presented in a previous research was employed. As case
study, the von Kármán turbulence model was used to obtain both the target autocovariance function and
the target PSD for each of the two approaches. While the autocovariance function and the PSD function
represent the same underlying information in either time or frequency domains (they are Fourier pairs),
it was found that the choice of the target function (PSD or autocovariance) to be reproduced by an AR
model has implications in the reproduced statistical features. In particular, on the one hand, fitting a
target autocovariance function with an AR model requires previous discretization of such target function,
which could introduce aliasing in the spectrum reproduced by the obtained AR model if the discretization
is not fine enough, as shown in a previous research [6]. On the other hand, fitting a target PSD function
with an AR model can only be done in a range of frequencies, in this work defined by the wavenumber
interval k̊ ∈ [0, k̊max ]. This means that the target variance corresponding to frequencies k̊ > k̊max
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cannot be accounted for by the AR model while optimally fitting the PSD in the range k̊ ∈ [0, k̊max ].
Consequently, the AR model only reproduces a fraction of the target variance. The described limitations of
both approaches decrease as the sampling time decreases (i.e. the maximum frequency increases), making
both approaches virtually similar in terms of reproduced statistical features. However, in practice this
parameter is usually constrained due to measurement equipment resolution or computational simulation
cost. Thus, the implications described in this work provide a basis for discussing which approach would
be more convenient to employ, depending on the application of the generated wind field.
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Abstract
Accurately quantifying thermal stability is important for several applications such as wind resource assessment and wind turbine noise propagation modelling. Sonic anemometer data over a one month period
from 1sh May 2017 to 31st May 2017 at the double ridge complex terrain site at Perdigao, Portugal [1].
is analyzed to deduce the influence of local terrain on thermal stability metrics. Thermal stability can
be classified using several metrics such as the gradient Richardson number, bulk Richardson number and
Monin-Obhukov length (MOL). These metrics are computed at different met masts at the summit of the
North-East ridge, inside the valley, and on top of the South-West ridge as shown in Fig. 3 over 10 min
averaged periods for the two predominant wind directions. Most of the existing classification criteria
for thermal stability ranging from very unstable to very stable conditions have been derived from field
measurements over flat terrain. However, the classification criteria for these metrics do seem to hold
when applied for a flow over complex terrain. It is found to be dependent on the location of the mast and
shows variability over height. The analysis indicates that an adpative classification of thermal stability
needs to be defined based on the met-mast location and wind direction sector.

1

Introduction

The increasing scarcity of land resources for wind turbine siting in flat terrain pushes wind-farm developers
to look for alternative sites along complex terrains. Improving existing wind resource assessment tools
requires an accurate classification of thermal stability. This paper aims to study the variation of different
thermal stability metrics over a complex terrain and provide insights into development of classification
metrics.
The paper is organized as follows: First, a brief overview of the existing thermal stability classification
metrics applied for flat terrain conditions is described. Second, a short overview of the Perdigao field
measurement campaign is described. Third, the methodology used to prepare the dataset is outlined.
Fourth, an analysis of the different thermal stability metrics is provided. Finally, the conclusions are
discussed.

2
2.1

Literature Review
Theory on Atmospheric stability

Turbulence in the atmosphere can be a result of either wind shear over height (mechanical turbulence)
or thermal turbulence due to a surface heating or cooling as shown in Fig 1.
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Figure 1: a) Mechanical Turbulence b) Buoyant Turbulence [2].
When thermal fluxes are zero, the thermal stratification is said to be neutral and follows a logarithmic
profile. The daily heating and cooling results in a daily cycle of thermal stability. Daytime heating is
associated with rising hot air and an unstable atmospheric conditions. The ground is warmer than the
adjacent air due to surface heating, resulting in a upward heat flux (assigned as a positive value). The
profile is well mixed with lower wind shear. On the other hand, during night, radiative cooling results in
the ground being cooler than the adjacent air, resulting in a sinking of air towards the ground (assigned
a negative value), resulting in a profile with stronger wind shear. The bottom 5% of the atmospheric
boundary layer is defined as the surface layer, where the wind profile varies logarithmically for a neutral
atmospheric boundary layer. Typical wind profiles in the surface layer are shown in Fig 2.

Figure 2: Typical wind speed profiles seen in the surface layer for different static stabilities [2].

2.2

Thermal stability metrics

A review of the definition of different thermal stability parameters is briefly provided. Turbulence intensity
is formulated as the ratio of standard deviation of fluctuating wind velocity to the mean wind speed,
σ
Ū
Wind shear exponent is a parameter that relates wind speeds at two different heights and is formulated
as follows.
 
ln vvul
α=  
ln hhul
TI =

Temperature gradient is taken as the temperature difference over two given heights divided by their
height difference.
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dT
∆T
=
× 100
dZ
∆Z
The Monin-Obhukov length (MOL) is defined as the height at which the turbulence generated by
buoyancy effects exceeds the turbulence generated by wind shear. MOL was proposed as a parameter for
thermal stability classfication. The dimensionless stability parameter is defined as ζ = z/L which is the
height divided by MOL.
LM O =

−u3∗
κβw0 θ0

where u∗ is the friction velocity, w0 θ0 is the vertical heat flux, β is the buoyancy parameter. The
friction velocity is computed from the fluxes as,
q
2
2
u∗ = u0 w0 + v 0 w02

The thermal stability classification into several thermal stability classes for a flat terrain based on the
z/L based on observation data is shown in the table below [3].
Stability
Very unstable (vu)
Unstable (vu)
Slightly unstable (su)
neutral (n)
Slightly stable (ss)
Stable (s)
Very stable (vs)

Range
−2 < ζ ≤ −0.6
−0.6 < ζ ≤ −0.2
−0.2 < ζ ≤ −0.02
−0.02 < ζ ≤ 0.02
0.02 < ζ ≤ 0.2
0.2 < ζ ≤ 0.6
0.6 < ζ ≤ 2

The Richardson number is defined as a dimensionless parameter that is the ratio of the buoyancy
term to the wind shear term. It is derived in several forms as gradient Richardson number (Rg ), flux
Richardson number (Rf ), bulk Richardson number (Rb ). The gradient Richardson number is formulated
as the ratio of the gradient of the potential temperature levels to the velocity magnitude gradient. Bulk
Richardson number is an approximation of the gradient Richardson number, where a velocity at a single
height (either the highest point or at the mid-height between the surface and highest point) is utilized.

(g/θ̄) θ̄z − θ̄0 /2
(g/θ̄)w0 θ0
(g/θ̄)(∂ θ̄/∂z)
Rf = 0 0
Rg =
Rb =
2
u w (∂ ū/∂z)
(∂ ū/∂z)2
(ūz /z)
where θ̄0 is the potential temperature at the surface. Potential temperature is defined as the temperature if the air parcel is transported to the ground dry adiabatically. It accounts for the pressure change
with height.

2.3

Complex Terrain

The flow in complex terrain is governed by local terrain features such as hills, ridges, and the surface
roughness based on the land class. The influence and heterogeneity of the canopy, the re-circulation zone
inside the valley play a key role in the variability of thermal stability metrics locally. During the night,
stable atmospheric conditions resulting in the formation of a low-level jet as seen from the lidar scans
shown by Fernando et al. [4] results in much higher spatial variability of stability parameters.

3

Perdigao Field measurement campaign

The Perdigao field campaign was a field test campaign at the double ridge site located at Perdigão
(Portugal). The test site was an ideal candidate to study flow separation effects on mean wind speeds
and turbulence at the upstream and downstream vegetated hills. An intensive measurement period was
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undertaken during the months of May & June 2017 with significant availability of data. The instrumentation comprised of several met Mast towers of 60m, 100m height and remote sensing instruments such
as LiDARs. The parallel ridges and the different met masts are shown in Fig 3.

Figure 3: Three 100m towers - Tower 20 on the SW ridge, Tower 25 inside the valley, 29 on the NE ridge
shown in red, and the 60m towers shown in yellow.

4

Methodology

The raw tilt corrected 20 Hz sonic anemometer data, temperature & relative humidity datasets are
processed from the Perdigao website to obtain 10min averaged datasets with all the wind statistics
such as the mean, standard deviation and co-variances. The required parameters for thermal stability
defined earlier such as friction velocity, Monin-Obukhov length are also computed. The histogram of
wind direction for the three 100m towers i.e Tower 20 (tse04), Tower 25 (tse09), Tower 29 (tse13) is
utilized to identify the predominant wind directions. A 30 degree sector is defined around the centre
of the main wind directions for further analysis. The sector binned data is further binned for thermal
stability and different metrics are plotted as a function of the z/L on a logarithmic scale. To compute
the shear exponent, a difference in height of 100m and 10m is used, while for the temperature gradient
calculations a difference in height of 100m and 2m close to the ground is used. The shear exponent and
temperature gradient is further utilized to compute the bulk Richardson number. All analysis and data
processing is executed using Python on Jupyter notebooks.

5

Data Analysis

The first analysis is made on the wind directions at the different towers. The two main wind directions
at the Towers 20 and 29 as seen in the wind roses shown in Fig 4 are South-West and North-East sectors.
The predominant wind directions are perpendicular to the ridges. On the other hand, inside the valley
at Tower 25, the predominant wind direction is from the South sector, indicating the flow is channeled
along the valley. Also a greater spread over different sectors is seen, as the valley is a re-circulation zone
with significant flow mixing.
The second analysis is performed by a study of the correlation plots to study the effect of flow turning
over the height of the met-mast. A correlation is performed between the 100m and 10m wind directions
for the three different met masts is shown in Fig 5. It is seen there is greater flow turning on at Tower
29 on the North-East ridge compared to Tower 25 on the South-West ridge. Inside the valley the flow is
re-oriented significantly over the measured met-mast heights. The flow turning highlights the importance
of local surface heterogeneity over the complex terrain at different locations. This leads to an impact in
calculation of the different thermal stability metrics that require computing a gradient over two different
heights.
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Figure 4: a) Tower 20 (tse04) b) Tower 25 (tse09) c) Tower 29 (tse13)
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Figure 5: Correlation plots between 10m and 100m at different towers
5.0.1

Stability metric plots

The data from Towers 20 and 25 is sorted around a 30 degree sector centered around the North-East and
South-West sectors, while for Tower 25, the analysis is performed around the South sector. All the plots
shown is on a logarithmic scale, with the parameter z/L on the x-axis. For the preliminary analysis,
the following binning criteria is chosen for classification of thermal stability with sufficiently distributed
samples across all bins. This criterion needs to be studied.
Stability
Very unstable (vu)
Unstable (vu)
neutral (n)
Stable (s)
Very stable (vs)

5.1

Range
−100 < ζ ≤ −1
−1 < ζ ≤ −0.01
−0.01 < ζ ≤ 0.01
1 < ζ ≤ 0.1
1 < ζ ≤ 100

Towers 20 and 29

The following plots are shown for different stability metrics for each of the towers along North-East (NE)
& South-West(SW) sectors.
5.1.1

Wind Shear exponent

Figs 6(a), 6(b) show the wind shear exponent for the NE sector, the same parameter is shown in
Figs 7(a), 7(b) for the SW sector. The general trend for increasing wind shear with increase z/L parameter is more clearly visible for the South-West sector. For the SW sector, the very stable cases on average,
have a wind shear of 0.2 or higher, while for the North-East sector the wind shear is higher for all values
of z/L. Majority of the stable conditions are observed from this sector.
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Figure 6: Sector NE: Shear Exponent (α)
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Figure 7: Sector SW: Shear Exponent (α)
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5.1.2

Temperature Gradient

The temperate gradient plots for the NE sector is shown in Figs 8(a), 8(b) while for the SW sector is
seen in Fig 9(a), 9(b). As seen for the shear exponent, the expected trends are more succinct for the SW
sector, with positive temperature gradients skewed towards positive values of z/L, negative temperature
gradients skewed towards negative values of z/L and very small values for neutral conditions. On the
contrary, for the NE sector, a greater spread in the dataset is seen although the general trend is observed.
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Figure 8: Sector NE: Temperature Gradient (∆T )
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Figure 9: Sector SW: Temperature Gradient (∆T )

5.1.3

Turbulence Intensity

The turbulence intensity plots are seen for the NE sector in Figs 10(a), 10(b) and for the SW sectors in
Figs 11(a), 11(b) respectively. As expected higher values of turbulence intensity are seen for the unstable
class corresponding to negative z/L. The turbulence intensities go up to as high as 30%. Interestingly,
the wind from the NE sector is more turbulent on average.
5.1.4

Bulk Richardson number

The computed values of the bulk Richardson number is shown for SW sector in Figs 12(a)12(b), and for
NE sectors in Figs 13(a)13(b) . For the SW sector, as expected for neutral conditions the data points are
clustered around zero, and are positive for stable conditions and negative for unstable conditions. The
same trend is seen for the NE sector albeit with lesser number of data points clustered for the neutral
conditions and with a higher standard deviation of data points overall.
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Figure 10: Sector NE: Turbulence Intensity (TI)
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Figure 11: Sector SW: Turbulence Intensity (TI)
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Figure 12: Sector NE: Bulk Richardson number (Rib )
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Figure 13: Sector SW: Bulk Richardson number (Rib )

5.2

Tower 25

Figs 14(a),14(b),14(c),14(d) show the thermal stability metrics for Tower 25. The turbulence intensity
is on average about 40% and the wind shear exponent about 0.3 for all thermal stability classes, shown
that mechanical turbulence due to mixing is dominant. A large standard deviation of the binned data is
seen for all the stability metrics.
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6

Conclusion

The wind speed and temperature datasets from the Perdigao field measurement campaign are analyzed
over a period of one month in May 2017. Different thermal stability parameters such as Monin-Obhukov
length, bulk Richardson number, shear exponent and temperature gradient are computed. The data is
analyzed for the predominant wind directions, which are perpendicular to the ridges on the Towers 20
and 29 and along the valley for Tower 25. The expected theoretical trends for different metrics are more
clearly visible on Tower 29 from for the SW sector.
Inside the valley, which is a re-circulation zone, the mechanical turbulence due to mixing is dominant
as observed in the turbulent intensity data. Here, the influence of thermal stability is negligible.
The choice of stability metrics in a complex terrain remains dependent on the specific location and
wind direction sector. This is attributed to the local terrain heterogeneity. An adaptive classification
based on the measured parameters appears to be a viable approach for defining the site-dependent stability
bound. As a future work, the adaptive classes for each wind sector and stability parameters needs to be
defined. Such binned average data would be useful for validation of numerical simulations that include
thermal effects.
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1 Introduction
The transient and stochastic behaviour of wind has made the energy transition quite challenging in terms
of power grid stability. In addition, the growing development of offshore wind farms has created regions
with high energy capacity density, which can significantly influence the grid balance. Because of that,
minute-scale forecasting (lead time below 1 hour) has gained more attention in the last years [1].
The definition of the lidar trajectory parameters can significantly impact the lidar forecasting results,
therefore they should be carefully chosen. In a real measurement campaign, however, it is very costly
to test several lidar trajectories in order to find the one that would generate the most accurate forecasting
results. Unlike with simulations, on real campaigns it is not possible to assert the quality of the wind
flow reconstruction, since the real wind flow is unknow. Furthermore, the atmospheric conditions
change constantly, making it very hard to correlate the changes made on the scanning trajectories to the
forecasting results.
In order to study the effects of the trajectory configurations on the accuracy of lidar forecasting, this
work uses a lidar simulator, similar to the one presented by Trabucchi et al. [2], and large eddy
simulations (LES) to test several scanning trajectories. The conclusion of this study will help to optimize
the lidar trajectories in an ongoing lidar measurement campaign in the offshore wind farm Nordergründe
which contains 18 wind turbines and is located close to the German coast in the North Sea.

2 Objectives
This work aims to study the effects of lidar trajectory configurations on the wind field reconstruction
and, consequently, on the lidar forecasting results. LES and a lidar simulator are used to generate lidar
measurements, which are used to reconstruct the wind fields and to perform wind speed forecasting. The
results of the wind field reconstruction for each scan trajectory are compared to the original LES wind
field in terms root-mean-square error.

3 Methodology
To obtain the simulated line-of-sight wind speed (VLOS) with the lidar simulator, three main inputs are
required: a LES wind field, the lidar’s characteristics and a trajectory. The lidar’s characteristics include
its position and the features of the light pulse. The scan trajectory is defined by azimuth and elevation
angles, temporal and angular resolution and range gates.
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The LES wind field simulates unstable atmospheric conditions within a 15 km x 12 km domain, with a
50 m x 50 m x 10 m resolution. Its duration is 1 hour, with a temporal resolution of 1s, and it presents a
mean wind speed around 10 m/s, as shown in Figure 1 (a).
The lidar simulator was configurated to simulate a long-range lidar with a probe length of 150 m. The
lidar position was set to be on the nacelle of the wind turbine 17 following the layout of the wind farm
Nordergründe. Finally, to analyse the effects of the trajectory parameters, many trajectories with
different opening angles, temporal and angular resolutions, range gate spacing values, and scan
orientations were tested. Only Plan Position Indicator (PPI) scans with 0° elevation at 90 m height were
tested. Figure 1 (b) shows the VLOS of a lidar scan example, plotted over the layout of Nordergründe
(black dots).

a)

b)

Figure 1: (a) Snapshot of the LES wind field; (b) VLOS of a scan trajectory generated in the lidar simulator
with 120° opening angle, temporal resolution of 1 s, angular resolution of 1°, and range gates spaced by
75 m.
The simulated VLOS are then used to reconstruct the wind field with a VAD (velocity azimuth display)
fitting approach. Next, the lidar reconstructed wind fields are synchronised in time using the approach
introduced by Beck and Kühn [3].
The lidar forecasting approach is based on the work from Theuer et al. [4]. The wind vectors of the
synchronized wind fields are propagated to a lead time of 5 minutes ahead. The ones reaching the wind
turbines at a time interval around the lead time are considered for the calculation of the forecasted wind
speed.
The validation of the lidar forecasting in terms of correlation factor, root-mean-square error (RMSE)
and bias was made with the hub height wind speed of each turbine, which was calculated based on the
LES wind field. No wake effect is considered in these calculations. The lidar forecasting was also
compared to the benchmark persistence [1].
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Abstract

A detailed review is conducted on H-rotor Darrieus vertical axis wind turbine. The purpose is to
study different designs for urban rooftop applications in the City of Nottingham. Parameters such as
aspect ratio, rotor solidity, airfoil profile, preset pitch, innovative blade designs, external structures,
etc. are investigated as studied by previous authors. Focus is put on aerodynamic, power performance and also on aeroacoustic studies due to noise limits set in the urban environment and public
acceptance. At the end, various areas are mentioned where more studies are needed to make Darrieus
VAWT more acceptable and feasible in the urban rooftop settings in Nottingham.

Keywords: Darrieus, Small-scale, Vertical Axis Wind Turbine, Wind resource, Urban environment,
Aerodynamics, Power, Aeroacoustics, Noise

1

Introduction

The focus on sustainable development has risen significantly in the past few years. The Paris Agreement
2015 [1] has further intensified investments in renewable energy sector throughout the world such as wind
and solar energy. Within the UK, a major source of energy consumption happens within cities either
through domestic, services or transport sector [2]. Non-renewable sources contribute a significant part of
this energy, thereby keeping the carbon footprint of cities high. The United Nations estimate that from
2018 to 2050, world’s urban population will rise by 2.5 billion, or 68% of world’s population will live in
urban areas from the current 55% [3]. Extensive utilization of renewable sources of energy is therefore
needed to foster sustainable urban growth.
Rooftop solar installation is not sufficient for decarbonization goals due to the power vacuum during
nighttime and during winter and monsoon seasons when sun days are less. Integrating wind turbines
with solar panels on urban rooftops thus becomes a viable alternative. Such standalone off-grid systems
also increase efficiency of power generation due to less transmission losses and can play a significant role
in the energy transition process [4] [5].
Urban rooftop wind turbines are small-scale in design and operate in wind conditions where the
flow is more chaotic and turbulent in nature than in rural or offshore areas [6]. Vertical Axis Wind
Turbines (VAWT) are better suited for such wind conditions, as compared to Horizontal Axis Wind
Turbines (HAWT) [7]. Their advantages include: lower cut-in wind speed and noise, omni-directional
in nature and therefore no need of yaw mechanism, higher performance in turbulent and gusty wind
conditions. Furthermore, VAWTs have less wear and tear of mechanical components, lower manufacturing
costs, simple assembly and installation process and easier maintenance [8] [9], the factors which are very
important for its success in the urban environment. VAWTs are further divided into two types: Liftbased Darrieus [10] [11] and Drag-based Savonius [12] [13]. Savonius turbine uses differential drag force
for power generation and is less efficient (in terms of energy extracted per unit swept area and Annual
Energy Output (AEO)) than Darrieus turbine which utilizes lift generated by airfoil-shaped blades for
the same purpose. The design of Darrieus is more complex than Savonius but has more potential to
enhance the power generation capability without compromising city noise limits.
In this study, a detailed review is conducted on Darrieus VAWTs and the studies performed so far.
Focus will be on aerodynamic and aeroacoustic characteristics of such turbines, understanding the effect
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of each design parameter on Darrieus performance, and innovative designs that can be taken up in the
future.

2

Darrieus VAWT

The basic configuration of a Darrieus VAWT consists of a number of airfoil-shaped blades rotating vertically about an axis perpendicular to the wind direction, as shown in Figure 1 (a) and (b). The Darrieus
design is highly dependent on aerodynamic characteristics of such blades. In addition, aeroacoustic
behaviour puts additional constraint on such design choices especially for urban rooftop applications.
Therefore, it is important to understand the basic aerodynamics to further approach the study of such
turbines.

(a) 2-bladed Darrieus turbine

(b) Position of Darrieus blades over a single rotation
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Figure 1: Darrieus VAWT

2.1

Aerodynamic Performance

Over a single rotation from 0o to 360o , blades experience varying Angle of Attack (AoA). The AoA
values depend on Blade Speed Ratio (BSR) which in-turn depends on freestream velocity of the wind
(V∞ ) and rotational velocity of the VAWT (ω). An approximate estimation of AoA and effective velocity
(Veff ) experienced by the blades can be calculated using simple geometry and is shown in Figure 1
(c) and (d). As BSR increases, maximum and minimum values of AoA in a single rotation decreases.
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Highest values are obtained close to the most upstream and downstream position of the blades, which
also contributes to higher lift produced. Maximum velocity is experienced at azimuth=0o and minimum
velocity at azimuth=180o , when the blade is just entering the upstream and downstream half of the
rotation, respectively. VAWT aerodynamics is therefore fundamentally unsteady and the lift produced
by the blades is the major contributor to the torque (or power) production, therefore making Darrieus a
lift-type VAWT.

Figure 2: Power coefficient vs Tip Speed Ratio curve for a Darrieus VAWT (taken from McIntosh [14])
Figure 2 shows a typical curve for the variation in Darrieus power performance (CP ) with Tip Speed
Ratio (also referred to as Blade Speed Ratio (BSR)). In case of lower BSR, AoA values cross the static
stall value while approaching the most upstream and downstream point of rotation. Due to constantly
changing nature of AoA, blades experience dynamic stall at lower BSR. As BSR increases, the severity
of dynamic stall decreases which increases the rotor torque generated. At higher BSR values, parasitic
drag on blades become important which in-turn decreases the rotor torque generated. Darrieus VAWT
is therefore designed in such a way that it compromises the stall and drag characteristics to maximize
performance.
Another important aerodynamic phenomenon is the blade-wake interaction. Blades in the upstream
half of rotation generate wake which interacts with the blades in the downstream half, which degrades the
performance of blades in the latter half [15]. Generation of tip vortices further intensifies this phenomenon
as due to the direction of rotation, wake from top and bottom part of rotor gets deflected towards the
mid-span of the downstream blades, as shown by simulations of both Scheurich [16] and Ferreira [17].
This also results in increased unsteady loading fluctuations on rotor blades which can potentially increase
the VAWT noise signature.

2.2

Historical development of Darrieus configurations

A detailed chronological sequence of various Darrieus configurations is shown by Tjiu [11]. Darrieus
VAWT was initially proposed by Darrieus in 1925, the design of which is shown in Figure 3 from his 1931
patent [18]. Both the curved and straight-bladed Darrieus evolved through the 2nd half of 20th century
when a number of designs were experimented. In case of curved blades, Guy-wired phi (φ) rotor was
experimented from 1968-early 1990s. The rotors were large-scale ranging from 30-500 kW, even going
towards 2.5-4 MW (largest VAWT in the world by NRC Canada) from 1988-93. Following the lessons
learnt from these designs and some failures happening in 1978-81, the design evolved towards Fixed on
tower/Cantilevered phi (φ) rotor from 2000s-present, especially in USA and Canada.
In case of straight blades, initially large-scale rotors were experimented. Variable-geometry (Musgrove)
and Variable-pitch (Giromill) rotors evolved during 1970s-80s. A number of problems arose with these
configurations such as high manufacturing cost, high COE (Cost of Operation) and less competitive
nature in the market. After a review on the wind turbine technology by Musgrove [19] [20] and his efforts
into designing a simpler VAWT, straight-bladed Darrieus became more common after 1988. The design
further evolved into Fixed-pitch H-rotor which had a similar design to the 1931 patent by Darrieus.
Large-scale H-rotor proved to be quite costly as compared to its HAWT counterpart, therefore a number
of small-scale H-rotor and its variations started coming up in 2000s, such as Articulating and Helical
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Figure 3: Design of Darrieus VAWT proposed in 1931 patent [18]; left: curved-bladed, right: straightbladed; a: blades, e: supporting plates, f and g: rotor shaft, f1 and f2: hubs
H-rotor. Small-scale design allowed the researchers to easily experiment with different design parameters
at a relatively lower cost. This paper focuses purely on small-scale Darrieus H-rotor and the research
performed till now on its design and analysis.

3

H-rotor: State of the Art

Most of the research is focussed on to increase the power production of Darrieus turbine by increasing
the lift on blades and decreasing the drag forces [10] [21] [22]. Small-scale design allows the flexibility
to chose from multiple geometrical parameters for efficient operation of the VAWT in turbulent and
comparatively scarce urban wind resource. Since the VAWT will be placed in built-up areas, a major
focus is also towards reducing the noise produced by a Darrieus turbine [23] [24] [25]. This will go a long
way in public acceptance of such sustainable energy systems [26] [27].

3.1

Aerodynamics and Performance analysis

Since a multitude of design parameters are available for a Darrieus rotor, it is important to understand
the effect of each on overall torque/power production of the rotor to design an optimum wind turbine.
Such parameters include Aspect Ratio, Solidity, Airfoil Profile, Preset Pitch, Blade Design, etc. examined
over a range of Blade Speed Ratio (BSR), both experimentally and numerically.
3.1.1

Experimental benchmark studies

Kaushik [9] provides a review of experiments conducted on various designs of Darrieus rotor. Blackwell [28]
presents a detailed wind tunnel performance data for the Darrieus wind turbine with NACA 0012 blades
for different wind velocities, rotational speed, solidities and Reynolds number. Battisti [29] examines
both H-shaped and troposkien Darrieus rotor using experimental methods, compares their aerodynamic
performance and provides a benchmark for validation of computational tools. Previously, Battisti [30]
performed wind tunnel measurements on a H-rotor and examines the effect of blockage and full 3D flow
features including tip vortices effect. Howell [8] tested a small-scale H-rotor for different wind velocities,
BSR, solidities (2-bladed and 3-bladed rotor) and rotor blade surface finish, while making comparisons
with 2D and 3D CFD results. Li [31] investigated the effects of ice and snow attached to the rotor
blades, on Darrieus rotor power performance. This assumes special significance in the northern UK and
north-western Europe, where there is significant snowfall in cold climates. Fiedler [32] investigated a
high-solidity 3-bladed Darrieus H-rotor to study the effects of blade pitch, both positive and negative
values, and blade mount-point offset on VAWT performance. LeBlanc [33] [34] presented an experimental
benchmark to validate studies on using active variable pitch on individual rotor blades.
3.1.2

Aspect Ratio

Aspect Ratio (AR) for a Darrieus VAWT is defined as the ratio of rotor span with rotor diameter. This is
also related to the AR of airfoil blades used. Ghonim [35] showed that an optimum value of AR is required
to get the maximum CP value; for V∞ = 10 m/sec the value of AR is 1.3 for a 3-bladed Darrieus H-rotor.
The reason is: a higher AR rotor will help in reducing the adverse effect of tip vortices on rotor blade
loads, thus potentially producing higher rotor torque and requiring lower BSR values [15]. Although,
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higher AR requires higher structural strength of the rotor, thus requiring a number of supporting struts
as can be seen for WindSpire turbine [36]. This increases the parasitic drag and also turbulence content
in the rotor wake. Due to increased interaction between downstream blades and higher turbulent wake,
there is a potential decrease in torque. An optimum value of AR is also required for a good self-starting
capability. This is shown by opposite conclusions of Ghonim [35] who proposed to decrease AR, and Du
[37] who proposed to increase AR, for increasing the self-starting capability of the rotor at lower wind
velocities. Brusca [38] highlighted similar results to the former by showing that lower AR rotor produces
higher power coefficients due to higher blade Reynolds number. This can help in self-starting of the rotor
and also provide higher structural stability.
3.1.3

Solidity

VAWT solidity is defined as the ratio of blade area to rotor swept area, which signifies the level of blockage
rotor blades provide for the oncoming flow. Mathematically, it is defined as σ = N c/R, where σ is VAWT
solidity, N is number of blades, c is blade chord and R is rotor radius. Mohamed [39] simulated S-1046
airfoil for solidities ranging from 0.1-0.25. Higher solidities performed better (higher CP ) at lower BSR
values and lower solidities performed better at higher BSR values, which is also shown by Howell [8].
When solidity increases, stronger wake is produced which leads to more blade-wake interaction. This is
more stronger at higher BSR values, which leads to lower rotor performance. Therefore, adding blades
(increasing solidity) reduces optimum rotor performance. The results also show that self-starting can be
improved with high-solidity rotors (due to higher CP at low BSR), although this will compromise the
higher BSR performance where the Darrieus rotor may operate for majority of its service life. A good
work on self-starting capability is done by Baker [40], Dominy [41] and Hill [42]. On the other hand, lower
solidities provide higher operating range for any Darrieus rotor which makes it more suitable for urban
environments where wind velocities vary significantly. Also, the power curve is smoother around the
optimum TSR point (highest CP ), so easier for the control system to operate around that point [43]. The
design of Darrieus is therefore a compromise between self-starting characteristics (low BSR) and higher
operating range (mid to high BSR). For a city like Nottingham which has a mix of both congested and
open spaces within the inner city limits, this design compromise assumes special relevance for different
localities.
3.1.4

Airfoil Profile

The choice of airfoil profile can significantly affect the power and noise output of a Darrieus turbine.
Since the AoA perceived by the blade varies from both positive and negative values, symmetrical airfoil
are commonly used such as NACA 00XX series. Mohamed [39] simulated 20 different airfoil shapes using
URANS simulation. In case of symmetrical NACA series, maximum CP of 0.2964 was obtained by NACA
0018. Lower thickness airfoil perform better at higher BSR values while higher thickness airfoil perform
better at lower BSR values. Same conclusion was obtained by Roh [44] and Healy [45]. Additionally, nonsymmetrical airfoils were also simulated by Mohamed [39] and it was shown that symmetrical airfoils both
performed better and has higher operating range than the former. The main reason being, symmetrical
airfoils delay stall, thus reducing the adverse effects on blade loads. Highest CP value amongst all 20
airfoils was obtained for S-1046 airfoil.
3.1.5

Preset Pitch

Preset pitch is defined as the angle between Darrieus blade chord line and tangent line to the circumferential path of the rotor blade. Similar to the reasons in case of airfoil profile, the preset pitch is normally
kept at 0◦ , although positive or negative angles in some cases can lead to higher CP values. Armstrong
[46] experimented with 3-bladed H-rotor with NACA 0015 profile. CP value increased by 15% if preset
pitch was changed from 0◦ to -6◦ i.e toe-out position and this happens due to a change in AoA perceived
by the blades. Toe-out reduces the AoA on upwind part and increases on downwind part, and a balance
between the optimum AoAs decides the overall change in performance. Generally, performance increases
upto a value of toe-out angle and then decreases. A number of authors such as LeBlanc [33] [34] and
Tavernier [47] have also suggested using active variable pitch for individual blades, to improve power
extraction by creating optimal loading and minimizing losses at every azimuthal locations. The same
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method can also be used to control the direction of rotor wake for wind farm control and structural
fatigue reasons [48].
3.1.6

Blade Design

As seen in previous discussions, straight-bladed rotor designs (H-rotor) are most common as they are
easier and less costly to manufacture and maintain. Additionally, innovative blade designs can be used
to increase the CP values while having negligible impact on aerodynamic noise and mechanical bearing
loads of the Darrieus turbine. Helical-bladed Darrieus rotor, as in the case of Quiet Revolution [49],
provides multiple benefits such as slightly higher effective chord, smoother blade loads or driving torque
in a single rotation which can help to reduce mechanical vibrations and aerodynamic noise produced. It
also improves aesthetics which is important for public acceptance. A similar design was experimented by
Bussel [50] in 2004, named as TURBY, which is designed specifically for the built environment. Although,
helical blades are expensive to manufacture than simple straight blades [7]. A number of authors use zigzag trip, both on the suction and pressure side of the blade, to force boundary-layer transition at a specific
chord location [15]. This helps to reduce flow separation which in-turn increases power performance and
reduces laminar boundary layer noise [51]. Another commonly experimented blade design is the 3D
troposkien shape [29] which gives better performance than straight-bladed rotor at higher BSR values.
Different available blade designs make it imperative to compare individual performances for a given wind
velocity at the desired urban location.
3.1.7

Special structures for Darrieus VAWT

A few authors experimented with additional structures placed around the Darrieus rotor to increase
its power performance. The concept is similar to ducted HAWT in which the rotor is shrouded by a
diffuser to direct the oncoming flow direction. Kim [52] placed a flat plate deflector in front of a pair of
counter-rotating Darrieus rotors, which increased the flow velocity on each rotor by 10-30% more than the
freestream velocity. Longer and narrower deflector produced higher CP values (2-3 times) than shorter
and wider deflector. Also, closer the rotors were to the deflector (in the streamwise direction), higher
the values of CP were. One major drawback of using such structures is that it makes the turbine more
directional, which can be disadvantageous in an urban setting.

3.2

Aeroacoustic studies

Since the focus is on urban wind turbines in Nottingham, UK, reduction of Darrieus noise signature
assumes relevance. This is also coupled to strict regulations imposed by Nottingham City Council for the
noise limits in a crowded built-up urban locality. The major source of noise in a Darrieus turbine is the
unsteady loading on rotor blades due to the interaction of solid blades and air flow around it. A number
of studies have been undertaken to understand the Darrieus noise generation mechanisms and methods
to reduce its acoustic signature.
Dumitrescu [53] compared noise for a HAWT and a VAWT at similar power performance (CP =0.4)
and found that the latter produced less overall noise (47 dB) than the former (56 dB). Pearson [15]
experimented with 3-bladed Darrieus H-rotor, for different BSRs, freestream velocities, rotational speeds
and solidities. Higher harmonic content was found in case of lower BSR values, due to dynamic stall being
dominant at lower rotational speeds and at blade loading harmonics (dynamic stall is periodic in nature).
At higher BSR, BVI is a bigger noise source which is more stochastic in nature. Increasing solidity
(number of blades) decreases harmonic content. This happens due to decrease in Angle of Attack (AoA)
on blades in the upstream half of rotation and therefore, dynamic stall, as solidity increases. Increase in
turbulence inflow leads to a reduction in harmonic content in the noise spectra due to periodic loading
being disrupted by stochastic loading of turbulent eddies on Darrieus blades. Using Boundary Layer
(BL) trips on both the outer and inner blade surfaces can avoid the laminar BL noise. A general trend
was found that noise decreases with increase in BSR due to increase in induction factor. This rate of
increase or decrease is higher for high solidity rotors due to its higher induction factors. This means
that off-design penalty for noise will be more for high solidity rotors, which is similar to the penalties
in aerodynamics. This makes turbine control significant for such rotors especially in regions of rapidly
varying wind speeds.
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Goccmen [54] optimized 6 different airfoils, such as FX 63-137, S822, S834, etc. both for noise and
power performance. Generally speaking, reducing airfoil thickness and increasing camber helps to reduce
noise and increase the ratio of lift/drag over a range of AoA. Weber [55] tested a 3-bladed H-rotor and
showed that in a flowfield, some major noise sources are present around vortices generated in the wake,
flow separation over blades and karman vortices behind the turbine shaft. BPF noise is mainly caused
due to Blade-Vortex Interaction (BVI) and unsteady loading on the blade. Changing lift and drag forces
on a blade in a single rotation is also a source of loading noise and contributes to higher harmonics.
Mohamed [56] simulated a 3-bladed H-rotor with different airfoils, with S-1046 producing the lowest
noise. Increasing BSR and solidity both contributed to increased overall noise, due to higher BVI and
unsteady loading on blades. The findings for increasing BSR values is opposite to what is mentioned by
Pearson [15]. This shows that there will be an optimum value of BSR where the noise will be maximum
or minimum.
Higher AR can also lead to increase in noise generated due to increased blade-wake interaction [15].
Availability of vertical space and wind resource in urban locality can also play a significant role in the same
[57]. Venkatraman [58] simulated noise generated due to flow non-uniformity experienced by a Darrieus
turbine on an urban rooftop. The directivity of overall sound increases in the direction of the velocity
gradient with a little increase in higher BPF and broadband noise. Understanding such behaviour is
important to figure out the noise impact of rooftop wind turbines. There is a potential to design Darrieus
turbines with directivity opposite to humans settlements.

4

Conclusions and future scope

In this study, a detailed review was conducted for H-rotor Darrieus VAWT. After the first design in
1925, a significant amount of research has been conducted on the aerodynamic design and analysis of
such turbines. Initially, the focus was on large scale design for multi-megawatt applications. In the 21st
century, the focus has shifted towards small-scale applications in urban settings. Small-scale turbine
allows to easily experiment with different design parameters to achieve the highest performance for a
given wind resource. Overall, there is sufficient work done on performance analysis of such turbines. In
the coming years, there is a need to understand the detailed flow physics of a Darrieus turbine. Studies
on AoA variation, flow separation, dynamic stall, blade-wake interaction, Reynolds number effect are
needed. Power performance analysis is required in case of oblique wind conditions, turbulent inflow,
wind gusts, etc.
Since the aim is to install wind turbines on rooftops, special focus is needed to reduce the noise
signature of such machines due to close proximity with humans. For that, studies are needed to understand
the noise generation mechanisms and methods to mitigate them. Apart from high-fidelity computational
studies, low-fidelity analyses are also needed to understand each of those mechanism separately and focus
on the most relevant ones. New innovative Darrieus designs can be taken up, such as blade tips to mitigate
tip vortices, trailing-edge serrations, external structures around VAWT, helical blades, etc. Darrieus
clusters can be investigated which can enhance the power generation capacity on a single rooftop. The
objective will be to lower community noise generation without impacting the power generation capacity
of a wind turbine. This will go a long way in increasing public adoption of small-scale urban vertical axis
wind turbines.
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1

Introduction

Installing wind farms near or inside forested areas requires accurate canopy flow modelling, and the
existence of many canopy models based on Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations [1] poses
the question of which of the canopy models is the most suitable. This study evaluated seven canopy models
[1–7] over forests in homogeneous (stand) and edge-flow configuration. The models’ appraisal was based
on the root mean square error (rmse) and bias between the computational results and measurements.
2

Methodology

The flow governing (mass and momentum) equations were solved for a statistically steady turbulent
flow. The canopy aerodynamic drag (Fi (1)) that consists of the sum of pressure and viscous forces
on all vegetation, is added to the momentum equation and turbulence production/destruction inside the
canopy are accounted for via additional terms (Sk and Sε (2) (3)) in the turbulence model (k-ε) transport
equations.
Fi

= −Cd α(z)|U|Ui

(1)

Sk

= Cd (βp |U|3 − βd |U|k)
ε
= Cd (Cε4 βp |U|3 − Cε5 βd |U|ε)
k

(2)

Sε

(3)

Here, Cd is the mean drag coefficient, a(z) is the leaf area density, a function of the distance to the
ground, and |U | is the mean scalar velocity. βp , βd , Cε4 and Cε5 are constants, whose value depend on
the canopy model [1–7].
For evaluation of the models, we used the experimental data of Ref. [8], measurements within a
maritime pine forest (Le Bray site, 44◦ 430 N, 0◦ 460 W), with an average tree height (hc ), leaf area index
and canopy drag coefficient equal to 22 m, 1.8 and 0.2, respectively. The atmosphere was considered
to be neutrally-stratified, and the site configuration allowed studies in stand and edge conditions with
measurements performed at 4hc and 9hc from the forest edge.
3

Results and discussions

Results were normalised with the reference streamwise wind (Uref ) and the friction velocity (u∗ ) at
x = 9hc and y = 41.50 m (highest measurement height). For the streamwise wind velocity (Uh ) (Fig. 1a),
all models behave similarly, with maximum and minimum rmse equal to 0.1036 and 0.0448 at sonic 2008,
0.1032 and 0.0541 at sonic 2006, and 0.1280 and 0.0690 at cup. The turbulence kinetic energy (tke)
(Fig. 1b) was well represented by the models (minimum rmse = 0.0041 at sonic 2006 and maximum rmse
= 0.0229 at sonic 2008). Apart from Svensson [2], which overestimated (bias = 0.1064, rmse = 0.1121
at sonic 2008; bias = 0.0766, rmse = 0.0807 at sonic 2006), and Liu [4], which underestimated (bias =
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-0.0144 at 2008 sonic; bias = -0.0121 at sonic 2008) tke slightly inside and further above the canopy. In
terms of Reynolds shear stress, Liu [4] had the lowest rmse = 0.0529 at sonic 2006 (result not shown),
which is attributed to the low kinematic viscosity. The results found in the stand case were similar
to those of the edge case, although in the edge case (results not shown), the canopy models had more
difficulty mimicking the measurement results.

(a) Wind speed

(b) Turbulent kinetic energy

Figure 1: Results for the homogeneous case
4

Conclusions

Seven canopy models were evaluated in neutrally-stratified flow over flat terrain in stand and edge flow.
The stand case, models Svensson [2] and Sanz [5] had the lowest rmse (0.0541 at sonic 2006 and 0.0448
at sonic 2008) the Uh . Turbulent kinetic energy was well represented by Sanz [5] and Viana [1] (rmse
= 0.0066 and 0.0074 at sonic 2008). In terms of mimic of Reynolds shear stress, Liu [4] yielded the
best results (rmse = 0.1907 at sonic 2008). For the edge case, the Uh profile was better represented by
Lopes [7] (rmse = 0.2575), which yielded also the lowest rmse = 0.0075 for the tke, whereas Liu [4] was
the best in terms of the Reynolds shear stress (rmse = 0.8346). In general, Lopes [7] was the one that
consistently showed lower rmse in these two cases.
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